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Abstract
This thesis presents work on the mechanism and kinetics of the surface film reactions
involving the conversion of aqueous species on solid surfaces, and specifically, the reactions of
iodide and bromide on silver oxide on silver substrate. These reactions provide a method of
immobilizing unwanted halides and are particularly suited to control of hazardous radioactive
iodine. Potential applications of this research include nuclear reactor safety and post-accident
radioiodine management, and the safe production and use of the medical isotope 131I.
The aqueous-solid conversion of reaction Ag2O with X−(aq) to form AgX on a Ag
substrate can occur via one of three main reaction pathways. The first pathway is a chemical
reaction that occurs at the oxide/solution interface. This is a molecule-molecule interaction that
does not involve charge transfer. A second, electrochemical (galvanic coupling) reaction
pathway is possible where the reduction of Ag2O to Ag is coupled to the oxidation of Ag to
AgX. Lastly, conversion can proceed via a dissolution pathway where Ag+(aq) released from
Ag2O dissolution reacts with X−(aq) in solution and AgX precipitates on the Ag surface. The
fastest reaction path will determine the nature of the AgX film that is formed. From the
perspective of immobilizing the halide ion, the dissolution pathway would be least effective. We
are interested in understanding how the system thermodynamics and mass transport properties
affect the relative pathway rates.
The kinetics of the AgAg2OX−(aq) solid-liquid interfacial reactions were studied using
a range of electrochemical techniques. Different electrochemical measurements provided
chemical kinetic information. The diffusion-limited and surface reaction-limited components of
the total reaction rate were separated by measuring the reaction time as a function of the
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electrode rotation rate. Linear polarization and potentiostatic polarization were used to probe the
rate of the galvanic coupling reaction.
These studies concluded that the reaction of iodide with silver oxide proceeds mainly via
the chemical reaction pathway, while the corresponding reaction of bromide proceeds via a
combination of the galvanic coupling and the dissolution reaction pathways.

Keywords:
reaction kinetics, film conversion, silver, silver oxide, silver halide, solid-liquid interfacial
reactions, galvanic coupling, radioiodine, electrochemical reaction
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Thesis Objectives
This thesis describes a number of studies that were performed on the reactions of

Ag2O/Ag with halides in solution. The overall objective of this thesis is to establish the
mechanism and kinetics of reactions involving the conversion of silver oxide (Ag2O) to
silver halide (AgX). There were multiple sub-objectives for the work as detailed below.
The objectives are listed in the order in which the associated research is presented in the
thesis.
•

One objective was to examine the nature, both electrochemical and
morphological, of silver oxide and silver halide films formed on Ag electrodes
under various conditions. The type of films formed were investigated by
changing variables such as halide species, halide concentration, overpotential, and
electrolyte composition.

•

A second objective was to identify the dominant chemical and electrochemical
reaction pathways possible for the conversion of silver oxide films to silver halide
films by reaction with aqueous halide anion.

•

A third objective was to develop a kinetic model that can be used to study
chemical reactions at the solid-aqueous interface. The kinetic model was first
used to examine the conversion reaction of solid silver oxide with aqueous iodide
anion to form solid silver iodide. From the kinetic model, the reaction orders and
reaction rate constant were extracted. By studying the chemical conversion as a
function of electrode rotation rate, in order to separate mass transport effects from
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the reaction kinetics, a surface chemical reaction rate was determined. To
confirm the validity of assumptions made in the kinetic model the conversion of
silver oxide to silver iodide was monitored in situ using neutron reflectometry.
•

A fourth objective was to examine the effect of electrolyte on (i) the composition
and morphology of silver-containing films and (ii) the chemical reaction kinetics.

•

A fifth objective was to explore how the different reaction thermodynamics and
mass transport properties of the different halide ions affect interfacial reaction
kinetics. This was accomplished by investigating the reaction of solid silver
oxide with aqueous bromide anion. The changes to the competing rates of the
dominant reaction pathways and how they affected the nature of the silver
bromide film are discussed.

•

The final objective was to evaluate the contribution of the electrochemical
(galvanic coupling) reaction to the overall conversion reaction of silver oxide to
silver halide.

1.2

Research Applications
Silver, in either the bulk metallic or nanoparticle state, is used in a number of

industrial, medical, and commercial products (e.g., silver-zinc rechargeable batteries, and
silver halide reference electrodes, surgical masks, odor reducing fabrics, solder,
telecommunication equipment, and conductive pastes [1−6]), not to mention its
popularity in jewelry and cutlery.
The antimicrobial activity of silver is very well-known [8−11]. This property is
highly desirable for materials used in biomedical devices such as catheters, surgical
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masks, and bandages [4,12,13]. For most industrial processes, and particularly
biomedical uses, the chemistry at the silver surface, and especially aqueous-silver
interfacial kinetics must be well understood.
This thesis is focused on the reactions of silver with halogens. There are several
industrial applications of silver that depend on these reactions. These include the
immobilization and timely release of radioiodine isotopes used for cancer therapies or
diagnosis [14], and the filtration of airborne radioiodine from airstreams present in the
nuclear industry [15,16]. Exposure of humans to radioiodines can be beneficial when
administered carefully in calculated small doses [17,18]. Radioiodines are deliberately
introduced into the body to treat or diagnose a number of thyroid-related diseases and for
medical imaging purposes [17,18]. These purposes include investigating blood flow in
the brain, detecting internal tumors, and imaging the urinary tract [14]. Iodine-131 and
iodine-123 are the most commonly used isotopes in medical imaging [19]. They are
produced either in a nuclear reactor or in a cyclotron by proton irradiation [20]. Once
made, the isotopes of iodine begin to radioactively decay immediately, therefore
management of the controlled capture, release, and delivery of these isotopes is critical if
they are to be safely used as diagnostic or treatment agents.
Despite the widespread use of silver in a broad range of applications, there are
very few studies that have investigated the interfacial reaction mechanisms and kinetics
of silver-containing films.
The overall objective of this thesis is to establish the mechanism and kinetics of
reactions involving the conversion of silver oxide (Ag2O) to silver halide (AgX) in
aqueous halide (X−(aq)) solutions, where X−(aq) is the I−(aq) or Br−(aq) anion. The
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incorporation of a halide ion into an oxide film or conversion from a metal oxide to a
metal halide film can occur via different reaction pathways [21]. The protective
properties of the resulting surface film depend on the pathway(s) that the conversion
follows. The relative contributions of each reaction pathway to the overall film
conversion will depend on the redox properties of the metal, and its oxide and halide, and
the aqueous redox conditions. For example, for redox-active metals such as iron, the
metal oxide is thermodynamically more stable than the metal halide [22], while for a
noble metal such as silver, the metal halide is thermodynamically more stable than the
metal oxide [21,22]. For iron it has been shown that metal halide formation requires a
porous or defective oxide layer which exposes the base metal and leads to pitting
corrosion [22]. Our research goal is to establish quantitative relationships between the
redox properties of the silver/halide system, and the kinetics of the different reaction
pathways for conversion of Ag2O to AgX.

1.2.1

Atmospheric Corrosion of Silver
Silver possesses relatively high thermal and electrical conductivity and this has

led to it being used in a number of commercial and industrial products. Any change in
the electrochemical properties (e.g., conductance) of silver due to the formation of a
surface corrosion film can negatively affect the function of an electronic part or device,
especially since the sizes of many electronic devices have become smaller and more
compact [23,24]. However, atmospheric corrosion rates of silver in urban, industrial, and
marine conditions have not been extensively studied. Preliminary studies have shown
that the corrosion rates are similar to those of aluminum and iron, less than that of zinc,
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and much less than those observed on carbon steel [25]. Insight into the processes
responsible for corrosion requires a detailed understanding of the relationship between
the chemical properties of the oxidized silver surface and the atmospheric components
responsible for the changes.
The potential–pH or Pourbaix diagram for silver is shown in Figure 1.1 [25]. The
dashed line at more positive potentials is the reversible oxygen line and defines the
O2/H2O equilibrium potential as a function of pH. The dashed line at less positive
potentials is the reversible hydrogen line and defines the H2/H2O equilibrium potential as
a function of pH. A Pourbaix diagram gives an indication of the thermodynamic stability
of metal species at various combinations of potential and pH, but provides no kinetic
information. Dry silver does not usually have a thick oxide layer present on the surface
at ambient temperature and pressures (usually less than 100 nM [27]). The Pourbaix
diagram shows that Ag2O is only stable at a high pH (12−14) and in the presence of
strong oxidizers.
1.0
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Figure 1.1 The potential-pH equilibrium diagram for Ag in H2O at 25 °C. Figure is
adopted from data found in [25].
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One issue that is often not addressed when reporting atmospheric corrosion rates
of silver is the poor correlation of corrosion rates measured in the laboratory compared to
those measured in field exposure experiments. This discrepancy led Kelly et al. to pursue
an investigation of the influence of UV radiation, relative humidity and exposure to
ozone on the corrosion of silver [28]. The morphology and composition of the corrosion
products were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and galvanostatic reduction measurements quantified the
amount of each corrosion product. The main corrosion products were identified as Ag2O
and AgCl [28]. They determined that the combination of ozone and UV irradiation
caused rapid degradation of the silver samples, while humidity had little impact on the
corrosion process [28]. During their investigation an unexpected side reaction, namely
the conversion of Ag2O to AgCl, occurred [28]. This reaction was avoided by
performing experiments in chloride-free sulphate solutions. This demonstrates how Ag
film conversions and transformations are extremely sensitive to solution conditions. We
have performed experiments in both buffered sodium phosphate, and un-buffered halide
solutions to investigate the role of solution conditions (Chapter 4 and 5).
Only a few studies are published that examine the atmospheric corrosion of silver
in outdoor environments after short (less than one year) exposure times [29]. In one
study Watanabe et al. investigated the corrosion of silver exposed to an urban atmosphere
for one month [29]. The corrosion products were characterized using x-ray diffraction
(XRD) and x-ray fluorescence analysis. The XRD patterns revealed that two corrosion
products, AgCl and Ag2S, had formed on the silver samples over the one-month exposure
period. They determined that the amount of AgCl that was formed was sensitive to
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changes in sea-salt concentrations, and that more AgCl formed during the summer
months compared to the winter months [29]. No seasonal differences were found for
Ag2S formation because the airborne concentration of H2S and carbonyl sulfide did not
change throughout the year [29].
While Watanabe et al. were successful in determining the chemical composition
of the corrosion products formed on silver, the key chemical process or processes
responsible for silver degradation were not reported. They speculated that AgCl
formation occurred by the precipitation reaction of Ag+(aq), produced anodically at the
Ag/H2O interface, with dissolved Cl−(aq) anions [29]. However, very little information
has been published on the rates of dissolution, precipitation, and transformation of silvercontaining chemical species. We investigate the transformation or reaction rate of Ag2O
to AgI and AgBr and the results are discussed in Chapters 4–8.

1.2.2

Nuclear Reactor Accidents and the Release of Radioactive Materials
Measures that can limit the release of radioactive iodine into the environment are

of particular interest to the nuclear industry. There are currently 440 nuclear reactors
operating in 30 countries and these reactors produce almost 14% of the world’s total
electricity [30]. In Canada, there are 18 CANDU® reactors currently in operation (16 in
Ontario, one in Quebec and one in New Brunswick) and these supply up to 52% of
Ontario’s electricity and 15% of Canada’s electricity [30]. Nuclear energy has proven to
be a reliable, clean, and economical energy source that does not contribute to
conventional air pollution or green house gas emissions. However, accidents at the
Chernobyl, Three Mile Island and the Fukushima Daiichi reactors demonstrate the
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importance of the development and implementation of strategies that can limit releases of
radioactive materials [31].

Figure 1.2. Schematic of the key components of a nuclear reactor which is adopted
from [32].

The key components of a conventional nuclear power reactor are depicted in
Figure 1.2 [32]. A nuclear power reactor works in the same way as a conventional fossil
power plant; it produces heat to generate steam which then turns a turbine to generate
electricity. The main difference between the two types of power plants is the fuel. In a
nuclear power reactor, heat is generated by fission of uranium fuel. During the fission
process a uranium atom nucleus splits into two smaller atomic fragments that are termed
nuclear fission products. Fissioning of the fuel also produces a large release of energy,
gamma rays and neutrons. The neutrons released from fission interact with additional
uranium nuclei in a self-sustaining fission chain reaction. The fission fragments range in
mass between 60 and 160 amu in a distribution with peaks at mass numbers around 90
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and 140 amu [33]. The distribution of atomic fragments formed from the fission of 235U
is shown graphically in Figure 1.3. The peak at 140 contains a range of radioactive
iodine isotopes (123I to 129I) plus stable 127I.

Figure 1.3. Fission yield, frequency distribution of the fission products generated in the
fission of 235U adopted from [33]

From the perspective of public safety, radioiodine is one of the most important
fission products from the uranium fuel because its a radiological hazard [31,32]. Once
radioiodine is released to the environment, human exposure to radioiodines can occur
through inhalation, or ingestion after it enters the food chain [31]. Once iodine enters the
body it rapidly accumulates in the thyroid gland where it can be a source of substantial
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doses of beta radiation [35]. The primary biological consequence of radiation exposure is
DNA damage [35]. Acute effects from high radiation doses include thyroiditis, while
chronic and delayed effects include hypothyroidism, thyroid nodules, and thyroid cancer
[35].
In the event of a severe nuclear reactor accident (an event where the reactor fuel
overheats) a significant fraction of the radioiodine inventory in the nuclear reactor will be
released from the reactor core (labeled “C” on Figure 1.2) into the containment building
(labeled by “A” on Figure 1.2) [36−49]. Most of the released iodine would quickly
dissolve and remain in the water that would be present throughout the containment
building following an accident [36−39]. However, a small fraction of the iodine could be
released to the gas phase due to the continuous conversion of non-volatile I−(aq) in the
water to volatile iodine species such as I2 or CH3I, under the oxidizing conditions
prevailing in the water due to the presence of ionizing radiation [40,43]. This is shown
schematically in Figure 1.4. Because of its mobility, control and prevention of release of
the airborne iodine is critical for safety and post-accident management. One of the
methods used to control and limit airborne radioiodine release is air filtration with deep
zeolites that are impregnated with silver [15,16].
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From Fuel / Fuel Channel
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H+
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Figure 1.4 Transport flow paths of iodine for CANDU reactor under accident
conditions.

A means of controlling airborne radioiodine generation during a reactor accident
is immobilization of the iodide in the water by reaction with a metal to produce an
insoluble halide. Silver is a candidate material for such a process. Results from largescale experiments that simulate severe accident conditions have shown that the formation
of volatile iodine species is suppressed when silver is present [42,44,46,48,49]. This
silver is naturally released from the melting of AgInCd control rods (“B” in Figure 1.2)
that are used in some reactor designs [50]. These control rods maintain an appropriate
level of the fission chain reaction neutrons. Control rods can be made of various
materials, one silver-cadmium-indium alloy (80%, 15%, and 5% by weight) is used in
Pressurized Water Reactors and Boiling Water Reactors [50]. In some accident scenarios
reactions of silver from these alloys with aqueous iodine to form insoluble silver iodide
could dominate iodine behaviour in solution [42,46].
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Because there will be a high radiation field present in a containment building
during a severe accident, the silver in the water will be exposed to oxidizing conditions
driven by ionizing radiation that is present [36-49]. Hence, while Ag could enter the
aqueous phase in the metallic state, it can be expected to grow an oxide (AgOH, Ag2O or
AgO) surface film. To assess the availability of volatile radioiodine under severe
accident conditions, it is important to establish the mechanism and kinetics of individual
iodine reactions with silver/silver oxide. Knowledge of the reaction kinetics is also
important in understanding the immobilization of iodine on silver surfaces impregnated
on filtration materials, since the filters are most likely to operate under conditions where
high humidity in the filtered air will lead to moisture condensation on the silver surfaces.
Due to this ability of silver to immobilize iodine by forming an insoluble solid it
has been suggested that silver be deliberately added to the aqueous phase following an
accident, or incorporated into barriers to prevent radioiodine release from nuclear waste
management facilities [15,16].
Early studies on silver-iodine interactions involved measurements of overall
iodine uptake on silver as a function of pH and the extent of initial Ag oxidation, in either
the presence or absence of radiation [42,44,46,48,49]. The results suggested that the
uptake involves the interaction of I−(aq) with Ag2O:
Ag2O(s) + 2 I−(aq) + 2 H+(aq) → 2 AgI(s) + H2O(aq)

(1.1)

and the reaction of I2 with both metallic Ag and Ag2O:
2 Ag(s) + I2(g) → 2 AgI(s)

(1.2)

Ag2O(s) + I2(g) → 2 AgI(s) + ½ O2(g)

(1.3)
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However, these studies have not unambiguously established detailed mechanisms and
kinetics of the individual reactions [42,44,46,48,49].
A complication to interpretation of previous experimental results is the pseudosteady state that exists between I−(aq) and I2(aq) in the aqueous solution [37,39,40]:
radiation
2 I−(aq) ←

→ I2(g)

(1.4)

I2(g) + H2O(aq)  HOI(aq) + I−(aq) + H+(aq)

(1.5)

I2(g) + I−(aq)  I3−(aq)

(1.6)

Equilibria (1.5) and (1.6) are achieved thermally even in the absence of radiation.
The formation of AgI can occur by the reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) (equation 1.1)
or Ag with I2 (equation 1.2). Since the goal of this work was to determine the mechanism
and kinetics of the individual reactions that are most important in solution only the
reaction involving Ag2O and I−(aq) has been studied. The reaction between aqueous
I−(aq) and the solid Ag2O/Ag surface can occur via three reaction pathways:
1.

Chemical reaction at the oxide/aqueous (ox/aq) interface (Figure 1.5). This is a
molecule-molecule interaction that does not involve charge transport in the solid:
Ag2O(ox/aq) + 2 X−(ox/aq) + H2O  2 AgX(ox/aq) + 2 OH−

(1.7)
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of the Ag electrode surface at the beginning and
end of the surface chemical reaction.

2.

Electrochemical (termed galvanic coupling hereafter) reaction in which reduction of
Ag2O to Ag in the solid surface ‘oxide’ phase (ox) is coupled with oxidation of Ag +
X−(aq) to AgX at the Ag metal/water (m/aq) interface (Figure 1.6):

Net:

Ag2O(ox) + 2 e− + H2O  2 Ag(s) + 2 OH−

(1.8a)

2 Ag(m/aq) + 2 X−(m/aq)  2 AgX(m/aq) + 2 e−

(1.8b)

Ag2O(ox) + 2 X−(m/aq) + H2O  2 AgX(ox/aq) + 2 OH−

(1.8c)

X−
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X−
X−

Ag

X−
X−

Ag

X−

Ag2O
e−

AgX
AgX

X−

Ag

Ag

Beginning or Middle of Conversion
Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of the galvanic coupling reaction described in
equations (1.8a-c).
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This electrochemical reaction requires charge transport through the bulk solid phases,
i.e., the silver substrate and/or the silver oxide film lattice. The charge transport can be
accomplished by migration of electrons, ions and/or ion vacancies. This reaction will
depend on the electrochemical potential at the Ag/Ag2O and Ag2O/solution interfaces.
3.

Dissolution of Ag+(aq) from Ag2O(ox), followed by the diffusion of Ag+(aq) into the
bulk aqueous phase (Figure 1.7). Some dissolved Ag+(aq) will react with X−(aq) to
form AgX(aq) in the aqueous phase, which will then migrate away from the interface
region to the bulk aqueous phase or re-settle on the electrode surface.
Ag2O(ox) + H2O  2 Ag+(aq) + 2 OH−

(1.9a)

Ag+(aq) + X−(aq)  AgX(aq)

(1.9b)

AgX(aq)  AgX(ox)

(1.9c)

AgX(aq)
X−

X−
Ag+

X−
Ag+

X−

Ag

Ag

X−

X−
AgX

Ag2O

Ag2O
Ag

X−

Ag

Beginning or Middle of Conversion
Figure 1.7 Schematic representation of the dissolution reaction pathway.

All three pathways lead to the formation of solid AgX on the Ag2O surface.
However, the nature (size and morphology) of the solid film formed by the different
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pathways will be different. The competing rates of the different reaction pathways are
very important since the fastest reaction pathway will determine the nature of the AgX
film that is formed. Which reaction pathway dominates is expected to depend on
parameters such as the difference between the equilibrium potentials of the Ag/Ag2O and
Ag/AgX redox pairs, oxide and halide film morphologies and thickness, film
compositions and solid crystallinities, cation and anion oxidation states, or solution redox
conditions. The properties of the surface film that is formed is an important factor
controlling corrosion kinetics. Thus, if we can determine how the dominant conversion
pathway changes with respect to the chemical/electrochemical environment, the
information can be used for corrosion control.
This study on the reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) echoes a related study by Smith et
al. [51]. The kinetic model that is described in Chapter 4 was applied by Smith et al. to
their investigation of the conversion of copper oxide (Cu2O) to copper sulphide (Cu2S).
Copper has been proposed as the material of choice for the fabrication of nuclear waste
containers since it is thermodynamically stable under the saline, anoxic conditions that
are expected to be present in a nuclear waste repository over the majority of the container
lifetime [52]. Destabilization of Cu by conversion to Cu2S sulphide appears to be the
only feasible long-term corrosion process for Cu waste containers [53,54]. Due to an
initial period of oxic corrosion, a copper container surface will be covered with a thin
oxide/hydroxide/CuII film that can chemically react with dissolved sulphide ions (S2−)
that are generated in groundwater by microbes. The primary goal of Smith et al.’s
research was to determine whether films formed during the initial repository oxic period
can subsequently inhibit, and perhaps even prevent, reaction with sulphide [51]. Hence
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they had an objective similar to our objective of understanding the kinetics of AgI
formation and iodine immobilization.

1.3

Experimental Approach
Investigation of the kinetics of aqueous–solid interfacial reactions often requires

either very cumbersome measurements (such as drying and weighing of the solid reactant
or products formed as a function of reaction time [55]) or sophisticated and expensive
surface analyses [56]. Studies of redox surface reactions are exceptions, since they
involve interfacial-charge-transfer reactions and, hence, their reaction kinetics can be
followed by current measurement using an appropriate electrochemical cell arrangement.
Highly sensitive current measurement-based techniques do not work very well for
studying purely chemical (molecule–molecule) interactions on surfaces because they do
not generate any current. However, for such reactions, potentiometric electrodes that are
sensitive to changes in the activity of either the reactant or the product can be used to
follow the reaction kinetics. One example of a potentiometric electrode is the
conventional platinum hydrogen electrode that is widely used for acid–base titrations
[57,58]. In this work a specific form of this potentiometric approach is used. During the
course of the conversion reaction, the measurements change from one sensor system
(Ag|Ag2O|H2O) to another (Ag|AgI|X−(aq)).

1.4

Thesis Organization
This thesis contains nine chapters. Chapter 1 briefly introduces the thesis topic

and the research objectives. Chapter 2 contains background information and the general
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experimental methods utilized for the generation of data presented in this thesis.
Experimental details specific to Chapters 4−8 can be found at the beginning of each of
these chapters. In Chapter 3, the electrochemical behaviour of silver oxide and silver
halide films is investigated. The results of Chapter 3 were used in the development of an
experimental approach that allowed us to determine the kinetic parameters (i.e., reaction
orders and reaction rate constant) for the chemical conversion of silver oxide to silver
iodide (Chapter 4). The influence of solution composition and mass-transport
contributions to the chemical kinetics are presented in Chapters 4 and 5, and a revised
method to determine the surface reaction rate constant is reported. Chapter 6 documents
an additional study of the interfacial reaction kinetics of Ag2O with I−(aq) using in situ
neutron reflectometry. The kinetics of the conversion of Ag2O to AgBr are analyzed in
Chapter 7 using the electrochemical analysis methods developed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The results show that the contributions of the possible conversion pathways to the overall
conversion rate are different for the I−(aq) and Br−(aq) systems (Chapter 8). The thesis
concludes with a short summary of Chapters 3−8, and future experiments are suggested.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Principles and Details

This chapter includes general information regarding the various experimental
techniques employed in this thesis project. It also includes experimental procedures that
are common to all experiments. Additional experimental details will be provided, as
necessary, immediately prior to the discussion of results in later chapters.

2.1

Experimental Set-Up

2.1.1

Electrochemical Cell
In an electrochemical cell where current is allowed to flow between two

electrodes, the current will polarize both electrodes in response to the reactions occurring
on the electrodes. To address this problem, the cell contains separate reference and
counter electrodes. A potentiostat is used to allow a very low current to flow through the
reference electrode, as its only role is to act as a reference point against which the
potential of the working electrode can be measured or controlled. The current passed at
the working electrode is balanced by a current flow through the counter electrode. This
arrangement of a working electrode (WE), a reference electrode (RE) and a counter (CE)
is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a three-electrode cell setup.

For this work all electrochemical experiments were performed in a Pyrex cell
using this conventional three-electrode configuration. The counter electrode was made
by spot welding a 2 cm × 2 cm platinum sheet to 1 mm diameter platinum wire (99.95%
purity). The wire was used to connect the electrode to the measurement equipment.
Platinum is chosen for the counter electrode because it is quite inert and will not oxidize
or dissolve under the conditions of the experiments. It is known to readily sustain water
oxidation/reduction reactions. The reference electrode was a commercially available
saturated calomel electrode from Fisher Scientific. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
provides a reference potential that is +241 mV with respect to the standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE).
Electrochemical measurements were made with a Solartron 1480 multistat or a
Solartron 1287 potentiostat running Corrware software (version 3, Scribner Inc.).
Rotating disc experiments were performed using a rotator produced by Pine Instruments
Inc.
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2.1.2

Solution Preparation
Electrolyte solutions were prepared from ultra-pure deionized water with a

resistivity of 18.2 MΩ⋅cm. The water was obtained from a NANOpure Diamond UV
ultra-pure water system (Barnstead International). Reagent grade chemicals from a
variety of sources were used to make up the electrolyte solutions to the desired
concentrations. To achieve anoxic conditions in the electrolyte, solutions were deaerated
by purging with ultra high purity argon gas for a minimum of 60 min prior to, and then
during, all experiments.

2.1.3

Sample Preparation
Working electrodes were made by machining discs from a silver rod (area of

0.385 cm2) obtained from Goodfellow Cambridge Limited (99.99 % purity). To provide
an electrical contact, a stainless steel rod was threaded into the back of the silver disc.
The electrodes were then wrapped with polytetrafluoroetheylene (PTFE) tape and
Parafilm or bonded in cylindrical PTFE holders with epoxy resin to allow only one face
of the electrode to contact the electrolyte as shown in Figure 2.2.
Prior to an experiment, the silver electrode was polished with incremental grades
of silicon carbide paper (500, 800, 1000, 1200 grit). The electrode was then rinsed,
sonicated in deionized water to remove any remaining polishing residue and rinsed again.
After placement in the electrochemical cell, the silver working electrodes were
cathodically cleaned by polarizing the electrode at −1.1 VSCE for 300 s. This removed
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any air-formed oxides and ensured that all experiments started with a reproducible
surface of pure Ag.

steel rod

PTFE holder

Ag rod

epoxy resin

Figure 2.2 Schematic of an assembled silver working electrode.

2.2

Electrochemical Reactions at an Electrode Surface
Electrochemical reactions are redox (reduction-oxidation) reactions occurring on

the surface of an electronic conductor (electrode) in contact with an ionically conducting
medium. In considering the thermodynamics and kinetics of such reactions, it is often
quite useful to separate the reaction into “half-reactions” by isolating the components
participating in the oxidative part of the overall reaction from those participating in the
reductive part to yield respectively an anodic half-reaction and a cathodic half-reaction.
In the half-reactions, electrons are explicitly specified as a charge-balancing reactant or
product. The main convenience afforded by half-reactions is that they can be used in a
“mix and match” fashion to compare various overall redox reactions while allowing what
is known about the thermodynamic and kinetics of each half-reaction to be used
independently of the other half-reaction with which it might be paired [1−6].
The thermodynamics of electrochemical reactions are much like those of other
chemical reactions, with the addition that, for electrochemical reactions, one must also
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consider the energetics of moving charges species (electrons or ions) through the electric
field that resides at charged phase boundaries. Therefore, the free energy change in an
electrochemical half-reaction is potential-dependent, as given by [1,5]
∆rG = −nFE

(2.1)

where ∆rG is the free energy change of the reaction, n the number of equivalent electrons
transferred in the reaction, F the Faraday constant (96 485 C⋅mol−1), and E the
electrochemical potential difference between the electrode surface at which the reaction
(half-reaction) in question is taking place and the defined standard reference potential.
That is, we consider the free energy change for an overall redox reaction in which one
half-reaction is the half-reaction of interest and the other is, by convention,
2 H+ + 2 e−  H2

(2.2)

where this reaction represents the reaction taking place on the Standard Hydrogen
Electrode (SHE) (Pt at 25 oC in solution with aH+ = 1 and PH2 = 1 atm). The latter halfreaction has been chosen as the zero or reference point for the potential scale (ESHE = 0).
The thermodynamics of any half-reaction can then be described in terms of a potential
(which, strictly is a potential difference from ESHE = 0). The thermodynamics of any
overall redox reaction can, in turn, be evaluated from the difference between the
potentials (vs. SHE) determined for each half-reaction involved.
The dependence of the free energy change on reactant and product concentrations
and temperature in chemical reactions is given by the Van’t Hoff Isotherm [5],
∆rG = ∆rGo + RT ln Keq

(2.3)
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where ∆rGo is the standard free energy change for the reaction (i.e., for the reaction
occurring under standard conditions), R the Universal Gas Constant (8.314 J⋅K−1⋅mol−1),
T the absolute temperature, and Keq the equilibrium constant for the reaction.
Substituting equation 2.1 into 2.3 allows us to convert the Van’t Hoff Isotherm
into the electrochemical equivalent, known as the Nernst equation,
Ee = Eo −

RT
ln K eq
nF

(2.4)

where Ee is the equilibrium potential for the half-reaction of interest (vs. SHE) and Eo is
the Standard Potential (i.e., the equilibrium potential for the half-reaction under standard
conditions, ∆rGo = −nFEo) [7]. To connect this directly with the activities
(concentrations) of reactants and products involved, note that for a reaction,
aA + bB  cC + dD
K eq =

(2.5)

a Cc a Dd
a Aa a Bb

(2.6)

where aX is the activity of species X. This can be incorporated into the Nernst equation
to give:

RT  aCc a Dd
E =E −
ln
nF  a Aa a Bb
e

o





(2.7)

Note also that the convention for redox half-reactions is to express them in the form of a
reduction reaction (electrons on the left side) to yield the usual sign convention for the
potential [1,5].
When an electrode is placed in a solution with a redox couple present and without
an external power supply or current source/pathway, it will spontaneously react such that
the free energy decreases and the systems heads toward equilibrium. After an initial
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charge transfer between electrode and solution (a very small number of charges) an
electric field develops at the electrode-solution interface, which then prevents any further
uncompensated charge transfer between them. From that point, any charge transfer
between electrode and solution species must conserve charge so that no further charge
separation occurs. That means that for every oxidation occurring on that surface, a
charge-equivalent reduction must also occur on that surface. No current is measurable
because there is no current pathway through an external measurement device and there is
no current generated by the reaction since all electrons produced in the oxidation halfreaction are consumed in the reduction half-reaction. This means that the partial anodic
current generated by the oxidation half-reaction, iA, is equal in magnitude to the partial
cathodic current generated by the coupled reduction half-reaction, iC, such that they sum
to zero:
iA = iC

(2.8)

iA + iC = 0

(2.9)

A specific term is given to the partial current magnitude at the equilibrium condition; it is
called the “exchange current”, io, and is a measure of the dynamics underlying the
equilibrium state. The electrode potential measured in this case is Ee. The term “open
circuit” is used to describe an electrode isolated from external current pathways, and the
potential achieved under the open circuit condition is called the open circuit potential,
EOC [1−6].
In the case where an electrode is immersed in a solution in which an ongoing
redox reaction can occur spontaneously (e.g., a corrosion situation) the open circuit
potential is not an equilibrium potential (EOC ≠ Ee). Yet still, if the electrode has no
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available external current pathway (i.e., it is at open circuit) the requirement for charge
conservation, implying that no net current must flow, implies that the potential will
establish a value (usually the only value) of which this condition is satisfied for the
existing conditions (i.e., iA = iC, iA + iC = 0). In corrosion reactions, this open circuit
potential is established by the oxidative and reductive half-reactions of a corrosion
process, so it is given the special name “corrosion potential,” ECorr (i.e., EOC = ECorr).
The magnitude of the underlying partial anodic and cathodic currents is also
specifically named the “corrosion current, “, iCorr (i.e., iA = iC= iCorr). The corrosion
current is directly proportional to the rate of the corrosion reaction. Since it cannot be
measured directly (net current at ECorr is zero), several methods (Chapter 8) have been
developed to evaluate this important parameter [1,9−11].

v
The forward rate, ν , of a simple first-order redox half-reaction, for example
Ox + ne−  Red

(2.10)

is proportional to the activity of the reacting species

ν = k a ox
v

v

(2.11)

v
where k is the constant of proportionality, known as the “rate constant”. In

electrochemical terms, the rate is expressed in the form of a current
v
v
i = − nFk a ox

(2.12)

Furthermore, in electrochemical reactions the rate constant is potential-dependent
(analogous to the temperature dependence of the rate constant of thermal reactions via the
activation barrier as described by the Arrhenius expression). Therefore,
v
v v
 αnFη 
k = k o exp −

RT 


(2.13)
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v
v
where k o is the pre-exponential factor, α o is the symmetry coefficient (describes the

symmetry of the activation barrier to the forward and reverse reactions), and η is the
“overpotential” or shift of the electrode potential from the equilibrium potential value,
i.e.,
η = E − Ee

(2.14)

Analogous rate and rate constant expressions can be defined for the reverse reaction
(2.10), and by summing the kinetic relationships for the forward and reverse halfreactions, the net current can be expressed as:
w
v
  αnFη 
 αnFη 
i = io exp

 − exp −
 RT 
  RT 

(2.15)

w
v
where α and α are the symmetry coefficients for the half-reactions proceeding in the
w v
reverse (anodic) and forward (cathodic) directions, respectively ( α + α =1). This is the
Butler-Volmer equation [12]. It describes the measured current as a function of applied
overpotential for a given half-reaction. It is represented graphically as shown in Figure
2.3. Inspection of equation 2.15 indicates that for large positive overpotentials, the
second exponential term rapidly diminishes to a negligible magnitude and the reaction is
dominated by the oxidation described by the first (anodic) term. Likewise, at large
negative overpotentials, the second (cathodic) exponential term dominates the equation,
the first (anodic) term diminishes to a negligible amount and the nature of the reaction is
almost entirely cathodic (reduction).
In the case of a corroding electrode, two different half-reactions are proceeding on
the same electrode at EOC. Each half-reaction is independently described by its own
unique Butler-Volmer equation. The net observable current-potential relationship is
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easily obtained from the sum of the two simultaneous Butler-Volmer equations. The
proposed name of this summary equation is the Wagner-Traud equation [9−11]. The
Wagner-Traud equation is given by

  α nF
 α nF


( E − EOC ) 
i = iCorr exp A ( E − EOC )  − exp − C

 RT

  RT

(2.16)

where αA is the anodic transfer coefficient and αC the cathodic transfer coefficient.

Figure 2.3 Current-potential relationship for a redox active species [6].

The form of the Wagner-Traud equation is similar to that of the Butler-Volmer
equation, and it has some of the same properties/features. The transfer coefficients are
similar to the symmetry coefficients, though in this case they correspond to activation
barriers from two different half-reactions. The analogy between io and iCorr has already
been described above. The difference E−EOC is akin to the overpotential η but now
represents the degree of polarization away from the open circuit, rather than the
equilibrium potential, Ee. Also, it can be seen that at large polarizations positive of EOC
(E−EOC >> 0) the first (anodic) term of the Wagner-Traud equation dominates and the net
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current is anodic, whereas at large polarizations negative of EOC (E−EOC >> 0), the
second (cathodic) term of the Wagner-Traud equation dominates and the net current in
cathodic. The summing of two Butler-Volmer equations and the form of the WagnerTraud equation are illustrated graphically in Figure 2.4. The use and implications of the
Wagner-Traud equation are further discussed in Chapter 8.

Butler-Volmer for one half-reaction
Wagner-Traud equation for a redox reaction

Figure 2.4 Current-potential relationships for coupled reactions in a corrosion process.

2.3

Principles of Experimental Techniques

2.3.1

Open Circuit Potential Measurements
As previously stated the EOC is the potential that is established on a metal working

electrode in an electrochemical cell when there is no external current or potential applied
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to the system. The rates of the coupled anodic and cathodic reactions depend on a
number of factors, including: the working electrode properties, electrolyte concentration
and pH, electrode film formation, temperature, and the presence of other species in the
electrolyte (such as dissolved oxygen). The EOC can be measured by placing a high
impedance voltmeter between the working and reference electrodes of the
electrochemical cell. The high impedance of the voltammeter ensures that negligible
current flows through the external measurement circuit, which ensures a limited iR (or
voltage) drop [13].
The EOC is typically a complicated function of not only the equilibrium potentials
of the aqueous- and electrode surface-redox pairs, but also the electrode surface area, and
topography, the concentration of the redox couples, and the individual reaction rates. In
many cases, changes to surface properties due to the progress of corrosion and the buildup of electrode surface films make it difficult to predict EOC from thermodynamic and
kinetic considerations alone.

2.3.2

Cyclic Voltammetry
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is used to study various anodic and cathodic processes

that occur at an electrode surface as a function of an applied potential. In a typical cyclic
voltammetry experiment, the current density is monitored while the working electrode
potential is scanned linearly/at a constant rate of change from an initial starting potential
(Einitial) to a chosen final potential (Eend). The scan direction is subsequently reversed and
the potential is swept back to the original potential (Einitial) as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
The current measured during the potential scan is a measure of the net rate of the charge
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transfer reactions occurring on the working electrode at each time durimg the scan. An
observed anodic current is a measure of the net rate of oxidation on the electrode surface
and an observed cathodic current is a measure of the net rate of reduction on the electrode
surface. The Faraday Law determines the relationship between the total charge
transferred by the current and the number of moles of oxidized or reduced species:
m=

Q⋅M
F ⋅n

(2.17)

where m is the mass (in g), Q is the total charge (in Coulombs), M is the molar mass (in
g⋅mol−1), F is the Faraday constant, and n is the number of electrons transferred per mol
of product.
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Figure 2.5 The potential-time profile applied in a cyclic voltammetry experiment.

The measured current is recorded as a function of potential and can often provide
information about the sequence of electrochemical oxidation and reduction reactions
occurring on the electrode. The current response may depend on the potential scan rate
(σ), and changes to this parameter may provide information on the relative contribution
to the current of “slow” vs. “fast” and reversible vs. irreversible reactions.
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There are other elements of cyclic voltammetry that are helpful in understanding
electrode kinetics. For example, if an oxidation product formed during the forward scan
is insoluble and can be completely reduced during the reverse scan, the total accumulated
charge during the anodic scan (QA = ∫
scan (QC = ∫

E Initial
E End

E End
E Initial

i ⋅ dt ) should be equal to that for the cathodic

i ⋅ dt ). An idealized cyclic voltammogram depicting the condition

where QA = QC is shown schematically in Figure 2.6
.
2Ag + 2OH–  Ag2O + H2O + 2e–

i

0

Einitial

Eend

E

Ag2O + H2O + 2e–  2Ag + 2OH–

Figure 2.6 The current-potential response in a cyclic voltammetric experiment for a
reaction in which all of the anodic charge is recovered during the cathodic scan. The
areas under the two peaks are the same.

2.3.3

Potentiostatic Polarization
In a potentiostatic anodic polarization experiment, a constant external potential is

applied to the working electrode using a potentiostat and held for a certain length of time
while the resulting current is measured. The static potential allows for isolation of the
anodic and cathodic reactions involved in corrosion. The value of the applied potential
with respect to the EOC will determine the direction of electron flow, thereby allowing
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either the anodic or cathodic reaction to be studied at the working electrode. During
anodic polarization, oxidation occurs at the working electrode and the resulting electrons
are passed through the potentiostat circuitry to the counter electrode where they are
available to support the balancing reduction reaction, without affecting the applied
potential at the working electrode.

2.3.4

Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry
Cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV) is conducted by scanning the working

electrode potential to a lower potential (in a cathodic direction) while monitoring the
current that flows during the potential sweep. The cathodic scan usually starts at the EOC
and ends at a potential where it is expected that the surface species is fully reduced.
During the CSV, species present on the electrode will be reduced at potentials more
negative than their thermodynamic equilibrium potentials. If the cathodic behaviour of a
system is already known, for example, from a combination of cyclic voltammetry and
surface analyses, CSV can be used to quantify the film that forms on the surface of an
electrode during an anodic process. It is thus convenient to couple CSV with EOC or
potentiostatic anodic polarization to determine the amounts of various species formed on
an electrode as a function of potential and time.
By integrating the current attributed to a specific film reduction process in a CSV
over time, one can obtain the charge corresponding to the reduction of that film.
Assuming that film dissolution does not take place during the stripping and that the
electrochemical reduction process goes to completion, Faraday’s law can be used to
quantify the amount of surface film material that was present.
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2.3.5

Galvanostatic Polarization
During a galvanostatic polarization process, a constant current is applied to the

working electrode and the potential is monitored as a function of time. In such a
controlled current experiment, a redox reaction must occur at the surface of the working
electrode in order for the applied current to flow. The sign of the applied current will
determine whether the reactions at the surface are oxidizing or reducing. For a reduction
process, the potential will initially be set by the reduction of the species on the electrode
that can sustain the highest potential. Once the amount of the species on the electrode
supporting this redox reaction approaches zero, the applied current can no longer be
supported by that particular electron transfer reaction. The potential decreases and is set
by the redox potential of the next species that can be reduced. When there is no available
redox reaction on the electrode, the potential will change to that which can sustain
reduction of water. This process is shown for a cathodic reduction reaction of an
electrode with a mixed Ag2O and AgI film in Figure 2.7.

Ag2O + H2O + 2e–
 2Ag + 2OH–

E
AgI + e– Ag + I–

H2O + 2e–
 H2(g) + 2OH–

t
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Figure 2.7 A schematic of the potential-time profile for a galvanostatic reduction
measurement showing the reduction of a film containing Ag2O and AgI. Once those
species are consumed the potential drops to drive water reduction.

The applied current can be negative (cathodic) or positive (anodic), depending on
which redox process is under investigation. The total charge passed during the oxidation
or reduction process can be calculated using equation 2.18:
Q = i∆t

(2.18)

where Q is the total charge applied during the oxidation/reduction process that occurs at
potential (E), i is the applied current, and t is the time at which this potential is sustained.

2.3.6

Linear Polarization Measurements
Linear polarization measurements involve scanning 5 to 30 mV positive and

negative of either the EOC or an applied potential, while measuring the current. A very
small potential range is selected to minimize perturbation of the system away from the
EOC (i.e., the natural corroding system) or from the desired applied potential. The other
major reason for using small ∆E is that the Wagner-Traud equation, an exponential
relationship, is approximately liner over a small ∆E.
Several useful parameters can be calculated from linear polarization
measurements depending on the ongoing electrode kinetics. One parameter, the
polarization resistance, can be useful in interpreting passivity in the case of resistive
films, or electron transfer in the case of active films [20]. Because the system under
investigation in this thesis is unique, specific details of the linear polarization technique
as applied to that specific system are described in more detail in Chapter 8, section
8.3.2.3.
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2.3.7

Rotating Disc Electrode Experiments
If a reacting species in solution is being consumed at the electrode surface at a

rate faster than the rate at which it can be replenished at the surface by solution mass
transport, a concentration gradient will develop in the solution near the electrode surface.
Under idealized stagnant conditions in the solution, a steady-state reaction rate at the
surface cannot be achieved since the concentration gradient will continually change with
time. However, completely stagnant conditions are difficult to achieve and natural
convection will eventually stabilize the flux, J, of a species to (or from) the electrode
surface. Under controlled convective conditions, a linear concentration gradient can be
established that depends on the diffusion rate of the species and the flux is approximated
by [5]:
J=

−D

δ

(c b − c s )

(2.19)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, δ is the Nernst diffusion layer thickness, cb is the
bulk concentration and cs is the surface concentration. Where mass transfer (not electron
transfer) is the rate limiting process, cs is zero. This is schematically depicted by the grey
lines in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Concentration profile of steady-state mass transport controlled reaction under
controlled convective conditions adopted from [6].

The flux is an approximation of Fick’s first law of diffusion and from this, one
can describe the limiting current density, IL as:
| I L |=

nFDc b

δ

(2.20)

A rotating disc electrode is used to force convection currents at the surface of the
electrode in a well-defined manner. The movement of the electrode creates conditions of
non-turbulent laminar flow parallel to the electrode surface. Variation of the speed of
rotation permits control of δ and, hence, IL.
A rotating disc electrode consists of a circular electrode embedded in a circular
PTFE holder. The holder provides additional planar surface area surrounding the disc
electrode and the movement of the holder forces turbulent flow to occur away from the
surface of interest. The thickness of the diffusion layer next to the electrode and,
ultimately, the limiting current will depend on the angular rotation rate, ω, of the
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electrode and the solution kinematic viscosity, ν. The limiting current density can be
described by the Levich equation:
I L = 0.62 nFD 2 / 3ν −1/ 6 c bω 1/ 2

(2.21)

Therefore, if a reaction is completely diffusion controlled, a plot of IL as a function of ω1/2
will be linear, and the slope of that plot can be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient,
provided that the number of electrons being transferred in the controlling redox reaction
is known.
Often situations exist in which the measured current is not simply controlled by
either reaction kinetics or mass transport, but rather partial control by both is observed.
In these cases, the species concentration, cs, at the electrode surface is not zero, but it may
still be very small compared to the bulk concentration. In these cases the measured
current is still a function of the electrode angular rotation rate, but it is described by the
Koutecky-Levich equation:
1
1
1.61υ 1/ 6
=
+
I M I K nFc b D 2 / 3ω 1/ 2

(2.22)

where IM is the measured current density and IK is the kinetic current density that would
flow if the reaction was not mass transfer limited. A plot of 1/IM versus ω-1/2 will yield a
linear relationship which can be extrapolated to infinite ω (or δ = 0) to yield a value for
the kinetic current. For a sufficiently large overpotential (η), log IK can then be plotted as
a function of the applied potential. This type of plot is known as a Tafel plot. While we
used a rotating disc electrode in our studies, as described in Chapter 5, we did not use
either a conventional Levich or Koutecky-Levich equation to analyze our data. We
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derived alternative equations that relate mass transport rates to the EOC to extract
chemical kinetic rates [14].

2.4

Surface Analysis
Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and X-ray

diffraction were used to study the composition and morphology of oxide and halide films
chemically and electrochemically formed on a silver substrate. These measurements
were performed on samples of the electrode after removal from the electrochemical cell.
Neutron reflectometry was performed in situ, while silver oxide was converted to silver
iodide. The principles of each technique are described below.

2.4.1

X-Ray Diffraction
When a monochromatic X-ray beam of wavelength λ is projected into a solid the

atoms will scatter the x-rays in all directions. When the solid has an ordered structure (a
crystal lattice for a pure species), constructive and destructive interference of the
scattered X-rays will result in diffraction patterns according to Bragg’s Law:
z λ = 2d sin ψ

(2.23)

where z is termed the order of reflection, d is the interplanar spacing, and ψ is the
diffraction angle. The value of z is an integer and is equal to the number of wavelengths
in the path length difference of two X-rays scattered by adjacent crystal planes [15,16].
Note that the conventional symbols for Bragg’s Law have been altered to avoid
redundancy.
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Large databases of XRD spectra for pure species exist, and these can be
referenced to aid in the fingerprint identification of an unknown compound. X-rays that
are diffracted from the sample can be produced from diffraction occurring well within the
sample so XRD is not a surface sensitive analytical technique.

2.4.2

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is primarily used to investigate surface

topography. A high resolution electron beam is directed onto the sample surface and the
scattered electrons are detected. Samples are in a vacuum chamber in order to give both
incident and resulting electrons free passage from source to sample, and sample to
detector. The incident electrons typically have an energy ranging from 0.2 to 30 keV.
They are focused by one or two condenser lenses into a beam with a very fine focal spot,
sized 0.4 to 5 nm. The beam passes through pairs of scanning coils or pairs of deflector
plates which deflect the beam horizontally or vertically so that it scans in a raster fashion
over a rectangular area of the sample surface [17].
When a sample surface is subjected to a focused beam of electrons, various
processes can occur. Incident electrons can interact with the atoms on (or very near) the
surface of the sample and eject secondary electrons. These are lower in energy than the
incident beam and arise only from the sample surface (top few nanometers). They are
used to study the sample topography. As a result of proximity to the detector, secondary
electrons from areas of higher points on the sample surface are more likely to be detected
than electrons from lower points. This results in a brightness contrast in the image that
gives the micrograph depth perspective.
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Incident electrons can also be elastically scattered as a result of collision with
electrons within the sample. As higher atomic number species contain more electrons,
the probability of backscattering is greater for higher mass species. A backscattered
electron image is useful in discriminating between elements of different atomic mass.
Energetic impact between incident electrons and sample atoms can also promote
electrons within the sample atoms to higher energy levels. When the electrons return to
their ground state, they emit discrete X-rays, characteristic of a specific energy gap in a
specific element. Measurement of these secondary X-rays is called Energy Dispersive Xray (EDX) Spectroscopy. Since X-ray penetration through samples is greater than
electron penetration, these secondary X-rays can escape from much greater depths than
are probed by the backscattered electrons (typically depths of 0.02 – 1 mm are possible,
depending on the sample elemental composition and the energy of the incident electrons).
Scanning electron microscopy was performed using a Hitachi S-4500 scanning
electron microscope. Images were recorded with an accelerating voltage of 10 KeV and
a beam current of 20 µA at a 15 mm working distance. The SEM instrument was also
equipped with a Quartz Xone energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system to analyze
the elements present in the surface.

2.4.3

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra are obtained by irradiating a

material with X-rays and measuring the kinetic energy (KE) and number of electrons that
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are ejected as a result of X-ray adsorption. Photoelectron spectroscopy is based on a
single photon/electron ejection process as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The sample is
irradiated by X-rays of known energy. Adsorption of an X-ray by an atom on the sample
surface leads to the ejection of a single electron from the inner shell of the atom. The
kinetic energy distribution of the emitted photoelectrons
KE = hν − BE − φ

(2.24)

is measured using an electron energy analyzer, and a photoelectron spectrum is obtained.
Note that BE is the binding energy of the electron in the atom that is ionized, hυ is the
energy of the incident X-ray photons, KE is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron and

φ is the work function. The work function is a combination of the sample work function
and the work function induced by the spectrometer. The sample work function is the
minimum amount of energy required to move an electron from the Fermi level of the
sample into vacuum, see Figure 2.9. In an XPS measurement, the kinetic energy of the
ejected electron is directly measured, and the binding energy of the emitted electron is
calculated using equation 2.24 (and knowing hν and φ) [18].
A typical XPS spectrum is a plot of the measured photoelectron intensity as a
function of the binding energy of the electrons detected. Each element produces a set of
XPS peaks or lines at characteristic binding energy values. The sizes of the peaks are
directly related to the amount of a particular element within the sample volume that is
irradiated (typically a spot size of 400 µm × 700 µm and depth 1 – 10 nm).
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of a single photon/electron ejection process.

2.4.4

Neutron Reflectometry
Specular neutron reflectometry experiments probe the variation in the neutron

scattering length density perpendicular to the sample surface at depths from a few, up to
several thousand, angstroms [19]. It is a particularly useful technique for investigating
layered film structures on surfaces and can be used to characterize surface layers in
aqueous environments, such as the Ag2O/AgI layered film we are studying. The
technique is based on the principle that when a highly collimated beam of neutrons of
wavelength λ is incident on a flat surface of a material at a small grazing angle θi, the
penetration depth is small and scattering is limited to the surface and sub-surface regions
[19].
The neutron scattering at an interface between two media, A and B, is shown
schematically in Figure 2.10. In neutron reflectometry, medium A is usually air or a
neutron-transparent material such as silicon. Neutrons are reflected and transmitted at the
interface of any two materials with different refractive indexes [20].
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medium B
medium A
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Figure 2.10 A neutron beam is partially reflected and partially transmitted at the
interface between two media adapted from [20].

Neutron reflectometry was performed using a time-of-flight apparatus (Figure
2.11) where the incidence angle is fixed and a reflectivity curve is obtained by measuring
the neutron beam reflection intensity as a function of the incident neutron wavelength.
The Platypus reflectometer used in our studies had a white neutron beam with a spectrum
of wavelengths from 2 – 20 Å. The neutron beam was generated by the 20 MW OPAL
(Lucas Heights, Australia) research reactor. The incident beam was pulsed by boroncoated disc chopper pairs. Within each neutron pulse there is a continuous band of
neutrons of different wavelengths. This band is divided into discrete segments, each
corresponding to a narrow wavelength spread, based on the time that it takes for the
neutrons to travel from the chopper to the detector. The neutron beam is collimated by
passing it through a number of slits, and the angle (θ) of the sample with respect to the
incident beam can be varied using a computer-controlled sample holding stage. The
reflected neutrons are detected by a 2-dimensional 3He detector [21].
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Figure 2.11 The Platypus time-of-flight neutron reflectometer.

Neutron reflectivity data were collected as a function of the momentum transfer
(Qz), normal to the surface of the film, where Qz is defined by
Qz =

4π sin θ

λ

(2.25)

The measured reflectivity is normalized by dividing the number of neutrons reflected by
the sample with the number of neutrons incident upon its surface. Since the wavelength
spectrum of the beam is not wide enough to cover a wide Qz-range in the reciprocal
space, data are collected at more than one angle to cover a wider range of Qz [20].
The neutron reflectivity depends on the scattering length density (SLD) which is
determined by the composition and density of the film of interest. The SLD is defined as
the product ρb, where ρ is the number density of atoms and b the coherent scattering
length of a particular isotope [20]. The experimentally observable reflectivity of a
sample depends on the variation in the SLD which in turn is determined by the isotopic
composition and density of the constituent layers. The reflectivity spectrum will exhibit
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repeated modulated structures which are labeled Kiessig fringes (Figure 2.12). The
spacing between the minima of successive fringes is inversely proportional to film
thickness [20,21]. If a sample film contains many interfaces, then the reflectivity
spectrum will show modulations of several different periodicities. The clarity of the
Kiessig fringes depends on the interface width (or roughness) between two materials.
Derivations of film type and thickness from neutron reflectivity spectra have the lowest
uncertainty if the film components have sub-Angstrom roughness.
Neutron reflectivity data is analyzed by comparing a theoretical or “best guess”
model to the measured reflectivity curve. A least-squares refinement procedure is then
used to minimize the differences between the theoretical and measured reflectivity curves
by changing the parameters that describe each layer. The various parameters in the layer
profile that affect the calculated reflectivity curve are the thickness of the layers, the layer
SLD, and the interface width. The layer thickness controls the position (in Qz) of the
local minima and maxima of the curve. The SLD, or more accurately the difference of
SLD between adjacent layers, controls how deep the minima are compared to the maxima
on either side. Finally, the interface width controls how quickly (in Qz) the overall
intensity drops at high Qz.
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Figure 2.12 Reflectivity of a Si substrate covered by 400 Å of Ag (black line) or a Si
substrate covered by 50 Å of Ag (red line). The Kiessig fringes corresponding to the
total film thickness of the layer are denoted by arrows.

Neutron reflectivity measurements were carried out on the Platypus time-of-flight
reflectometer, at the Bragg Institute, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation (ANSTO) in Sydney, Australia. This time-of-flight instrument provided 20
Hz neutron pulses and was operated in the medium resolution mode (∆λ/λ = 4 .3%). The
reflected neutrons were measured using a 2-dimensional helium-3 detector with an active
area 500 mm wide × 250 mm high. Data were collected at two incident grazing angles (θ
= 0.6° for 5 min and θ = 2.4° for 10 min). Analysis of the data was done with Motofit
reflectometry analysis software [21].
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Chapter 3
A Comparison of the Electrochemical Behaviour of Silver-Containing Films on
Silver Substrate

3.1

Introduction
In this chapter, comparative studies of the electrochemical behaviour of Ag in

aqueous KI, KBr, KCl and halide-free NaOH solutions have been made by means of
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and potentiostatic polarization techniques, complemented with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The separation between the equilibrium potential
of the silver-silver oxide (Ag2O/Ag) redox pair and the equilibrium potential for the
silver-silver halide (AgX/Ag, where X was I−, Br−, or Cl−) redox pair allows for the
formation of a specific type of film, depending on the solution conditions and the
potential applied to grow the film. These measurements will provide a basis for the
experimental approach used in Chapters 4−8.

3.2

Experimental Details
A silver working electrode, platinum mesh counter electrode, and saturated calomel

reference electrode were used for all electrochemical experiments. The silver working
electrode had an exposed surface area of 0.385 cm2 and was polished according to the
polishing procedure described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3 prior to electrochemical tests.
Electrochemical measurements were conducted at room temperature in Ar-sparged
0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH or 0.02 mol·dm−3 NaH2PO4. All solutions were made with
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deionized water (Chaper 2, section 2.1.2). Potassium bromide, potassium iodide and
potassium chloride solutions had a final concentration of 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3.
Cyclic voltammetry was performed in solutions of KBr, KI, and KCl, as well as in
halide-free NaOH at a scan rate of 5 mV·s−1. The potential was scanned from −1.1 VSCE
to 0.0, 0.2 or 0.4 VSCE, depending on the halide species present in solution. Silver oxide
and silver halide films were grown potentiostatically until the total charge reached
0.050 C (0.13 C·cm−2). The morphologies of potentiostatically grown Ag2O, AgI, AgBr
and AgCl films were examined using a Hitachi S-4500 field emission scanning electron
microscope (SEM).

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Cyclic Voltammetry in NaOH Solutions
A cyclic voltammogram (CV) covering a potential range of –1.1 to 0.4 VSCE

recorded on Ag in a NaOH solution free of halide species is shown in Figure 3.1a. A
second CV recorded in NaH2PO4 with a potential range of –1.1 to 0.6 VSCE is shown in
Figure 3.1b for comparison. A small anodic current at potentials slightly negative of the
Ag2O/Ag equilibrium potential, ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag , preceded Ag2O formation, and was
attributed to the chemisorption process [1−9],
Ag + OH−(ad)  AgOH + e−

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1 Cyclic voltammogram recorded on Ag in (a) 0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH solutions
to an anodic limit of 0.4 VSCE and (b) 0.02 mol·dm−3 NaH2PO4 solutions to an anodic
limit of 0.6 VSCE. The vertical line indicates the equilibrium potential for Ag2O/Ag at pH
12. Arrows on the CV indicate the direction of potential scanning.

In both cases, the current rose rapidly at potentials slightly higher than

( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag . The initial steep increase in current was attributed to the oxidation of Ag to
Ag(I), which follows a Butler-Volmer potential dependence (equation 2.15, Chapter 2,
section 2.2). The slight decrease in current at ~0.32 VSCE was attributed to the formation
of Ag2O nucleation sites, and the increase in current that followed was due to Ag2O film
growth at these nucleation sites.
The potential for the onset of Ag2O formation on the forward scan, and reduction
on the reverse scan, occur close to (there is a small delay) the equilibrium potential for
the reaction [1−5]:
2 Ag + 2 OH−  Ag2O + 2 e− + H2O @ pH 12 ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag = 0.22 VSCE
The vertical line in Figure 3.1 indicates the potential value of ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag .

(3.2)
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The charges used during the forward potential scan ( Q AAg 2O ) were compared to
those recovered during the reverse scan ( QCAg 2O ). The charges were obtained by
integration of the voltammetric currents. In both solutions Q AAg 2O ≅ QCAg 2O , within an
error of ~8%. This indicates that nearly all of the anodic charge was used to grow the
Ag2O film on the Ag electrode, and Ag was not lost to dissolution during oxide
formation.
The form of the voltammogram was very similar to that observed in phosphate
buffered solutions. However, the maximum current density, and hence amount of Ag2O
formed, was much less in NaOH-only solutions compared to NaH2PO4 solutions. It is
believed that the higher ionic strength of the phosphate solution makes transport of ions
in the aqueous phase easier (lower solution resistance), which makes the Ag2O film
kinetically easier to grow.
The polarization resistance (Rfilm + Rsolution + RCT) was calculated from the linear
current-potential region of the reduction Ag2O peak. In phosphate solutions the
resistance was low at 58 Ω⋅cm2, compared to a resistance of 416 Ω⋅cm2 in NaOH
solutions. The solution resistance was measured by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and was determined to be ~300 Ω⋅cm2 in NaOH under stagnant conditions.
Therefore, the solution resistance contributes significantly to the polarization resistance
measured from the Ag2O reduction peak in NaOH solutions. The addition of phosphate
significantly reduced the solution resistance. This suggests that the Ag(I) diffusion
through the oxide layer is fast.
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In the NaH2PO4 CV, the upper anodic limit was extended to 0.6 VSCE. This
introduces the possibility of an additional electrochemical reaction, which involves the
conversion of Ag2O to AgO via the following reaction [1−5]:
½ Ag2O + OH−  AgO + e− + ½ H2O @ pH 12 ( E e ) AgO / Ag 2O = 0.48 VSCE (3.3)
Therefore, in order to minimize AgO formation, all Ag2O films were potentiostatically
grown at 0.04 VSCE in the following experiments to be discussed.
Another concern when growing Ag2O in solutions containing NaH2PO4 was
incorporation of PO42− into the silver oxide lattice. SEM micrographs of Ag2O films
grown with the same amount of charge, 0.050 C, in NaOH and NaH2PO4 solutions are
compared in Figure 3.2. The Ag2O crystals grown in both solutions have similar
diameters, typically in the range of 200 – 500 nm. The slight difference in the Ag2O
crystal shapes may arise from the different rates of film growth in the two solutions.
Silver oxide films grown in the presence of phosphate generally grow much faster.

Figure 3.2 SEM images of an Ag2O film grown in (a) 0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH and
(b) 0.02 mol·dm−3 NaH2PO4. The total anodic charges, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , used to grow the films
were 0.050 C in both cases.
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The influence of electrode rotation rate on the formation and reduction of Ag2O is
shown in Figure 3.3. Increasing the electrode rotation rate did not affect the potentials at
which the anodic oxidation of adsorbed species (reaction 3.1), or Ag2O formation or
reduction occurred. At most rotation rates, the anodic current exhibited the same
potential dependences discussed previously, i.e. nucleation and growth processes were
clearly observed. Increasing the electrode rotation rate resulted in an increase in the
anodic and cathodic currents, and hence, amount of Ag2O oxidized and subsequently
reduced, i.e. QA and QC increased with faster rotation speeds. This increase was likely
due to the increased transport of OH− to the Ag|Ag2O|solution interface, where O2− and
Ag(I) are injected at opposite sides of the growing oxide interface and result in Ag2O
formation. The notation Ag(I) refers to Ag cations in the solid oxide/halide lattice. These
cations are different from the solvated Ag species produced by Ag2O dissolution which
are given the notation Ag+(aq). The initial steep increase at potentials positive of

( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag was attributed to an increase in Ag(I) production near the bare Ag metal
surface. As the concentration of Ag(I) increases, it will precipitate or nucleate on the Ag
electrode surface. Under stagnant conditions or slower rotation rates, the large build up
of Ag(I) in the interfacial region hinders charge transport in this region and the current
decreases. Once the surface was sufficiently nucleated, Ag2O film growth and thickening
continues, as seen by the almost linear increase in current.
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Figure 3.3 Cyclic voltammograms recorded on Ag electrodes in 0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH at
various electrode rotation speeds. The Ag2O/Ag equilibrium potential is indicated by the
vertical line.

The increase in the area under the cathodic reduction peak further confirms that
increasing the electrode rotation rate increased the amount of Ag2O formed and
subsequently reduced during the CV scan. As mentioned above, the resistance measured
during the reduction of Ag2O in NaOH under stagnant conditions was close to the
resistance of the solution (~300 Ω⋅cm2) and was 416 Ω⋅cm2. As Figure 3.3 shows,
increasing the electrode rotation rate changed the resistance and the new resistance was
consistent for all rotation rates studied (90 Ω⋅cm2). The linear portion of the current
observed during Ag2O reduction remained constant with increasing electrode rotation
rates, which suggests that Ag2O reduction is limited by aqueous diffusion.

3.3.2 General Features of the Electrochemical Oxidation of Ag in Alkaline Solutions
The anodic behaviour of Ag in alkaline solutions has been studied extensively
[1−9], probably because silver is used as a cathode in rechargeable Ag-Zn batteries and
Ag-Al batteries. Most researchers agree that the oxidation of Ag to Ag2O and AgO
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involves multiple steps, however there is still some disagreement concerning the
mechanism of the electrochemical formation of Ag2O [1−9]. Some of the points
commonly disputed and accepted will be discussed briefly.
Based on the extensive electrochemical and surface analytical research that has
been performed, it is commonly accepted that the formation of Ag2O proceeds by a
multi-step process, and solid film formation commences at potentials slightly positive of

( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag [1−9]. The first stage of oxidation observed is one of the steps of the
oxidation process that is not agreed upon. The small current at potentials slightly
negative of ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag has been attributed to many different processes, which include
the formation of a monolayer of Ag2O, a monolayer of AgOH, or dissolution of a silver
species [1−9]. In a study by Burstein et al. it was concluded that nucleation of the AgOH
monolayer is the rate-determining step of Ag2O film formation since diffusion of
OH−(aq) to a scratched Ag surface and charge-transfer were both relatively fast processes
[3]. This stage is followed by a second stage that is also commonly disputed whereby
either a base layer of Ag2O is formed, electrodissolution of Ag as Ag(OH)2− occurs, a
sublayer of O atoms is trapped in the Ag surface, or there is preferential oxidation of an
activated lattice [1−5]. The cyclic voltammetry experiments that we have completed and
discussed thus far do not exclude or favour any one of these theories in particular.
The final stage of the anodic formation of Ag2O has been assigned to the
nucleation and three dimensional growth of the Ag2O phase on the Ag2O base layer
[1−5]. As mentioned above, if the potential is scanned to more positive values the
oxidation of Ag2O to AgO could occur [1−9]. Since the reactant used in the kinetic
analysis (Chapter 4) presented in this thesis is an Ag2O film, we will restrict our
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discussion to features relevant to its formation. The structure and layering of the Ag2O
film changes at the different stages of oxidation. Many researchers have agreed that a
compact layer of Ag2O forms under a porous outer Ag2O layer. The formation of these
layers are diffusion or migration controlled and the rate-controlling process is solid-state
diffusion of Ag(I) through the oxide lattice [1,2].
More recently, electrochemical techniques have been coupled with in situ or ex
situ surface analysis methods in order to gain a better understanding of the processes
involved in the multi-step anodic formation of Ag2O. In one study, Hur et al. examined
the surface of silver electrodes using scanning electron microscopy after electrochemical
testing. The images of the Ag electrode after potentiostatic polarization at ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag
showed two distinct Ag2O crystal structures covering the Ag surface. Large crystals
coexisted with much smaller hemispherical crystals. The difference observed in Ag2O
crystal size was attributed to Ostwald ripening, where the growth of the larger crystals
occurred at the expense of the smaller crystals [1]. They came to this conclusion because
the Ag2O crystals had a bimodal, rather than random, distribution. The Ag2O crystals
shown in Figure 3.2 are not consistent with growth by Ostwald ripening, however we
have not performed an extensive investigation of Ag2O crystal growth.
Hur et al. also examined the Ag surface after continuous potential cycling since
many authors had reported changes in the surface area of Ag after repeated potential
cycling [5,10]. SEM micrographs after the first cycle showed significant differences
compared to freshly polished Ag electrodes. Much smaller reduced Ag particles were
present on the surface after Ag2O reduction. The amount of the reduced Ag particles
observed on the surface increased with a positive increase in the anodic potential.
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Therefore, changes to the surface roughness were observed by SEM images even after
one oxidation/reduction cycle, and the roughness increased with increasingly positive
anodic limits [1].
Temperini et al. attempted to analyze the electrochemical formation of Ag2O
films using in situ Raman spectroscopy [11]. However, they discovered that Ag2O is a
weak Raman scatterer, and that the frequencies and relative band intensities of the
scattered film were from AgO, even though the sample was presumed to only contain
Ag2O, as it was grown at potentials where only Ag2O was produced. It was determined
that Ag2O was photochemically oxidized to AgO under the influence of light excitation
[11]. Based on these results, examination of the Ag2O/AgX/solution interface by Raman
spectroscopy would likely not yield any useful information.

3.3.3

Cyclic Voltammetry in Solutions Containing Br−(aq) or I−(aq)
Cyclic voltammograms were recorded on Ag electrodes in solutions containing

bromide and iodide and are shown in Figure 3.4. For these CVs, the upper potential limit
was selected to prevent silver oxidation to Ag2O.
In both halide solutions, the onset of AgX formation
Ag(s) + X−(aq)  AgX + e−

(3.4)

occurred at potentials slightly positive to the AgX/Ag equilibrium potentials ( ( E e ) AgI / Ag =
−0.20 VSCE and ( E e ) AgBr / Ag = 0.050 VSCE). The AgBr/Ag and AgI/Ag equilibrium
potentials at the relevant halide concentration were calculated using the Nernst equation
and are indicated by vertical lines on Figure 3.4. The small overpotential required before
a current was observed on the positive scan is attributed to a requirement for a nucleation
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process to occur. Once the nucleation energy barrier is overcome, the anodic current
rises quickly [10−18].
The results for Br−(aq) are different from those seen for I−(aq). For the iodide
case, the anodic current quickly reached a plateau that has been attributed to control of
AgI formation by aqueous diffusion of I−(aq). In the case of Br−(aq) no such plateau is
seen. Instead, the anodic current increases steadily with potential, but also shows large
fluctuations. This indicated that bromide diffusion is only partially rate determining.
Since the Br−(aq) and I−(aq) ion diffusion coefficients in water are similar
(2.080 × 10−5 cm2·s−1 for Br− and 2.045 × 10−5 cm2·s−1 for I− [14]), the larger anodic
current in the bromide case was attributed to an additional contribution of the oxidation
of Ag by OH−(aq). The oxidation of Ag by OH−(aq) was observed at potentials >
0.10 VSCE in NaOH solutions without any Br−(aq) present, see Figure 3.1.
The cathodic current observed on the reverse scan in both halide solutions shows
similar potential-dependent behaviour. In both cases the cathodic current increased in
magnitude nearly linearly with potential until all of the reducible AgX was reduced and
then the current quickly dropped to zero. The linear dependence on potential of the
cathodic current indicates that the charge transfer resistance was mainly due to the halide
film resistance and not due to the solution resistance or metal-halide interfacial charge
transfer. The polarization resistance, calculated from the linear region of the cathodic
scan, was similar in both halide solutions, 370 Ω⋅cm2 for bromide and 400 Ω⋅cm2 for
iodide. The similar resistances observed for the reduction of AgI, AgBr and Ag2O
strongly suggests that the polarization resistance is most likely due to the diffusion of an
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aqueous species, and further supports that solid-state diffusion of Ag(I) in the
oxide/halide lattice is a fast process.
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Figure 3.4 Cyclic voltammograms recorded on Ag electrodes in solutions containing KI
or KBr. In both cases the halide concentration was 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3. For the CV in
KBr solutions the potential scan range was between −1.1 and 0.2 VSCE, and for the CV in
KI solutions the potential was scanned between −1.1 and 0.0 VSCE.

Extension of the upper limit of the anodic scan to 0.4 VSCE in halide solutions
shows the formation of both Ag2O and AgX (Figure 3.5). The observation of two distinct
cathodic reduction peaks at the expected potentials for Ag2O and AgX reduction indicates
that two distinct Ag2O and AgX phases are formed. A slightly larger current density was
observed in the bromide case compared to the iodide case. The larger current density
may be due to the additional reaction of Ag being oxidized by OH−(aq) to AgOH which
occurs at potentials > 0.10 VSCE . A similar shift is not seen for AgI indicating that the
AgI film is not as affected as the AgBr film by inclusion of AgOH.
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The CVs performed in iodide solution show a clear separation of the Ag2O and
AgI reduction potentials because of the 0.40 VSCE separation between ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag and

( E e ) AgI / Ag . Since the peaks are so well separated, individual amounts of Ag2O and AgI
can be determined from the cathodic scan of the CV. This technique, termed cathodic
stripping voltammetry (CSV) was used to quantify the amounts of Ag2O and AgI as a
function of reaction time. These results are presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in detail
in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 3.5 Cyclic voltammograms recorded on Ag electrodes in halide-free NaOH
(blue line), or solutions containing KI (black line) or KBr (red line) at a concentration of
5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3. In all cases, the potential was scanned from −1.1 to 0.4 VSCE.
3.3.4

General Features of the Electrochemical Oxidation of Ag in Iodide and Bromide
Solutions
Rotating disk experiments performed by Birss et al. on Ag electrodes in dilute

Br−(aq) and I−(aq) solutions confirmed that the oxidation of Ag in the presence of either
halide was limited by aqueous diffusion of the halide anion to the AgX/solution interface.
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A linear relationship between current density and the square root of the electrode rotation
rate (ω1/2) was also observed, which further confirms our observation that AgX formation
was limited by the aqueous diffusion of the halide species [7].
These results were confirmed in a separate study by Brolo et al. who investigated
the anodic formation of AgBr by electron probe beam deflection [12]. At potentials just
above ( E e ) AgBr / Ag , linear diffusion models indicated that film thickening was controlled
by diffusion of Br−(aq) from the bulk solution. However, at high positive overpotentials
and low Br−(aq) concentrations a net flux of ions away from the surface was detected. It
was suggested that soluble Ag+(aq) ions were electrochemically produced through the
porous AgBr structure under these conditions, and that film thickening was controlled by
a dissolution-precipitation mechanism and not diffusion of Br−(aq) at high anodic limits
[12].

3.3.5

Cyclic Voltammetry in Solutions Containing Cl−(aq)
The correct assignment of individual processes responsible for the anodic and

cathodic currents observed in a CV can only be made if the equilibrium potentials for the
Ag2O/Ag and AgX/Ag redox pairs are sufficiently separated. For the CVs performed in
KI and KBr solutions, ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag was 0.42 VSCE positive of ( E e ) AgI / Ag , and 0.19 VSCE
positive of ( E e ) AgBr / Ag , therefore the anodic and cathodic currents could be attributed to
specific processes. This is not the case for the AgCl/Ag system which has a ( E e ) AgCl / Ag
of 0.17 VSCE at a Cl−(aq) concentration of 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3. The CV recorded on Ag in
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KCl solution (Figure 3.6) reveals that cyclic voltammetry cannot be used to make a clear
distinction between the anodic formation of Ag2O and AgCl.
The similarity of ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag and ( E e ) AgCl / Ag resulted in a blending of both the
anodic and cathodic currents. Careful examination of the cathodic peak revealed the
presence of a small shoulder centered at ~0.08 VSCE, which was most likely due to AgCl
reduction since ( E e ) AgCl / Ag is negative of ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag . These results show that the anodic
and cathodic currents can be assigned to specific processes occurring in solutions
containing KI, KBr or NaOH-only, but not solutions containing KCl at the concentration
used in these studies.
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Figure 3.6 Cyclic voltammograms recorded on Ag electrodes in halide-free NaOH and
5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 KCl solutions. The potential was scanned from −1.1 to 0.40 VSCE.

3.3.6

Potentiostatic Film Growth of Ag2O, AgI, AgBr, and AgCl
The total anodic charge measured as a function of time during the potentiostatic

growth of Ag2O, AgI, AgBr, and AgCl is shown in Figure 3.7. A comparison of the
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growth rates of the silver films is complicated since the films were grown at slightly
different overpotentials, specifically 0.18 VSCE for Ag2O, 0.20 VSCE for AgI, 0.15 VSCE
for AgBr, and 0.08 VSCE for AgCl. The rate of AgBr and AgI formation was equal until
the total accumulated charge reached ~0.1 C·cm−2, after which the rate of AgI formation
increased slightly compared to AgBr. The linear increase in total anodic charge observed
in KI and KBr solutions suggests that the accumulation of AgBr or AgI on the Ag
electrode surface did not affect film growth. Therefore, the AgBr and AgI films do not
form a protective or passive layer on the Ag substrate and charge transfer through the
growing AgBr and AgI films must be a relatively fast process. This result is also
consistent with the cyclic voltammetry results discussed in that the cathodic peak
associated with silver halide reduction increased linearly with potential, indicating that
charge transfer within the silver-halide film is extremely fast.
The slope of the total anodic charge vs. time was the steepest during the growth of
AgCl. However, this is somewhat misleading, because as discussed in section 3.3.5, the
oxidation of Ag to Ag2O or AgCl happens concurrently. Therefore, the total charge
measured will have contributions from both processes.
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Figure 3.7 Anodic charges accumulated during Ag2O, AgBr, AgCl, and AgI film
growth. For all silver-halide films the bulk halide concentration was 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3,
and the halide-free NaOH concentration was 0.01 mol·dm−3.

The anodic growth behavior of Ag2O was different from the silver halide films.
A sharp, linear increase in the anodic charge was observed until Q AAg 2O reached
~0.075 C·cm−1. After ~250 s the accumulated anodic charge behaviour changed quickly,
and increased only a small amount for the remainder of the measurement. The non-linear
increase in ( Q AAg 2O ) vs. time during Ag2O film growth suggests that the Ag2O film is more
passive or protective compared to the silver halide films, which is consistent with the
cyclic voltammetry discussed above.
The surface morphology of the silver oxide and silver halide films were examined
by SEM and are presented in Figure 3.8. The films were grown at potentials equivalent
to those discussed earlier in this section. The image of a Ag2O film grown in NaOH
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shows that it was composed of small, round, evenly sized crystals ~200 nm in diameter.
The Ag2O layer forms a cohesive layer on top of the Ag substrate so the Ag substrate was
not visible in the SEM image. Comparing the Ag2O film to the AgI film, it can be easily
seen that the AgI crystals were much larger, and ranged in size from 0.5−1 µm in
diameter. The AgI crystals have much sharper edges compared to the Ag2O crystals.
Potentiostatic growth of AgBr and AgCl did not result in the formation of coherent films
and the Ag substrate was clearly visible under the patchy silver halide crystals.

a)

b)

1 µm
3 µm
c)

d)

3 µm

3 µm

Figure 3.8 SEM images of (a) Ag2O, (b) AgI, (c) AgBr and (d) AgCl grown
potentiostatically on Ag electrodes.
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3.4

Summary and Conclusions
The electrochemical behaviour of silver oxide and silver halide films was studied

using cyclic voltammetry, galvanostatic reduction and potentiostatic polarization. The
cyclic voltammograms of Ag in the KI and KBr solutions are similar. However, we have
shown that the type of film formed on the surface depends on two factors: (1) solution
conditions (i.e. halide vs. halide-free) and (2) the magnitude of the applied potential. This
finding was significant since we need to grow a consistent Ag2O film, which serves as the
reactant for the kinetic experiments presented in Chapters 4−8.
From our voltammetry results we have also determined that little charge was lost
to dissolution, therefore the oxidation and reduction of Ag2O, AgBr, AgI and AgCl is a
nearly a 100% efficient process. Clear separation between the cathodic reduction peaks
for Ag2O and AgX is observed when the Ag2O/Ag and AgX/Ag equilibrium potentials
are well separated. From these results we have determined that cathodic stripping
voltammetry (the cathodic half of a CV) would be an appropriate technique for
determining the amounts of Ag2O and AgI present as a function of reaction time, since
both will be present on the Ag electrode during the kinetic analysis. This technique
would likely not be an appropriate choice when studying the kinetics of the conversion of
Ag2O to AgBr or AgCl since the equilibrium potentials are close.
The voltammetry and potentiostatic polarization results demonstrate that the
presence of a Ag2O or AgX film does not impede additional film growth. This was
attributed to fast charge transfer through the Ag2O or AgX films, and that likely the
charge carrier was Ag(I). Due to a large solution volume and small electrode surface area
ratio, the halide concentration during the AgX formation remained constant. Therefore,
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the effective surface area of silver during AgX film growth was also constant, despite the
presence of a AgX film on the Ag electrode surface. The anodic formation of AgX was
limited by the diffusion of X−(aq) from the bulk solution to the electrode surface.
The growth of Ag2O differed from that observed for AgX. The resistance of the
silver oxide layer was higher than the AgX films. Initially the film grew linearly with
time, however the accumulated anodic charge quickly came to a plateau after a layer of
oxide covered the Ag surface, and the current decreased exponentially with time.
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Chapter 4
Interfacial Reaction Kinetics of I−(aq) with Ag2O on Ag Substrate: Kinetic Model

4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, the conversion of Ag2O on Ag substrate to AgI in aqueous I−(aq)

solutions has been investigated. Electrochemical techniques coupled with surface
analysis methods monitored the progression of the conversion reaction. The reactant
Ag2O was grown anodically on Ag substrates prior to exposure to I−(aq). The amount of
Ag2O could be controlled by increasing or decreasing the polarization time.
The conversion reaction was initiated by transferring the Ag2O-coated electrode
to a solution containing a pre-determined concentration of I−(aq). The reaction was
followed by monitoring the open circuit potential (EOC). The initial EOC value was close
to the equilibrium potential, ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair. At the end of
conversion, the final EOC reached a steady-state value close to the equilibrium potential
for the AgI/Ag redox pair. Complete conversion of Ag2O to AgI was indicated by an
abrupt, ~400 mV drop in the EOC from ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag to ( E e ) AgI / Ag . The time required for
complete conversion is termed the total reaction time, τƒ. This time was easily
determined as it corresponded to the time at which the drop in EOC occurred.
The progress of conversion was also monitored by cathodic stripping voltammetry
(CSV) which was performed at intermediate reaction times. The cathodic current peaks
for the reduction of Ag2O to Ag and AgI to Ag are well separated (Chapter 3, section
3.3.3). Therefore, cathodic stripping voltammetry was used to determine the amounts of
reactant Ag2O and product AgI present at intermediate reaction times. Comparison of the
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total anodic charge used to grow the initial Ag2O film to the anodic charge(s) recovered
from cathodic stripping voltammetry indicated that the conversion reaction was nearly
100% efficient.
Two sets of kinetic experiments were completed in order to determine the surface
reaction orders. In the first set of experiments, the amount of Ag2O was held constant
while the effect of I−(aq) concentration on the EOC behaviour was observed. In the
second set of experiments, the concentration of I−(aq) was held constant while the amount
of Ag2O grown varied. For all conditions studied the abrupt drop in potential, or
potential transition, was observed. These two sets of experiments provided the surface
reaction orders. The reaction rate constant was determined two ways. Firstly, the total
reaction times from both sets of data were used to calculate an average reaction rate
constant. Secondly, by plotting the rate of loss of Ag2O and rate of gain of AgI as a
function of reaction time using the cathodic stripping results, the reaction rate constant
was calculated. To our knowledge, this is the first time electrochemical techniques have
been used to quantitatively monitor the interfacial kinetics of an aqueous anion induced
chemical reaction between two insoluble solids.
This study was also extended to examine the effect of electrolyte composition.
Initially all experiments were performed in NaH2PO4 solutions for pH control and as a
supporting electrolyte (ionic strength). However, energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis
showed evidence of phosphate present in the reactant Ag2O film indicating that
phosphate may have incorporated into the Ag2O film matrix during anodic film growth.
As a result we have performed reactions in phosphate-free NaOH solutions to determine
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if the incorporation of anions into the electrochemically-grown Ag2O films exerts a
significant influence on the kinetics of the film conversion reaction.

4.2

Experimental Details
Experiments were performed using silver electrodes that were fabricated by the

method described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3. A silver working electrode with an
exposed surface area of 0.385 cm2, a platinum mesh counter electrode, and a saturated
calomel reference electrode (SCE) were used for all electrochemical measurements.
Experiments were conducted at room temperature in either Ar-sparged 0.02 mol⋅dm−3
NaH2PO4 with the pH adjusted to 12 with NaOH or in 0.01 mol⋅dm−3 NaOH.
Oxide films were grown on Ag substrates using the following procedure. After
polishing the Ag electrode using the procedure described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3, the
electrode was cathodically cleaned by applying −1.1 VSCE for 300 s. Silver oxide films
were grown potentiostatically by applying 0.4 VSCE to the silver electrode. The total
charge used to grow the starting Ag2O film, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , was measured and is related to the
initial quantity of Ag2O in the film by
(m Ag2O ) o
2

=

(Q Ag 2O ) 0
F

=∫

i Ag 2O ⋅ t ⋅ dt
F

(4.1)

where (m Ag 2O ) o is the amount of Ag2O in the starting film in mol and F is the Faraday
constant, 96 485 C⋅mol−1. Films with different amounts of Ag2O were prepared by
varying (Q Ag 2O ) 0 from 0.035 to 0.063 C (or 0.090 to 0.16 C⋅cm−2). To confirm the
accuracy of the film mass determined by this method, reference tests were performed in
which the anodically grown Ag2O was cathodically reduced and the charges for the two
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processes were compared. In all cases the two values were the same (within 5%),
indicating that the anodic charge used during the potentiostatic film growth is a very good
measure of the amount of Ag2O present in the film.
The Ag2O covered electrode was then transferred to a NaH2PO4 or NaOH solution
containing a pre-determined concentration of KI. The KI concentration was in the range
of 4 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−3 mol⋅dm−3. After transferring the Ag2O-coated electrode to the KI
solution, the progress of the reaction between Ag2O and I−(aq) was monitored by
measuring the EOC as a function of time. At different reaction times, the conversion was
terminated by removing the Ag electrode from the KI solution, gently rinsing it with
deionized water, and introducing it back into the KI-free solution for further
electrochemical testing. Cathodic stripping voltammetry was performed, which entailed
scanning the potential from the EOC to –1.1 VSCE at a scan rate of 0.17 mV⋅s−1. The CSV
measurements were performed at different reaction times, and the reduction currents of
un-reacted Ag2O and the reaction product AgI were measured.
The morphologies of silver electrodes at different reaction times were obtained
with a Leo 440 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Prior to SEM analysis, Ag
electrodes were removed from the electrolyte solution, rinsed with deionized water, and
dried under argon gas.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of the Ag2O films grown in NaOH and NaH2PO4
solutions were collected on a BrukerTM D8 Discover diffractometer in an off-coupled
scan mode where θ1 = 6°, and θ2 = 16.5° and the beam diameter was 300 µm. The
diffractometer was operated with Cu K α radiation generated at 40 kV and 40 mA.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1

Characterization of Electrochemically Grown Ag2O Films
To provide a starting point for the kinetic study of I−(aq) with Ag2O, a known

amount of Ag2O was grown potentiostatically on Ag electrodes in NaH2PO4 and NaOH
solutions. The SEM micrographs of the Ag2O films were shown above in Figure 3.2.
Slightly different Ag2O crystal structures were observed. A possible reason for the
discrepancy in surface morphology is the incorporation of phosphate anion into the Ag2O
matrix during the anodic Ag2O film growth in phosphate solutions. Analysis by XRD
supports the hypothesis that incorporation of phosphate into the Ag2O matrix occurred.
A clear difference in the X-ray diffraction pattern, Figure 4.1, observable as a peak at 2θ
= 18°, appears in the diffraction pattern of the Ag2O film grown in phosphate-containing
solutions. This peak was absent from the pattern of the Ag2O film grown in NaOH and
does not correspond to NaH2PO4 which may precipitate on the surface in the event of
insufficient electrode rinsing. The diffraction pattern did not match Ag3PO4 or any of the
patterns available in the XRD database, so a positive identification was not made.
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Figure 4.1 XRD patterns recorded for the oxides grown ( (Q Ag 2O ) 0 = 0.050 C) in the

presence of 0.02 mol⋅dm−3 NaH2PO4 (top pattern) and in 0.01 mol⋅dm−3 NaOH (bottom
pattern). The blue diffraction lines correspond to Ag, and the green diffraction lines
correspond to Ag2O. The asterix highlights the peak not present in the phosphate-free
Ag2O diffraction pattern.

4.3.2

EOC Behaviour Observed During the Reaction of Ag2O in I−(aq) Solutions
The time-dependent behaviour of EOC observed during the reaction of Ag2O with

I−(aq) phosphate-free (NaOH) solutions under stagnant conditions for various I−(aq)
concentrations is shown in Figure 4.2a. Similar experiments were conducted in
phosphate solutions. Since the EOC behaviour observed in NaOH and NaH2PO4 was
similar, only the data collected in NaOH is presented here. A comparison of the kinetic
parameters obtained in both electrolyte solutions is discussed in section 4.4.
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Figure 4.2 Open circuit potential as a function of reaction time and its dependence on
[I−(aq)]0 in NaOH solutions where (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was constant at 0.050 C. The concentration
of I−(aq) ranged from 4 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−3 mol⋅dm−3.

In the second set of experiments, Ag2O films were potentiostatically grown to
different anodic charges, which was accomplished by extending or shortening the
duration of polarization at 0.4 VSCE. The Ag2O films were exposed to a solution
containing I−(aq) and the EOC was followed as a function of time. The dependence of EOC
on (Q Ag 2O ) 0 is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Open circuit potential as a function of reaction time and its dependence on
(Q Ag 2O ) 0 in NaOH solutions. For these experiments, [I−(aq)]0 was constant at
5 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 and (Q Ag 2O ) 0 ranged from 0.035 to 0.063 C.

In both sets of experiments (Figure 4.2 and 4.3), the initial value of EOC was very
close to the equilibrium potential, ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , for the Ag2O system. The ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag was
calculated by the Nernst equation to be 0.22 VSCE at pH 12. The results presented in
Figure 4.2 show that the initial value of EOC was independent of [I−(aq)]0, and varied only
marginally for different initial oxide film thicknesses, Figure 4.3. The EOC decreased
slowly with time, until it reached a second plateau at a time dependent on (Q Ag 2O ) 0 ,
before undergoing a final abrupt transition to a much lower value, which was close to
( E e ) AgI / Ag . The time taken to reach the final transition decreased as [I−(aq)]0 increased

and (Q Ag 2O ) 0 decreased. The time at which the potential transition occurs is termed the
total reaction time, τƒ. This is the time required for complete conversion of Ag2O to AgI.
These values will be used for the kinetic analysis discussed in section 4.4.
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The final value of EOC was close to ( E e ) AgI / Ag values calculated from the Nernst
equation, as shown in Figure 4.4 [7,8]. Note that the final EOC value decreased with
higher I−(aq) concentrations, a result that is in agreement with the Nernst equation.
Clearly, once the final potential transition has occurred, redox conditions on the Ag
surface are dominated by the AgI/Ag redox reaction. Once the potential dropped to a
value close to ( E e ) AgI / Ag it remained constant.
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Figure 4.4 Final steady-state EOC values (symbols) observed for various [I−(aq)]0
compared to calculated equilibrium potential values for the Ag + I−(aq)  AgI + e−
reaction (line).

4.3.3

Amounts of Ag2O and AgI as a Function of Reaction Time
The conversion of Ag2O to AgI was studied by terminating the reaction at

different times by transferring the electrode to an iodide-free solution and performing
cathodic stripping voltammetry to determine the amounts of un-reacted Ag2O that
remained and product AgI that formed, Figure 4.5. The results show that the progress of
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conversion was clearly monitored. The peak for AgI reduction increased, while that for
Ag2O reduction decreased with an increase in reaction time. Once the transition to the
final steady-state EOC value occurred, no Ag2O remained on the electrode surface and no
additional AgI was formed. This confirmed that the potential transition signaled the
complete conversion of Ag2O to AgI.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Cathodic stripping voltammograms performed on the Ag2O/AgI covered
electrodes following termination of the reaction at various times, and (b) cathodic charges
used for the reduction of Ag2O to Ag and AgI to Ag determined from the CSV. For these
experiments (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was 0.050 C and [I−(aq)]0 was constant at 5 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3.
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Integration of the two reduction peaks in Figure 4.5a yielded values of
(Q Ag 2O ) t and (Q AgI ) t as a function of reaction time. The values are inversely related, and
(Q Ag 2O ) t = 0 at τƒ, which further confirms there was no residual Ag2O oxide on the Ag

surface at t = τƒ. Therefore, the relationship,
2 (Q Ag 2O ) t + (Q AgI ) t = 2 (Q Ag 2O ) 0

(4.2)

was maintained throughout the potential transient, confirming the near 100% efficiency
of the conversion reaction. There was a small loss of the overall mass of silver, which
may be due to some dissolution of Ag2O.
The cathodic stripping voltammetry results indicate that the rate of the decrease in
Ag2O was approximately equal to the rate of increase in AgI, and the rates were constant
with time, Figure 4.5b. The slopes of the two lines in Figure 4.5b were also used to
determine reaction rate constants, as described below.
The constant conversion rate (Figure 4.5b), while EOC remained at a value near

( E e ) Ag2O / Ag (Figures 4.2 and 4.3), until the reaction was over, suggests that the
progression of the surface reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) was linear (i.e., one-dimensional),
and that the concentration of I−(aq) reaching the Ag substrate was small. This suggests
that the amount of AgI formed from the galvanic coupling reaction (reaction pathway 3)
was also small. The small decrease in EOC to a second plateau suggests some
contribution of the galvanic coupling reaction (reaction pathway 3) to the overall rate.
However, it is believed that the contribution was insignificant [9].
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The cathodic stripping study also showed that once the final transition of EOC to

( E e ) AgI / Ag occurred, any further exposure of the electrode to the I−(aq) solution does not
lead to an increase in AgI.
Images of the Ag electrode surface were also acquired at various reaction times.
The time during the EOC transient when the electrode was removed from the I−(aq)
solution and an SEM image acquired is shown in Figure 4.6a. Micrographs of the surface
were recorded: (b) prior to exposure to I−(aq), (c) after the first short potential transition,
and (d) on completion of the reaction (t = τƒ). As the reaction proceeds, the surface
becomes progressively covered by small particulates of AgI. The micrograph in (4.6c)
shows the coexistence of Ag2O and AgI particles, confirming that AgI does not form a
protective layer on top of Ag2O and that the underlying Ag2O was continuously exposed
to I−(aq) solution.
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Figure 4.6 SEM images of the Ag electrode surface obtained after various reaction
times. The times when the reaction was terminated, and the SEM images taken, are
shown in (a), and the corresponding micrographs are shown in (b-d).

4.4

Reaction Kinetic Analysis

4.4.1

Reaction Orders
For a surface reaction, the rate can be expressed as
1 d (m Ag 2O ) t
X
− ⋅
= k Net
⋅ ( AAg 2O ) t ⋅ [ X − (aq)]t
2
dt

(4.3)

X
is the net rate
where (m Ag2O ) t is the amount of reactant Ag2O at time t (mol), k Net

coefficient per surface area in units of cm·s−1, ( AAg2O ) t is the area of the available Ag2O
reaction sites at time t in units of cm2; and [X−(aq)]0 is the aqueous halide concentration
(in this case I−(aq)) of X−(aq) at time t in units of mol·dm−3. Note that (m Ag 2O ) o is related
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to (Q Ag 2O ) o by equation (4.1). Since surface reactions are often limited by the rate of
diffusion of aqueous species, a net rate coefficient, which is a function of mass transport
and surface reaction rate coefficients, is used in the equation.
As the surface area of the electrodes in our experiments is small compared to the
volume of electrolyte in the electrochemical cell (and therefore the amount of halide ion
that can be deposited on the electrode surface is small) it can be assumed that the halide
aqueous concentration will remain constant.
[ X − ( aq )]t ≈ [ X − ( aq )] 0

(4.4)

The thickness of the deposited Ag2O layer is approximately 440 nm. If the reaction
uniformly consumes Ag2O, then the effective surface area of Ag2O that is available to the
aqueous phase is effectively constant until the last monolayer of Ag2O is consumed.
Since this monolayer represents a very small fraction of the total film thickness, its
consumption can be neglected. Hence, it can be assumed that the area of the available
Ag2O reaction sites at the oxide/solution interface do not vary as the reaction progresses:
( AAg 2O ) t ≈ ( AAg 2O ) 0 ≈ constant

(4.5)

The surface reaction rate becomes constant with time and the rate can be integrated to
give:

{

}

X
(m Ag 2O ) t − (m Ag2O ) 0 = −2 ⋅ k Net
⋅ ( AAg2O ) 0 ⋅ [ X − (aq)]0 ⋅ t

(4.6)

When the reaction is complete, t = τƒ and ( m Ag 2O ) t = 0 and
τƒ =

(m Ag 2O ) 0
X
2 ⋅ k Net
⋅ ( AAg 2O ) 0 ⋅ [ X − (aq )]0

(4.7)
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Since the amount of Ag2O is related to the charge used to grow the film, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 by
equation 4.1, equation 4.7 can be rewritten as

(Q Ag 2O ) 0

τƒ =

X
F ⋅ k Net
⋅ ( AAg 2O ) 0 ⋅ [ X − (aq )]0

(4.8)

We have assumed that the electrochemically grown Ag2O film is uniform, and therefore
the thickness depends on the total charge used to grow the film and the electrode surface
area:
(Q Ag 2O ) 0
F

= n mol ⋅ AElec ⋅ (d Ag 2O ) 0

(4.9)

where AElec is the geometric surface area of the electrode, ( d Ag 2O ) 0 is theAg2O film
thickness, F is the Faraday constant, and nmol is the number of moles of Ag2O per unit
volume of Ag2O film in mol·cm−3. If we assume that the area of reactive sites is
proportional to the electrode surface area the total reaction time can then be expressed
using the two known experimental variables, the total charge, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , and the halide
concentration, [X−(aq)]0
τƒ =

1

(Q Ag 2O ) 0

⋅

(4.10)

F ⋅ AElec ⋅ k App [ X − (aq)]0

where kApp is the apparent rate constant for the reaction and has units cm⋅s−1.
A more generalized rate equation for a surface reaction can be expressed by
allowing the reaction order dependences other than first order dependences:
τƒ =

1
F ⋅ AElec ⋅ k App

⋅

((Q

([ X

)

Ag 2O 0

−

)

(aq )]0

p

)

q

(4.11)
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This equation states that the reaction orders, p and q, can be obtained from the slope of a
log τƒ vs. (Q Ag 2O ) o or log τƒ vs. [X−(aq)]0 graph.
In the derivation of equation 4.10, it was assumed that the reaction has a first
order dependence on [I−(aq)]0 and the Ag2O surface area. This assumption was based on
the cathodic stripping results. However, as mentioned above, the reaction orders can be
further confirmed from the relationship between τƒ and [I−(aq)]0 for a given (Q Ag 2O ) 0 or
between τƒ and (Q Ag 2O ) 0 for a given [I−(aq)]0, since from equation (4.10)

logτ f = const − log[I − ]0

(4.12)

log τ f = const + log(Q Ag 2O ) 0

(4.13)

That is, the slopes of the plots of log τƒ vs. log [I−(aq)]0 and log τƒ vs. log (Q Ag 2O ) 0 should
be −1 and +1 if a there is a first order dependence on [I−(aq)]0 and ( AAg 2O ) 0 , respectively.
The τƒ observed as a function of (Q Ag 2O ) o and [I−(aq)]0 are shown in log-log plots
in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b. These plots yield slopes of −0.9 ± 0.1 and 1.0 ± 0.1, further
confirming first-order dependence on [I−(aq)]0 and ( AAg 2O ) 0 . The scatter in the log τƒ vs.
log (Q Ag 2O ) 0 plot may be attributed to a small dependence of the surface area on the total
charge used to grow the Ag2O film. Similar experiments performed in phosphate
solution provided similar values from the log−log plots, which yielded slopes of −0.9 ±
0.1 and 1.2 ± 0.07. In both solutions, the conversion of Ag2O to AgI exhibited a firstorder dependence on both [I−(aq)]0 and ( AAg 2O ) , indicating that the presence of phosphate
in solution, and/or the potential incorporation had a negligible effect on the reaction
kinetic orders.
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Figure 4.7 (a) Plot of the log of the total reaction time vs. log of [I−(aq)]0. (b) Plot of the
log of the total reaction time vs. log (Q Ag 2O ) 0 .

4.4.2

Apparent Reaction Rate Constant
Since the true surface area of Ag2O has not been determined, the apparent rate

constant, kapp, was obtained using the geometric surface area of the electrode. A value
for kapp can be extracted from the total reaction time observed as a function of [I−(aq)]0.
The apparent reaction rate constant was then obtained using equation 4.10 and all of the
experimentally obtained τƒ values. For the Ag2O grown in phosphate-free NaOH
solutions, the average rate constant was (4.6 ± 1.6) × 10−3 cm⋅s−1. This compares well
with the kapp value of 5.4 × 10−3 cm⋅s−1 obtained in the presence of phosphate buffer.
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Alternatively, kapp can be obtained from (Q Ag 2O ) t and (Q AgI ) t as a function of
reaction time from:

(

)

(

)

(Q AgI ) t = (Q Ag 2O ) 0 − (Q Ag 2O ) t = k app ⋅ F ⋅ [I − ] 0 ⋅ AElec ⋅ t

(4.14)

Hence, Figure 4.5b yields a kapp of 3.8 × 10−3 cm⋅s−1 and is in good agreement (within
50%) with the kapp value obtained from the total reaction time. A more rigorous kinetic
study to determine the rate constant more accurately has been completed and is presented
in Chapter 5.
Although the XRD analysis results suggest that there was some incorporation of
phosphate into the Ag2O matrix during the initial anodic Ag2O film growth in phosphate
solutions, this study suggests that its presence does not seem to have any influence on the
mechanism or kinetics of the conversion. Considering there is some variability in the
morphologies of the Ag2O films as shown by SEM micrographs, the EOC behaviour and
CSV results show that neither the incorporation of phosphate into the Ag2O film, nor its
presence during the interaction of Ag2O with I−(aq), significantly affects the reaction
orders or the rate constant.

4.5

Conclusions
The chemical conversion of Ag2O with I−(aq) to AgI in aqueous iodide solutions

has been studied by following the reaction on open circuit. The amounts of oxide and
iodide on the Ag substrate were determined at intermediate reaction times by cathodic
stripping voltammetry. The reaction was nearly 100% efficient since both the oxide and
the iodide are very insoluble under the experimental conditions.
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Complete conversion was indicated by an abrupt transition in the EOC from a
value close to the equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair to a value close to the
equilibrium potential for the AgI/Ag redox pair. This abrupt change in EOC allowed for
an easy determination of the total reaction time required for complete conversion. The
time to complete the reaction was inversely proportional to the iodide concentration, and
nearly proportional to the amount of oxide electrochemically grown on the Ag surface.
The rate of the chemical conversion, determined by cathodic stripping
voltammetry as a function of time, was constant, indicating that the effective surface area
of Ag2O available for the reaction was constant. This constant surface area was
attributable to the fact that the AgI product did not form a protective layer on the Ag2O
surface.
A detailed kinetic analysis established the relationship between the total reaction
time and the reaction orders. From the total reaction times as a function of iodide
concentration and initial Ag2O inventory, the rate was found to be first order in iodide
concentration and first order in oxide surface area in both electrolyte solutions. This
indicates that the presence of phosphate in solution, and/or the potential incorporation of
phosphate anions into the Ag2O oxide phase did not affect the reaction kinetics.
The kinetic analysis discussed in this chapter was published in 2007 in the Journal
of the Electrochemical Society [3]. Based on the kinetic data obtained, rate equations
were derived which can be used in models developed to predict the fate of radioiodine in
various proposed nuclear reactor accident scenarios.
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Chapter 5
Investigation of Interfacial Reaction Kinetics of I−(aq) with Ag2O(s) on Ag
Substrate: Determining Mass Transport and Surface Reaction Rates

5.1

Introduction
In this chapter we examine the effect of I−(aq) transport to the Ag2O surface by

measuring the total reaction time (τƒ) as a function of electrode rotation rate. By studying
the conversion as a function of electrode rotation rate we are able to separate transport
effects from the reaction kinetics. The interfacial reaction follows kinetics typical of a
sequential binary-reaction system of mass transport followed by reaction at the surface.
Varying the rotation rate allows a quantitative extrapolation of the data to the infinite
rotation rate to determine the chemical reaction rate at the surface.

5.2

Experimental Details
The working electrodes were silver with an exposed surface area of 0.385 cm2. A

platinum mesh counter electrode and saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) were
used for all electrochemical measurements. Experiments were conducted at room
temperature in Ar-sparged 0.01 mol⋅dm−3 NaOH or 0.02 mol⋅dm−3 NaH2PO4 with the pH
adjusted to 12 with NaOH. Potassium iodide solutions were prepared with deionized
water and had a final concentration of 5 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3.
Silver electrodes were polished following the polishing procedure described in
Chapter 2, section 2.1.3. Electrodes were rinsed, and cathodically reduced at −1.1 VSCE
for 300 s. Silver oxide films were grown by applying 0.4 VSCE until the total anodic
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charge reached 0.050 C. The Ag2O-covered electrode was then mounted on a rotating
shaft, and electrode rotation was initiated prior to transferring the Ag2O-coated electrode
in the NaOH or NaH2PO4 solution containing I−(aq). The progress of the reaction was
monitored by measuring the EOC with time.

5.3

Results and Discussion

5.3.1

Mass Transport Rate and Surface Reaction Rate
The rate of a solid-solution interaction is determined by both the transport of the

aqueous reactant, I−(aq), to the reactant surface, and the kinetics of the reaction between
I−(aq) and Ag2O on the surface. The overall rate constant, kapp, of the binary kinetic
system is typically expressed as

1
k app

=

1
k mass

+

1
k surf

(5.1)

where kmass is the mass transport coefficient and ksurf is the surface reaction rate constant.
The results discussed in Chapter 4 were performed under stagnant conditions, and the
observed rate constant approached values that were typical of an aqueous diffusioncontrolled reaction. This indicated that the apparent reaction rate might have been mass
transport limited. To determine whether this was the case, the Ag2O to AgI conversion
kinetics were studied as a function of electrode rotation rate.
Figure 5.1a shows the effect of electrode rotation rate on the EOC behaviour. The
general trend in EOC was similar to the behaviour observed under stagnant conditions
(Chapter 4, Figure 4.4 and 4.3). Initially the EOC was close to ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , but dropped to

( E e ) AgI / Ag upon completion of the conversion. The total reaction time, determined by the
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transition in EOC, however, is a strong function of the rotation rate. The solution to the
convective-diffusion equation describing transport at a rotating disk is well established
[1] and provides the diffusion boundary layer thickness, δdiff, as a function of electrode
angular velocity, ω:
δdiff = 1.61 ⋅ D1 / 3 ⋅ ω −1 / 2 ⋅ v1 / 6

(5.2)

where v is the kinematic viscosity and has units of cm2⋅s−1, and ω = 2πf, where f is the
rotation frequency and ω is otherwise known as angular rotation frequency or rate. Since
the mass transport rate is inversely proportional to δdiff,
1
k mass

∝ ω −1 / 2

(5.3)

From Equations 5.1, 4.10, and 5.3,

τ f = C diff ⋅ ω −1 / 2 + τ surf

(5.4)

with,

τ surf =

(QAg2O ) 0
−

⋅

1

F ⋅ ( AElec ) ⋅ [ I ]0 k surf

(5.5)

where τsurf is the total reaction time at infinitely fast electrode rotation rate and Cdiff is a
proportionality constant.
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Figure 5.1 (a) EOC as a function of reaction time and its dependence on electrode
rotation rate, and (b) total reaction time vs. 1/ω−1/2. The experimental conditions were
0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was constant at 0.050 C and [ I−(aq)]0 was
5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 for all cases. Electrode rotation rate ranged from 0 to 50 Hz.

Equation 5.4 states that τƒ would increase linearly with ω−1/2, and the intercept of
a τƒ vs. ω−1/2 plot provides a value of τsurf from which the surface reaction rate constant,
ksurf, can be obtained. The τsurf value was obtained using the least-square analysis for data
collected in phosphate-free NaOH solutions (Figure 5.1b). The τsurf value (the y-intercept
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of Figure 5.1b) was determined to be 64 s. The apparent surface reaction rate constant
was calculated to be ksurf = 4.2 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1. This value was approximately an order of
magnitude larger than the net rate constant obtained under stagnant conditions [2].
Therefore, under our experimental conditions, aqueous transport of I−(aq) to the Ag2O
surface was the rate-determining step under stagnant conditions.
After developing this relatively simple method to separate mass transport and
surface reaction rates, experiments were also performed with phosphate present. For
these experiments phosphate was present during both the growth of the Ag2O film and
during the chemical conversion under electrode rotation. The results obtained with
phosphate present also show the same electrode-rotation dependence of τƒ; an increase in
electrode rotation rate results in a decrease in τƒ, Figure 5.2a. From the τƒ vs. ω−1/2 plot
(Figure 5.2b), ksurf in phosphate solution was determined to be 7.5 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1. This
value was ~20 times larger than the net rate constant obtained with no rotation in
phosphate solution [2,3].
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Figure 5.2 (a) EOC as a function of reaction time and its dependence on electrode
rotation rate, and (b) total reaction time vs. 1/ω−1/2. The experimental conditions were
0.02 mol·dm−3 NaH2PO4, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was constant at 0.050 C and [I−(aq)]0 was
5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 for all cases. Electrode rotation rate ranged from 0 to 50 Hz.
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The surface reaction rate constant observed in the presence of phosphate was
approximately twice that observed in the absence of phosphate: 7.5 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1 vs.
4.2 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1. The difference may be partially attributed to the difference in the
initial surface area ( AAg 2O ) 0 of the Ag2O films grown in the presence and absence of
phosphate.

5.4

Comparison of Kinetic Parameters to Established Literature Values
In 2005 Güntay et al. [4], investigated the radiation-induced decomposition of

AgI colloids under a variety of conditions. Experiments included reactions in the
presence of an initial excess of Ag+(aq) and I−(aq), at pH 2 and 5, and with N2O or Argon
sparging [4]. The results of this study showed that volatile iodine species could be
formed via the decomposition of AgI by reaction with oxidizing free radicals such as
•OH, •Cl and, •Cl2− but the production of these radicals is completely suppressed when a
large excess of Ag+(aq) is present [4]. While the authors were particularly thorough in
their investigation, the possibility of the formation of Ag2O and its subsequent reaction
with I−(aq) was not evaluated. Due to the highly oxidizing conditions expected during
irradiation it is reasonable to expect that Ag would be in contact with O2, thus, allowing
for the formation of both AgI and Ag2O. It is well known that the degree of oxidation of
Ag will have a significant influence on the interaction of Ag species with I−(aq) [5].
However, the interaction of Ag with I2 remains unaffected by Ag oxidation [6].
The interactions of Ag with I2 and Ag2O with I−(aq) have also been investigated
by Krausmann et al. [6]. They developed a model to investigate the influence of a variety
of factors on the silver oxide to silver iodide reaction kinetics including: pH, temperature,
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initial iodine and iodide concentration, and agitation of the test solution. Their model
showed that the accumulation of AgI monolayers on top of the Ag2O film was not rate
limiting; therefore, diffusion or migration of either Ag(I) or I− through the AgI film was
not rate-limiting. This is in agreement with our results discussed in Chapter 4, section
4.4. The substrate in our work does differ, as we electrochemically oxidized the Ag
electrode to a pre-determined degree, while they allowed an Ag mesh to air-oxidize, and
were thus unable to determine the exact amount or surface area of the reactant, Ag2O, for
their model calculations. They reported a rate constant of (8.2 ± 3.6) mol⋅m−2⋅s−1 for the
chemical reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) [6], which is approximately two orders of
magnitude lower than the value obtained in this study. In our study, the rate constant was
obtained using the geometric area of the electrode, and the true surface area may be many
times larger than the geometric area due to roughening during Ag2O film growth [7,8].
The difference between the rate constant reported by Krausmann et al. and what we have
reported is still larger than the difference that we expect when the geometric vs. true
surface area is taken into account. It should be noted that Krausmann et al. investigated
the homogeneous reaction of Ag2O powders/colloids dispersed in the aqueous phase with
I−(aq) to form AgI, whereas the value we report is for the conversion of a Ag2O film.
These authors also concluded that pH had little to no effect on the reaction kinetics,
which is somewhat surprising since the dissolution of Ag2O increases by a factor of 10
with a pH change of ±1.0 away from pH 12, where Ag2O solubility is at a minimum [9].
Presently, we are not aware of any other reports using these particular techniques
to examine the separate contributions of the interfacial chemical reaction kinetics and
diffusion of a metal oxide-metal halide system. While there is a significant amount of
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work available regarding the oxidation or reduction kinetics of small molecules or anions
at metal surfaces [10,11], it appears that the techniques and the kinetic analysis used in
this study are, in fact, a novel method for determining interfacial reaction kinetics.

5.5

Summary and Conclusions
The effect of mass transfer on the reaction kinetics was investigated by measuring

the total reaction time as a function of electrode rotation rate. The total reaction time was
found to be inversely proportional to the square root of the rotation rate, and
extrapolation of the rotation rate dependence to infinite rotation enabled us to determine a
surface chemical reaction rate with reasonable accuracy. This surface reaction rate
constant was approximately an order of magnitude larger than the net conversion rate
constant obtained under stagnant conditions (Chapter 4), indicating that the conversion is
largely mass-transfer limited under stagnant conditions.
The influence of phosphate in electrolytes on the conversion reaction was also
investigated. The surface reaction rate constant in phosphate solutions was
approximately twice that in the absence of phosphate: 7.5 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1 vs.
4.2 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1. This difference is small, and is partially attributed to the difference in
the initial surface area or surface structure ( AAg 2O ) 0 of the Ag2O films grown in the
presence and absence of phosphate (Chapter 4, section 4.3.1). Although the XRD
analysis results suggest the incorporation of phosphorous into the Ag2O matrix during the
initial anodic Ag2O film growth in phosphate solutions, this study suggests that its
presence does not seem to have any influence on the kinetics of the conversion.
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Chapter 6
In Situ Conversion of Silver Oxide-Halide Films Studied by Neutron Reflectometry

6.1

Introduction
As described in Chapters 4 and 5, the surface reaction of I−(aq) with Ag2O to form AgI is

fast and the net conversion under stagnant conditions is limited by diffusion of I−(aq) to the oxide
surface [1,2]. The observed dependences of the total reaction time on the concentration of I−(aq)
and the amount of Ag2O initially present on the Ag substrate were successfully modeled using a
simple reaction kinetic model.
Two key assumptions were made when developing the reaction kinetic model described
in Chapter 4. The first assumption of a first order dependence on the concentration of I−(aq) was
easily verified by performing experiments as a function of I−(aq) concentration. The second
assumption was that the available Ag2O surface area did not change as the reaction progressed,
and that the Ag2O surface area is proportional to the electrode surface area. This second
assumption has led to the linear dependence of the total reaction time on the total charge used to
grow the initial amount of Ag2O. It was hypothesized that the surface area was constant because
the conversion of Ag2O to AgI proceeded mainly by the chemical reaction pathway, and the
resulting AgI formed individual molecules, not a coherent solid AgI phase. Consequently, the
AgI formed by this process does not protect the Ag2O surface from reacting with I−(aq).
The linear dependence of the total reaction time on the initial Ag2O film thickness, and
hence total anodic charge used to grow the film, suggested that conversion progressed in a layerby-layer fashion. However, we have not been able to test the validity of the layer-by-layer
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conversion using conventional surface analytical techniques because of the instability of AgI
under light [3].
Other researchers have shown that specular neutron reflectometry (NR) is a powerful
technique that can be used to study the structure of surfaces, thin films, or layered structures, and
it can be used to investigate changes at surface interfaces (e.g., corrosion or adsorption/adhesion
[4−13]). Hence, we have employed the use of NR to probe the Ag/Ag2O/AgI interfaces during
the conversion reaction to determine the relative locations of Ag2O and AgI films formed during
conversion of Ag2O to AgI, as well as to identify, or rule out, participation by any other possible
surface species (e.g., AgO or AgOH). If conversion occurs via a layer-by-layer mechanism as
we have previously surmised [1,2], the neutron reflectometry results should be consistent with
the presence of discrete Ag2O/AgI layers. However, if conversion occurs in patches or through
pores in the surface film, discrete layers would not be expected.
Additionally, we have been unsuccessful in determining the change in surface area (for
example, due to surface roughening) that occurs during the anodic growth of Ag2O on our
starting Ag electrodes [1,2]. Currently, we use the geometric area of the electrode as the area of
Ag2O for modeling our experimental results. This is a known over-simplification, as researchers
have shown that the Ag/Ag2O electrode surface roughness increases significantly during Ag2O
film growth [14]. Neutron reflectometry is also a tool that can provide information on changes
in the structure or compactness (density) of the oxide grown atop silver as a function of
anodization time, which can be related to the effective surface area of the electrode.
Specular neutron reflectometry probes variations in the neutron scattering length density
(SLD) perpendicular to the sample surface at depths up to 10s of microns [4−13]. Beyond the
critical scattering vector (Qc), i.e. the wave vector above which neutrons are partially reflected by
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the sample, normalized reflectivity (R) is obtained by dividing the number of neutrons reflected
from the sample by the number of neutrons incident upon the surface.
As prescribed by both kinematic approximation and dynamical scattering theory, the
reflection of neutrons occurs at the interface of any two materials with different SLD values.
The SLD is defined as the product ρb, where ρ is the density of atoms and b the coherent
scattering length of a particular isotope [4−13]. The experimentally observable reflectivity of a
sample depends on the variation in the SLD, which in turn is determined by the isotopic
composition and density of the constituent layers. Characteristic Kiessig fringes will appear in
the reflectivity, provided the sample consists of sufficiently flat interfaces. If a sample consists
of many interfaces, then the reflectivity spectra will show modulations or fringes of several
periodicities.

6.2

Experimental Details

6.2.1

Stand-Alone Electrochemistry and XPS Measurements
The working electrode was silver with a flat surface area 0.385 cm2. Electrodes were

polished according to the polishing procedure described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3. The
electrolyte was 0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH solution that was made using ultra-pure water and
deaerated using argon for 60 min prior to an experiment. Prior to exposure to halide solutions,
the reactant (Ag2O film) was grown potentiostatically at 0.4 VSCE in the NaOH solution until the
total charge, (QAg2O ) 0 , reached 0.050 C. The Ag2O-coated electrode was then transferred to a
solution containing I−(aq) or Cl−(aq) and the EOC was monitored. Two halide concentrations
were used, 1 × 10−3 mol·dm−3 and 5 × 10−3 mol·dm−3. In a second experiment the Ag2O-coated
electrode was exposed to a NaOH solution containing equal amounts of I−(aq) and Cl−(aq) (at
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3 × 10−3 mol·dm−3). The EOC was monitored for 500 s, followed by a potential scan from 0.20 to
−1.1 VSCE at a scan rate of 0.17 mV⋅s−1 to obtain the cathodic stripping currents.
The XPS data was acquired on a KRATOS Axis Ultra spectrometer using
monochromatic Al Kα radiation and operating at 150 W with a base pressure of 10-8 Pa. Under
normal analysis conditions, the analysis spot size was approximately 400 µm × 700 µm. The
binding energies were calibrated with respect to C-1s (285.0 eV). A broad spectrum survey
determined the average surface composition and high resolution spectra were used to examine
specific bands of 5 elements in detail: Ag-3d (at binding energies 368 and 374 eV), O-1s
(530 eV), I-3d (619 eV), Cl-2p (198 eV) and C-1s (285 eV).

6.2.2

Neutron Reflectometry Coupled with In Situ Electrochemistry
A thin-film silver working electrode was prepared specially for the neutron reflectometry

measurements by magnetron sputtering of metallic Ag, in an Ar atmosphere. To prevent
delamination of the resulting silver film from the circular, phosphorous-doped Si(111) wafer
substrate (6 mm thick and 10 cm in diameter), the wafer was prepared with an initial thin layer of
Cr sputtered at a rate of 0.03 Å⋅s−1 to a thickness of 20 Å. The thin silver film of thickness
~600 Å was then sputter deposited at a rate of 1 Å⋅s−1. This electrode was exposed to ambient air
when it was removed from the sputtering chamber and no attempt was made to prevent
oxide/hydroxide formation on the silver surface.
A schematic of the electrochemical cell used for the reflectometry experiments is shown
in Figure 6.1. A cylindrically machined PTFE cell was clamped to the Ag working electrode and
electrical contact was made via a platinum foil placed between the O-ring seal of the PTFE cell
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and the Ag electrode surface. NR scans were recorded prior to, and after, the addition of
0.01 mol·dm−3 of the NaOH electrolyte solution to the electrochemical cell.

PTFE

Ar gas

Pt electrode

NaOH soln

Ag film

P-doped Si slab

RE

WE

CE

Potentiostat

Figure 6.1 A schematic view of the experimental set-up used during the in situ neutron
reflectometry experiments. The set-up was designed to study a Ag thin film, sputter deposited
on a conductive Si slab on one side and exposed to a liquid medium on the other side.

The experiment consisted of two parts: (1) the anodic growth of an Ag2O film, and (2)
exposure of this Ag2O film to an I−(aq) solution (shown schematically in Figure 6.2). NR scans
were recorded throughout the anodic growth of the Ag2O film at 0.25 VSCE at100, 200, 700 and
1200 s (as indicated by  in Figure 6.2). After oxide growth I−(aq) was added to a concentration
of 1 × 10−5 mol·dm−3. The EOC was continuously monitored and NR scans were recorded every
15 min. After 8 h the electrode potential was scanned from 0.2 to −1.1 VSCE at 0.50 mV·s−1 and
the cathodic stripping current was measured. A final NR scan was recorded after the complete
reduction of the Ag films. All electrochemical control was maintained using an Autolab
PGSTAT128N potentiostat.
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Figure 6.2 Potential vs. time plot of the experimental approach used to study: (1) the anodic
growth of Ag2O, and (2) the chemical reaction of a Ag2O film with I−(aq) resulting in the
formation of a AgI film. Each  on the plot represents the time at which a neutron scan was
initiated.

Reflectivity measurements were carried out on the Platypus time-of-flight reflectometer,
at the Bragg Institute, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) in
Sydney, Australia. This time-of-flight instrument, with 20 Hz neutron pulse frequencies, was
operated in the medium resolution mode (∆λ/λ = 4.3%) and reflected neutrons were recorded on
a 2-dimensional helium-3 detector, with an active area 500 mm wide × 250 mm high. In order to
achieve sufficient dynamic range, data was collected at two incident grazing angles: θ = 0.6° for
5 min and θ = 2.4° for 10 min. The total collection time for each NR scan was 15 minutes, and
in some cases, these 15 minute scans have been added together and averaged in order to reduce
the measurement error. Reduction and analysis of the data, as log normalized reflectivity (R) vs.
scattering vector (Qz), was performed with Motofit reflectometry analysis software. A more
detailed description of the complete instrumentation, data collection, and analysis techniques can
be found in Chapter 2, section 2.4.4.
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The NR results are analyzed by comparing the observed reflectivity to a proposed model
profile, where each discrete layer/interface is represented in the model. There are three
adjustable parameters per layer: SLD, thickness, and roughness of the interface to the adjacent
layer in the model. Least-squares refinement is used to minimize the differences between the
calculated and measured reflectivity. A scattering length density profile graphically shows the
thickness, roughness, and relative position of discrete layers that are incorporated into the model.
The as-prepared Ag film was first examined with x-ray reflectometry to ensure sample quality
(free of macroscopic bending and of sufficiently sharp interfaces) and further characterized by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) prior to electrochemical treatment. A Hitachi S-4500
field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the morphology of the
Ag electrode following cathodic stripping, as a compliment to neutron reflectometry
measurements.

6.3

Results and Discussion

6.3.1

Neutron Reflectometry – As-Prepared Film
One aspect of non-linear least-squares fitting is that the model it yields may not be

correct if the refinement has converged to a false minimum. Mindful of this possibility, we have
chosen to propose a model that is simplest (i.e. no additional features unless they actually lead to
a significantly better fit), and consistent with results obtained from other thin-film and surface
characterization techniques [1,2]. For instance, we propose the outermost layer as AgOH instead
of Ag2O or other oxides since XPS results described below indicate the presence of hydroxide.
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To obtain a baseline for later measurements, the as-prepared Ag film on the Si substrate
was characterized using NR prior to electrolyte exposure. The model for the layering on the asprepared sample consists of Si as the incident medium, a layer of metallic Ag, a layer of AgOH,
and air. The SLD values for all relevant species used during the fitting procedure corresponded
with the expected (calculated) values. In order to obtain information that confirms or disputes
the hypothesis that conversion occurs by a layer-by-layer process, a second fitting of the data
will be completed where variance in the SLD values will be allowed. Therefore, the results
presented here are preliminary.
Notably absent from the proposed layer profile are: (1) an expected thin SiO2 layer
located between the Si and Cr layers, and (2) the Cr layer that was deposited on Si before the Ag
layer. Inclusion of these layers did not improve the fit of the model, indicating that they are too
thin to be resolved with our data that reaches a maximum scattering vector of Qmax = 0.15 Å−1.
Resolution between films can also be lost if the two materials have similar SLD values.
Consequently, they are “hidden” within the relatively broad interface (~50 Å) between Ag and Si
in our model.
Figure 6.3 shows the layer profile corresponding to the best-fit model of the Ag electrode
in air. The measured (black symbols with error bars of 1 estimated standard deviation (e.s.d.))
and calculated (red curve) reflectivity for the least-squares refined model are shown in the inset.
The numerical values for all of the fitting parameters (film thickness, SLD, and interface
roughness) are given in Table 6.1. The error listed represents 1 e.s.d. for parameters that were
allowed to vary during the fitting procedure while those held constant (e.g. the SLD of Si) appear
without errors.
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Figure 6.3 Least-squares fitted SLD profile of the as-prepared sample. The numerical
parameters of the model, consisting of four distinct layered species: Si, Ag, AgOH and air are
given in Table 6.1. The normalized neutron reflectivity spectra of the sample (black line) and
proposed model (red line) are inset to the SLD profile. Graphical representation for the layer
thicknesses for this specimen is indicated within Figure 6.5 by .
Table 6.1 Numerical parameters of the least squares fitted model representing the as-prepared
sample in air, electrolyte, and throughout step-wise anodization. Non-variable parameters are
indicated in bold, and an uncertainty is given for the variable parameters, the infinity symbol is
used for all layers with thickness assumed > 300−500 nm. The results are plotted graphically in
Figure 6.5.
________________________________________________________________________
Condition
Layer
SLD
Layer
Interface
6
−2
ρb × 10 (Å )
thickness (Å) thickness (Å)
As-prepared,
Si
2.07
∞
5.5
in air
Ag
3.47
601 ± 4
13 ± 8
Ag2O
3.27
0
0
AgOH
2.1
51 ± 5
14 ± 8
Air
0
∞
In solution,
at EOC

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgOH
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
2.1
-0.55

∞
604 ± 7
0
39 ± 11
∞

5.5
13 ± 8
0
38 ±10
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100 s
polarization

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgOH
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
2.1
-0.55

∞
582 ± 9
39 ± 2
12 ± 1
∞

5.5
13 ± 6
−
64 ± 5

200 s
polarization

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgOH
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
2.1
-0.55

∞
522 ± 16
99 ± 23
10 ± 8
∞

5.5
16 ± 5
−
61 ± 6

700 s
polarization

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgOH
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
2.1
-0.55

∞
411 ± 13
199 ± 21
29 ± 15
∞

5.5
24 ± 4
−
60 ±12

1200 s
polarization

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgOH
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
2.1
-0.55

∞
410 ± 13
207 ± 41
15 ± 4
∞

5.5
41 ± 5
−
100 ±9

Analysis by XPS supports our inclusion of a AgOH layer on the as-prepared sample
surface in our model. This feature has also been observed and extensively discussed in literature
[15−22]. Figure 6.4 shows the survey spectra results, and characteristic peaks for Ag (3d), O
(1s) and C (1s) are indicated on the plot. The narrow Ag 3d peak at 368.1 eV is due to the
presence of predominantly metallic Ag [15]. Deconvolution of this peak into Ag and Ag2O
signals showed a small amount of oxidized Ag. Deconvolution produced a ratio of 93:7 for
Ag:Ag2O. Unfortunately, the small separation between Ag and Ag2O, and the location of AgOH
between these positions, makes quantifying the amounts of each species (Ag/AgOH/Ag2O)
difficult.
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Figure 6.4 XPS survey spectra of the as-prepared Ag sample after sputter deposition.

6.3.2

Neutron Reflectometry – As-Prepared Film in Solution at EOC
The reflectivity of the silver electrode in NaOH at EOC was very similar to that of the air-

exposed electrode. The same model employed in Figure 6.3 was used for the wet sample, with
the air layer replaced by a water layer (compare first two bars in Figure 6.5). The fitting results
(layer thickness, roughness, and SLD values) are tabulated in Table 6.1 and plotted in Figure 6.5,
where each bar represents a specific experimental condition and each layer thickness and
roughness was given a unique colour and pattern. The bulk materials (Ag, Ag2O and AgOH) are
represented by solid bars and the thatched bars represent roughness at the particular interface.
The only observable difference between the sample exposed to air and initially exposed to
solution was a slight increase in the AgOH layer roughness observed after the addition of NaOH.
We have postulated that the increase in roughness of the AgOH interface after wetting was likely
due to swelling caused by hydration of the outer AgOH film.
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Figure 6.5 Graphical representation of the numerical values presented in Table 6.1 indicating
the progression of Ag2O film growth. For simplicity, only the upper three (of the five) distinct
layers are shown: Ag (red), Ag2O (blue) and AgOH (green). The Si and air/water layer remain
constant and are not represented here.

6.3.3

In Situ Ag2O Film Growth
Neutron reflectivity scans were recorded while a Ag2O film was grown electrochemically

after each anodization step to monitor the progression of Ag2O film growth. The bar graph in
Figure 6.5 allows for easy visualization of how the film thickness changed as a function of
anodization time.
Anodization at 0.25 VSCE, a value slightly above ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , results in the conversion of
Ag to Ag2O via the following electrochemical reaction [14,23−27]:
2 Ag + H2O  Ag2O + 2 H+ + 2 e−

(6.1)
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A second electrochemical reaction, namely the formation of AgOH via the following reaction:
−

−

−e
+OH
 Ag+ 
→ AgOH
Ag* →

(6.2)

proposed by Nagle et al. may also occur at this potential [27]. In equation (6.2) Ag* is defined as
high energy, superactive, surface metal atoms [27]. The key finding in Nagle et al.’s study was
that an outer AgOH layer, formed via the process in equation (6.2), was extremely porous.
Hence, subsequent Ag2O formation was not expected to be hindered by the presence of this
AgOH film. Our NR results are consistent with Nagle’s AgOH outer layer, since they show that
Ag2O grows below a rough (~40 Å) AgOH film.
Figure 6.6 shows the SLD profile, and observed (black line) and calculated (red line)
reflectivity for the Ag film at the completion of anodization. This is the last of the four steps of
anodization, shown as an example. Although only one reflectometry result is shown, all leastsquares fitted parameters for each anodization step are listed in Table 6.1. Our model of the
electrode surface consists of five layers: Si, metallic Ag, Ag2O, AgOH, and water. Figure 6.5
shows how the thicknesses of these layers change during the anodization process. After 1200 s
of anodization the Ag thickness markedly decreased (by ~200 Å) and the Ag2O thickness
increased by a similar amount (~200 Å). The total AgOH thickness varied slightly, but
compared to Ag and Ag2O was considered to remain nearly constant throughout the duration of
the anodization process.
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Figure 6.6 SLD profile and normalized reflected neutron counts (black line) and calculated
reflectivity (red line) for the Ag film at the completion of 1200 s anodization. Graphical
representation for the layer thicknesses for this specimen is indicated within Figure 6.5 by ,
and numerical values are given in Table 6.1.

The Pilling-Bedworth ratio for a metal-oxide is given by:

RPB =

Voxide
M oxide ⋅ ρ metal
=
Vmetal n ⋅ M metal ⋅ ρ oxide

(6.3)

where M is the molar mass, ρ the density, and V the molar volume, of oxide or metal
respectively, and n is the number of atoms of metal per molecule of oxide [28]. The calculated
RPB for Ag2O is 1.58. Using this ratio, one can estimate the change in oxide thickness that would
correspond to the consumption of a certain thickness of Ag metal. The loss of 200 Å of Ag
should lead to the formation of 316 Å of Ag2O. However, we measured (based on model
analysis of the NR results) an Ag2O film thickness of 200 Å. This suggests that almost one-third
of the oxidized Ag was lost to dissolution.
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Previous researchers have observed a significant increase in Ag roughness after the
formation of Ag2O by electrochemical anodization [14, 23−26], which is consistent with the
results presented in Table 6.1. The measured neutron reflectometry results show an almost fourfold increase in Ag film roughness at the completion of anodization. Additionally, the roughness
of the AgOH interface increased from 40 to 100 Å. Unfortunately, the proposed model was not
sensitive to changes in roughness at the Ag2O/AgOH interface; therefore, we cannot determine
exactly how the Ag2O roughness changed as a function of anodization time.
In addition to being in good agreement with observed reflectivity, the proposed model
leads to results that make sense chemically. The number of moles of metallic Ag consumed and
the number of moles of Ag2O produced can be calculated from film thicknesses (obtained from
NR data), sample surface area, density, and molar mass of each species. The amount of Ag
consumed was found to be 1.1 × 10−5 mol and the amount of Ag2O formed was found to be
3.8 × 10−6 mol. This gives a Ag:Ag2O ratio of 2.9:1. This ratio is likely higher than the expected
2:1 ratio due to dissolution of some of the oxidized Ag.

6.3.4

In Situ Conversion of Ag2O to AgI
After the anodic growth of a Ag2O layer, I−(aq) was added to the electrochemical cell to

initiate the conversion of Ag2O to AgI. The EOC was monitored while the conversion reaction
occurred and NR scans were acquired continually for the next 8 hours. The most dramatic
changes in reflectivity were observed in the first 45 minutes after the addition of I−(aq). All of
the reflectivity scans collected over the course of the remainder of the 8-hour experiment looked
very similar. For this reason only one SLD profile and reflectivity scan are presented in Figure
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6.7. The reflectivity plot is the sum of 6 scans recorded over a 1.5-hour period, beginning after
the large transition in EOC, when the chemical system had nearly achieved a steady-state.
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Figure 6.7 SLD profile of the Ag electrode recorded in 1 × 10−5 mol·dm−3 of I−(aq). The
observed neutron reflectivity spectrum (black line) and the predictions of our proposed model
(red line) with five distinct layers is inset. Graphical representation for the layer thicknesses for
this specimen is indicated within Figure 6.8 by , and numerical values are given in Table 6.2.

The model that was used to analyze the reflectivity data consists of Si substrate (incident
medium encountered by neutrons), a metallic Ag film, a Ag2O film, a AgI film, a AgCl film, and
water. The AgCl film is necessary because an unknown amount of Cl−(aq) was released from the
SCE reference electrode into the cell solution and this resulted in the conversion of some Ag2O
to AgCl. The time at which Cl−(aq) leaked into the cell is not known. Inclusion of a AgCl layer
used to model the surface during Ag2O film growth led to a significant increase in error between
the measured and calculated reflectivity profiles, hence it was not included in the model.
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The minimum concentration of Cl−(aq) that would result in ( E e ) AgCl / Ag < ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag is
3 × 10−4 mol·dm−3. This corresponds to an ( E e ) AgCl / Ag of 0.19 VSCE. Release of only 15 µL of
solution from the SCE electrode would be sufficient to exceed the minimum Cl−(aq)
concentration required for Ag2O conversion to AgCl. The volume of solution that leaked from
SCE was visibly apparent, and regions of the Ag electrode close to the reference electrode
appeared tarnished or blackened. The sequence of the layers (i.e., AgI on AgCl vs. AgCl on
AgI) was easily determined by NR because the SLD values for AgCl (3.68 × 106 Å−2) and AgI
(1.53 × 106 Å−2) are different enough that the layers can clearly be distinguished.
Changes to the layered species on the electrode surface as a function of exposure time are
shown in Figure 6.8 and SLD, thickness, and roughness data for each layer are tabulated in Table
6.2. A decrease in the Ag2O layer thickness from 207 to 140 Å was observed within the first
15 minutes after the addition of the KI solution to the electrochemical cell. The Ag2O layer
thickness remained constant for the remainder of the experiment. An AgI film was added to the
model on top of the Ag2O, which resulted from the conversion of Ag2O to AgI. The AgI layer
had a thickness of 80 Å and an average roughness of 15 Å.
A 15 Å-thick AgCl layer was added to the model after 30 minutes of EOC measurement.
This AgCl film may have formed by the precipitation of AgCl from the dissolved Ag+(aq)
(discussed in section 6.3.3) with Cl−(aq) entering the solution from the leaking SCE. Fitting of
the reflectivity data indicates that the AgCl film was rough (40 Å). This nominal roughness may
indicate the film formed unevenly or in patches over the electrode surface.
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Figure 6.8 Graphical representation of the calculated Ag (red), Ag2O (blue), AgI (purple), and
AgCl (pink) thickness and roughness values after the addition of I−(aq). The numerical values
are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Numerical parameters of the least squares fitted model, representing the sample after
the addition of KI. The model is shown in Figure 6.7, and the results are plotted graphically in
Figure 6.8. Non-variable parameters are indicated in bold, and an uncertainty is given for
variable parameters.
________________________________________________________________________
Condition
Layer
SLD
Layer
Interface
6
−2
ρb × 10 (Å )
thickness (Å) thickness (Å)
15 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
-0.55

∞
410
158 ± 7
80 ± 5
∞

5.5
41
−
19 ± 1

30 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68

∞
410
141 ± 12
80 ± 3
15

5.5
41
−
16 ±12
38 ±12
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Water

-0.55

∞

150 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68
-0.55

∞
410
139 ± 3
80 ± 2
15
∞

5.5
41
−
11 ± 4
41 ± 3

255 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68
-0.55

∞
410
139 ± 3
80 ± 2
15
∞

5.5
41
−
12 ± 4
41 ± 3

345 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68
-0.55

∞
410
139 ± 4
80 ± 2
15
∞

5.5
41
−
11 ± 6
42 ± 4

420 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68
-0.55

∞
410
139 ± 4
83 ± 2
15
∞

5.5
41
−
14 ± 5
35 ± 4

495 min exposure

Si
Ag
Ag2O
AgI
AgCl
Water

2.07
3.47
3.27
1.53
3.68
-0.55

∞
410
139 ± 3
83 ± 2
15
∞

5.5
41
−
15 ± 4
42 ± 3

Cathodic stripping voltammetry was performed at the end of the experiment and the
results showed the presence of two poorly-separated cathodic reduction peaks (Figure 6.9). The
more positive reduction peak centered around 0.00 VSCE was attributed to the reduction of Ag2O
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to Ag and the more negative peak at −0.20 VSCE was due to the reduction of AgI to Ag. Poor
separation of the cathodic reduction peaks may have resulted from contamination by Cl−(aq),
since the reduction of AgCl occurred at a potential between ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag and ( E e ) AgI / Ag , as
shown in the cyclic voltammograms discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.5 [29−31]. The amount
of Ag2O/AgCl and AgI was estimated from the voltammogram, however due to the closeness of

( E e ) Ag2O / Ag to ( E e ) AgCl / Ag , the amount of Ag2O and AgCl could not be distinguished by this
method. This result also indicated that the conversion reaction did not go to completion and
unreacted Ag2O was still present on the electrode surface.
0.20

Laboratory Result
in-situ Neutron Reflectometry Result

0.00

Current
(mA)
i (mA)

AgI
Ag2O
+
AgCl

-0.20

AgI
-0.40

AgCl
-0.60

Ag2O
-0.80

-0.40

-0.30

-0.20

-0.10

0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

Potential
(V vs.
SCE)
E (V vs.
SCE)

Figure 6.9 Cathodic stripping voltammogram recorded at the completion of the experiment.
The concentration of I−(aq) was 1 × 10−5 mol·dm−3 (red line, NR results). Cathodic stripping
result recorded after a Ag2O film with (QAg2O ) 0 0.050 C was exposed to a solution containing 3 ×
10−3 mol·dm−3 of I−(aq) and 3 × 10−3 mol·dm−3 of Cl−(aq) (black line).

Due to the contamination observed during NR measurements a second cathodic stripping
measurement was performed on a bulk Ag electrode (used for all other electrochemical
experiments). An Ag2O film was exposed to a solution containing a mixture of I−(aq) and
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Cl−(aq). The reaction was terminated by removing the electrode from the halide-containing
solution after 500 s, rinsing it with water, placing it in a NaOH solution, and cathodically
reducing the films present on the Ag surface (Figure 6.9). The large cathodic peak (at 0.15 VSCE)
corresponds to the reduction of Ag2O to Ag. The very small peak at –0.2 VSCE is due to
reduction of AgI to Ag and the small shoulder on the Ag2O peak (at ~ 0.1 VSCE) was attributed to
the reduction of AgCl to Ag. This agrees well with the CVs presented in Chapter 3, section 3.3.5
[29−31] and indicates that the electrochemical behaviour of the thin-film sample is similar to that
of a bulk Ag sample.
These results also show that both AgI and AgCl films are formed concurrently. The
AgCl film appears to be thinner than the AgI film (based on the areas, or estimated charges, of
the cathodic peaks). However, quantifying the amount of AgCl present is not possible from this
scan because of the overlap with the larger Ag2O peak. The thinner AgCl film is expected
because the rate of conversion of Ag2O to AgCl is ~2.5 times slower than the rate of conversion
of Ag2O to AgI, as determined by the EOC profiles shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Open-circuit potential for a Ag2O oxide grown at 0.4 VSCE to a constant anodic
charge (QAg2O ) 0 of 0.050 C. The Ag2O film was exposed to solutions containing 1)

5 × 10−3 mol·dm−3 I−(aq) (black solid line), 2) 1 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 I−(aq) (black dashed line), 3)
5 × 10−3 mol·dm−3 Cl−(aq) (red solid line) and 4) 1 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 Cl−(aq) (red dashed line).

The amounts of Ag2O, AgCl and AgI present on the surface calculated from the NR
results and cathodic stripping analyses are given in Table 6.3. As mentioned earlier, the
reduction of Ag2O cannot be distinguished from the reduction of AgCl and a combined value is
given for these species. The NR and electrochemical results agree quite well. The total amount
of Ag from Ag2O, AgCl and AgI determined from NR was 6.8 × 10−6 mol and that determined by
cathodic stripping was 7.4 × 10−6 mol. These values are both close to the amount of silver
initially oxidized to Ag2O (7.6 × 10−6 mol). The measured post-test film quantities are slightly
smaller due to dissolutive losses of Ag2O. The close agreement between all of these values
shows that we have a good understanding of the silver film and its reactions.

Table 6.3 Summary of the calculated amount of Ag2O, AgI and AgCl from the NR experiment
using: 1) neutron reflectometry (top block) 2) cathodic stripping voltammetry (centre block) and
3) a comparison of the amount of Ag in the film calculated from NR, cathodic stripping
voltammetry and the initial Ag2O film growth (bottom block).
Neutron Reflectometry
Species
Ag2O
Film Thickness (Å)
140
Amount (mol)
2.6 × 10−6
Amount Ag (mol)
5.2 × 10−6
Total Amount of Ag (mol)

AgCl
15
3.5 × 10−7
3.5 × 10−7

Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry
Species

Ag2O

AgI

6.8 × 10−6

AgI
80
1.2 × 10−6
1.2 × 10−6
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Charge (mC)
347
Amount Ag (mol)
3.6 × 10−6
Total Amount of Ag (mol)

373
3.8 × 10−6
7.4 × 10−6

Comparison of Neutron Reflectometry and Cathodic
Stripping Voltammetry
Amount of Ag from
Cathodic Stripping (mol)
Amount of Ag from Neutron
Reflectometry (mol)
Amount of Ag Initially
Anodized (mol)

7.4 × 10−6
6.8 × 10−6
7.6 × 10−6

A final NR scan on the reduced electrode was collected after cathodic stripping, however,
the spectrum was featureless. SEM micrographs (Figure 6.11) taken after the Ag electrode was
cathodically stripped show that the electrode surface was covered with very fine particulates.
Cathodic reduction led to an increase in surface roughness that was uniform over the entire
electrode surface.

3 µm

10 µ m

Figure 6.11 SEM image of the Ag thin film electrode after Ag2O film growth, film conversion
and cathodic stripping.

6.4

Conclusions
We have shown that the progression of the anodic growth of a Ag2O film on an Ag

substrate can be followed successfully using neutron reflectometry. The anodization of a Ag
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film in a NaOH solution results in the growth of an inner Ag2O film with a rough AgOH outer
layer. We cannot extract changes in the roughness of the Ag2O film as it grows, but our
preliminary results show an increase in roughness of the AgOH film at the water interface and a
much smaller change in roughness at the Ag/Ag2O interface. If these findings are confirmed
after re-analysis of the data, they provide a basis for modifying the effective surface used in
kinetic models of electrochemistry on silver electrodes.
Neutron reflectometry has also been used effectively to study the conversion of
AgOH/Ag2O to AgI. Our preliminary NR results show that distinct Ag2O and AgI layers are
present on the electrode surface. This confirms the conversion process that we had previously
postulated based only on our prior electrochemistry studies. We would like to confirm this by
removing the restriction that the SLD values are exactly equal to the calculated values. Changes
in the SLD values away from calculated values can provide information that will further our
understanding of the film conversion process. For example, a decrease in the Ag2O SLD as the
reaction progresses may indicate diffusion of I−(aq) through the film to the Ag substrate.

6.5
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Chapter 7
Comparison of the Interfacial Reaction Kinetics of Bromide and Iodide Anion with
Silver Oxide on an Ag Substrate

7.1

Introduction
The three reaction pathways were introduced in and described in some detail in

Chapter 1 section 1.2.1. Briefly, the conversion of Ag2O on an Ag substrate to AgX by
X−(aq) (where X−(aq) represents I−(aq) or Br−(aq)) can occur via one of three of the
following reaction pathways: (1) chemical reaction of X− with Ag2O in the oxide surface,
(2) a galvanic coupling of Ag2O reduction to Ag with the oxidation of Ag with X−(aq) to
AgX on the surface of the Ag substrate, or (3) dissolution of Ag+(aq) from Ag2O,
followed by the reaction of Ag+(aq) and X−(aq) in the aqueous phase. In this study, the
reaction of Br−(aq) with Ag2O on Ag are examined and the results are compared with the
previously reported data on the reaction of I−(aq) (Chapters 4 and 5). In this chapter we
extend our study to include the interfacial reaction kinetics of the aqueous bromide anion
with Ag2O on a Ag substrate. The objective of this study is to explore how the different
reaction thermodynamics and mass transport properties of the different halide ions affect
interfacial reaction kinetics.
The interfacial reaction kinetics were followed by monitoring the open circuit
potential (EOC) after the reaction was initiated by exposing electrochemically-formed
Ag2O films to solutions containing Br−(aq). The total reaction time, the time required to
completely convert Ag2O to AgBr, was easily determined since the EOC dropped from the
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equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair to that of the AgBr/Ag redox pair. A
similar change was observed in the conversion of Ag2O to AgI, as discussed in Chapters
4 and 5. Galvanostatic reduction was performed to determine the amount of Ag2O that
remained and amount of AgBr formed as a function of reaction time. By measuring the
total reaction time as a function of halide concentration, the anodic charge used to grow
Ag2O, and the electrode rotation rate, various reaction kinetic parameters were obtained.
The kinetic analysis revealed that all three reaction pathways contributed significantly to
the removal of the Ag2O film for the bromide case. This is different from the behaviour
observed for the conversion of Ag2O to AgI. The I−(aq) reaction occurs mainly via the
chemical reaction pathway while the bromide system experiences a more complex kinetic
analysis. The kinetic analysis results of the two halide systems are compared and the
differences discussed.

7.2

Experimental Details
Electrochemical measurements were conducted in a three-electrode electrochemical

cell where the working electrode was a silver disc (area of 0.385 cm2), the counter
electrode was platinum, and the reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE). Measurements were conducted at room temperature in Ar-sparged
0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH. Potassium bromide solutions were prepared with concentrations
in the range of 5 × 10−4 to 3 × 10−3 mol·dm-3.
Prior to electrochemical tests, the silver electrodes were abraded following the
procedure described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3. A cathodic cleaning at –1.1 VSCE for
300 s removed any air-formed oxide from the Ag surface. The initial Ag2O films were
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grown potentiostatically at 0.4 VSCE. The total charge used to grow the starting Ag2O
film, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , was measured and is related to the initial mass of Ag2O in the film by
equation 4.1. Films with different amounts of Ag2O were prepared by varying (Q Ag 2O ) 0
from 0.036 to 0.064 C.
The conversion of Ag2O to AgBr was initiated by transfer of the Ag2O-coated
electrode to an electrochemical cell with a solution containing Br−(aq). The reaction was
then followed by monitoring the open circuit potential, EOC. The effect of electrode
rotation rate on the conversion kinetics was investigated over a range of 0 to 50 Hz.
The amounts of reactant Ag2O and product AgBr on the electrode as a function of
time were determined by galvanostatic reduction, see schematic presented in Figure 7.1.
In these experiments, the conversion reaction was terminated after a desired reaction time
by transferring the electrode from a solution containing Br−(aq) to a solution containing
only NaOH at the same pH. A constant negative current was then applied to the working
electrode and the potential was monitored as a function of time. The negative current
reduced the Ag2O and/or AgBr that was present on the Ag electrode surface. The
reduction of Ag2O and AgBr was easily separated because Ag2O will reduce at 0.22 VSCE
and AgBr will reduce at 0.050 VSCE. The charge required to reduce Ag2O and AgBr can
be obtained by multiplying the applied current (−3.85 × 10−5 A⋅cm2) times the potential
residence time at 0.22 VSCE and 0.050 VSCE, respectively.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of the potential vs. time profile used for the kinetic
analysis of Ag2O on Ag with aqueous Br− species.

If no dissolution of Ag+(aq) has occurred during the reaction, then the charge used
to grow the initial amount of Ag2O, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 should be equal to the sum of the charges
used to reduce Ag2O and AgBr present on the electrode at reaction time t, (Q Ag 2O ) t and
(Q AgBr ) t , respectively. Any difference between (Q Ag 2O ) 0 and (Q Ag 2O ) t + (Q AgBr ) t is

attributed to the dissolution of Ag+(aq) to the bulk aqueous phase, (Q Diss ) t :

(

(Q Diss ) t = (Q Ag 2O ) 0 − (Q Ag 2O ) t + (Q AgBr ) t

)

(7.1)

The rate of dissolution of Ag2O in a NaOH-only solution was also determined by
galvanostatic reduction measurements. For these experiments Ag2O was grown in a
NaOH solution until the total charge reached 0.05 C (or 0.13 C⋅cm−2). After oxide film
growth, the EOC was monitored while the electrode was held in the cell for a desired
dissolution time. After this period, the amount of Ag2O that had dissolved was
determined by measuring the charge required to remove the remaining Ag2O.
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The morphologies of Ag2O and AgBr films were analyzed at various times during
the conversion reaction. The electrodes were removed from the electrochemical cell,
rinsed with deionized water, and dried with argon. Samples were stored under vacuum
before being transferred to a Hitachi S-4500 field emission scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with a Quartz Xone energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system.
This was used to examine the surface topography and analyze the elements present on the
electrode surface.

7.3

Results

7.3.1

EOC Behaviour Observed During the Reaction of Ag2O in Br− Solutions
A typical example of the time profile of EOC is shown in Figure 7.2a. The EOC

shows three distinct stages of conversion. In stage 1, the initial EOC starts close to the
equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair, ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , and decreases slowly with
time. In stage 2, the EOC reaches and remains at a nearly constant value. In stage 3, the
EOC abruptly drops and quickly reaches a steady value close to the equilibrium potential
for the AgBr/Ag redox pair, ( E e ) AgBr / Ag . The change in stage 3 indicates that the
conversion from Ag2O to AgBr was complete.
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Figure 7.2 (a) A typical open circuit potential (EOC) measurement observed of a Ag2O
film exposed to a solution containing 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 of Br−(aq). The stars indicate the
times at which a test coupon was removed for SEM analysis (see Figure 7.8).

7.3.2

Observed Dependence of Total Reaction Time on [X −(aq)] 0 and (Q Ag 2O ) o
The abrupt drop in EOC signals the completion of the Ag2O to AgX conversion

process and the time at which the drop occurs is the total reaction time, τƒ. The inverse of
the reaction time gives the reaction rate. The EOC profiles obtained with different Br−(aq)
concentrations, but at a constant (Q Ag 2O ) o are shown in Figure 7.3a, and the EOC profiles
obtained with various (Q Ag 2O ) o and a constant [Br−(aq)]0, are shown in Figure 7.3b.
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Figure 7.3 (a) A series of open circuit potential measurements performed at various
Br−(aq) concentrations where (Q Ag 2O ) 0 is constant at 0.050 C. (b) Open circuit potential

measurements carried out with different amounts of Ag2O exposed to 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3
Br−(aq).

The τƒ observed as a function of (Q Ag 2O ) o and [Br−(aq)]0 are shown in log-log plots
in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. Also shown in Figure 7.4 are the earlier reported data for the
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reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) for comparison. The slopes of the log τƒ vs. log [X−(aq)]0
plots for both bromide and iodide reactions are −1.0 (± 0.1), indicating that, over the
studied concentration range, the surface reaction has a first order dependence on
[X−(aq)]0. On the other hand, the slopes for the log τƒ vs. (Q Ag 2O ) o plots of the two halides
are slightly different. The slope is 1.4 ± 0.4 and 1.2 ± 0.1 for the bromide and iodide
reactions, respectively. Although the uncertainties in the slope in the bromide case are
larger than iodide, both results indicate that the reaction rate deviates from a first order
dependence on (Q Ag 2O ) o . The reasons for the differences observed for the two halide
systems are discussed in section 7.4.
Br
for the conversion of Ag2O to AgBr was also
The apparent rate constant k App

calculated using the total reaction times from the EOC measurements. Under stagnant
Br
conditions the k App
was (1.61 ± 0.33) × 10−3 cm⋅s−1. This is approximately two times

I
determined for the conversion of Ag2O to AgI,
smaller than the k App

(3.67 ± 1.08) × 10−3 cm⋅s−1 previously measured (Chapter 4).
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Figure 7.4 (a) Plot of the log of the total reaction time (τƒ) vs. log [X−(aq)]0. (b) Plot of
the log of the total reaction time (τƒ) vs. log (Q Ag 2O ) 0 . Data for I−(aq) taken from
Chapter 4.
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7.3.3

Observed Dependence of Total Reaction Time on Electrode Rotation Speed
The open circuit potential profiles observed at different electrode rotation rates is

shown in Figure 7.5a and the dependence of the total reaction time on ω−1/2 observed for
the bromide reaction is shown in Figure 7.5b. Previously reported iodide data obtained
under the same conditions are also shown in Figure 7.5b for comparison (Chapter 5).
Both halides show a linear dependence on ω−1/2. The bromide shows a slightly steeper
slope (733, compared to 504 for the iodide case) and a significantly lower intercept at
infinite rotation.
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Figure 7.5 (a) EOC plotted as a function of reaction time for different electrode rotation
speeds, ω, and (b) total reaction time vs. (ω−1/2). For this data (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was 0.050 C and

[Br−(aq)]0 was 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3. The results obtained in iodide solutions under the same
experimental conditions are also included in (b) data taken from Chapter 5.
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X
, obtained using the intercept extracted
The surface reaction rate coefficients, k Surf

from Figure 7.5b and using equation (5.5) are 7.8 × 10−1 cm⋅s−1 for bromide and
4.2 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1 for iodide. These surface reaction rate coefficients are about one to two
X
orders of magnitude larger than the net reaction rate coefficients k Net
measured under

stagnant conditions.

7.3.4

Galvanostatic Reduction Measurements
Galvanostatic reduction measurements were performed to determine the amounts

of reactant Ag2O remaining, product AgBr formed, and Ag2O lost due to dissolution as a
function of reaction time. The potential as a function of time observed during the
galvanostatic reduction is shown in Figure 7.6 for Ag2O films exposed to a Br−(aq)
solution for different reaction times. The amounts of Ag2O and AgBr present on the
electrode were calculated using the method described in section 7.2 and these values are
listed in Table 7.1. The sum of the Ag2O and AgBr present on the electrode are plotted
as a percentage of the initial Ag2O film and are shown in Figure 7.7. Also shown in
Figure 7.7 is the percentage of an Ag2O film that does not dissolve after exposure of the
film to a halide-free NaOH solution for different times.
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Figure 7.6 Potential as a function of time for galvanostatic reduction of Ag2O and AgBr
films. Prior to reduction, the Ag2O films were grown to a constant anodic charge of
0.050 C and then exposed to solutions containing [Br−(aq)]0 at 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 for
different reaction times.

Table 7.1 Measured quantities of Ag2O and AgBr on an electrode and amount of
Ag+(aq) dissolved for different reaction times.
trxn (s)

(Q Ag 2O ) t (C)

(Q AgBr ) t (C)

(Q Diss ) t (C)

100
200
400
800
1480

0.040
0.032
0.027
0.006
0

0.005
0.012
0.011
0.017
0.014

0.005
0.006
0.012
0.027
0.036

+
% Ag Diss
10
12
24
54
72

Without Br−(aq) present, the rate of loss of Ag2O due to dissolution of Ag2O in a
halide-free solution at pH 12 was small. With Br−(aq) present the rate of Ag2O lost from
the film was much faster. This is very different behaviour than what was observed for
similar experiments in iodide solutions. The rate of Ag2O loss from the Ag2O film was
small and comparable to the rate of loss due to Ag2O dissolution alone [1−3]. The higher
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rate of Ag2O loss with Br−(aq) present suggests the dissolution reaction pathway (reaction
path 3) is an important contributor to the overall conversion of Ag2O to AgBr.
The high rate of Ag loss from the Ag2O film during the bromide reaction was
somewhat surprising since the solubility of Ag2O is very low at pH 12 (that was the
reason for performing tests at this pH). Possible explanations for the Ag loss are
discussed in section 7.4.

Ag2O Dissolution

Ag2O + AgBr

Ag2O + AgI

100
90

% recovered

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
0

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

t (s)

Figure 7.7 Fraction of Ag remaining on the Ag substrate as determined by the
amounts of Ag2O and AgBr present. Also shown is the fraction of the initial Ag2O after
exposure of a film to a 0.01 mol·dm−3 NaOH solution as a function of time and the
amounts of Ag2O and AgI calculated from the cathodic stripping results shown in Figure
4.5b.
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7.3.5

Surface Analysis
The changes in surface morphology as the reaction progressed were examined by

SEM and EDX. The SEM micrographs of the surface of the silver electrode taken at
each of the three stages of conversion are shown in Figure 7.8 and the corresponding
EDX spectra are shown in Figure 7.9. The times at which samples were removed from
the cell for the SEM analysis are indicated on Figure 7.2a. The SEM micrographs show a
decrease in the size of the Ag2O crystals on the electrode as the reaction progressed. At
the beginning of stage 1 the surface was covered by a compact film of relatively uniform
‘spherical’ Ag2O crystals ranging in size from 180−200 nm in diameter. The EDX
spectrum for these crystals contains two prominent peaks attributed to Ag and O and no
other measurable peaks. By the beginning of stage 2, the Ag2O crystals are smaller and
additional irregularly-shaped, longer crystals can be seen inter-dispersed on the surface
(circled in Figure 7.8b). The EDX spectrum of the irregularly-shaped crystals shows
strong Ag and Br peaks and a negligible O peak. The electrode in stage 3 is quite
different. Large areas of the electrode surface appeared to be covered by few or no
crystals. The remaining crystals are found in unevenly distributed larger clusters on the
Ag substrate. This change is reflected in the EDX spectrum which shows a strong Ag
peak and a very weak Br peak (Figure 7.9c).
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(a)

(b)

3 µm

6 µm

(c)

6 µm

Figure 7.8 SEM images of the Ag electrode surface obtained after different reaction
times (see Figure 7.2a).

(a)

(b)

keV

keV

(c)

keV

Figure 7.9 EDX analysis carried out on the Ag electrode surface corresponding to the
SEM images shown in Figure 7.8 and reaction times shown in Figure 7.2a.

7.4

Discussion
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As stated in section 7.1, there are three reaction pathways for the conversion of
Ag2O to AgX on conducting a Ag substrate. The differences observed for the reactions
of Br−(aq) and I−(aq) with Ag2O indicate that different kinetic paths are involved for the
different halides.

7.4.1

Chemical Reaction Path (1)
The rates of reaction pathway (1), surface chemical reaction, and reaction

pathway (2), galvanic coupling, can be controlled by the diffusion of the reacting halide
from the bulk solution to the reacting film. Experiments performed at various electrode
rotation rates showed that ion mass transport in the aqueous phase does influence the
reaction rate. By extrapolating to infinite rotation, we have obtained the surface reaction
X
rate coefficient, k Surf
. Since the surface reaction of halide with Ag2O on Ag can occur

X
via both reaction paths (1) and (2), k Surf
consists of two components:
X
X
X
k Surf
≈ k Surf
−Chem + k Surf −Galv

(7.2)

X
We found the k Surf
value was 4.2 × 10−2 cm⋅s−1 for iodide and 7.8 × 10−1 cm⋅s−1 for

bromide.
The results reported earlier, and additional research performed in our laboratory
suggests that the reaction of I−(aq) with Ag2O on Ag occurs mainly via the chemical
I
I
−
reaction pathway (reaction path 1) [1−3] (i.e., k Surf
−Chem >> k Surf −Galv ). For Br (aq) the rate

of the similar chemical reaction could be slower than the rate for I−(aq) because the Gibbs
free energy of reaction, ∆rG, is smaller for the bromide reaction than for the iodide
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reaction. From the thermodynamic properties of the reactants and products (given in
Table 7.2), the ∆rG values for the reactions of Ag2O and X−(aq) forming AgI and AgBr
are −255.7 kJ⋅mol−1 and −213.3 kJ⋅mol−1, respectively [4].

Table 7.2 Thermodynamic parameters for species involved in the Ag2O/AgX reactions.
Thermo. Ag2O(s) I−(aq) Br−(aq) AgI(s) AgBr(s) H2O(aq) OH−(aq) Ag+(aq)
Parameter
-31.1
-56.7 -121.4 -61.8 -100.4
-285.8
-230.0
105.6
∆Hƒo
kJ⋅mol−1)
121.3
106.4 82.5
So
115.5 107.1
69.9
-10.8
72.7
−1
(J⋅mol )

The activation energy for a reaction, which tends to control the reaction rate, is
not dependent on the Gibbs free energy of reaction, but for a reversible system, with a
low activation energy, a more highly favoured reaction will tend to make the approach to
equilibrium faster and yield a higher chemical reaction rate. Clearly this is an important
consideration here because the surface reaction rate for bromide is faster than that for
iodide. Additionally, we have no reason to expect that the activation energy for the
surface chemical reaction between Ag2O and X−(aq) will be higher for I−(aq) compared to
Br−(aq) to explain the higher reaction rate. For example, the electron affinity of Br− is
greater than that of I− (−324 kJ⋅mol−1 for Br− and −295 kJ⋅mol−1 for I− [5]) and the
chemical reaction (reaction pathway 1) might not be expected to proceed faster with the
halide that can most easily give up its electron (I−).
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X
value observed for the bromide reaction is not due to a higher
If the higher k Surf

chemical reaction rate, then pathway 2 must be making a large contribution to the overall
reaction of Br−(aq) with Ag2O.

7.4.2

Galvanic Coupling Reaction Path (2)
The galvanic coupling reaction can begin when the halide ion diffuses through the

Ag2O film to the Ag substrate. In the iodide system, where the chemical reaction path
dominates the interaction, the concentration of iodide reaching the Ag substrate is
negligible until most of the Ag2O film is converted to AgI. The bromide ion has a
smaller ionic radius than the iodide ion (1.96 Å for Br− and 2.2 Å for I− [6]) and this will
make diffusion through the Ag2O lattice easier and faster for Br−. This will allow the
galvanic coupling reaction to start to make a contribution to the overall reaction rate at an
earlier time and lead to an overall faster rate in the bromide reaction.
The presence of a significant rate of the galvanic coupling reaction in the bromide
system can be seen from the EOC behaviour. The EOC is determined by the potential at
which the anodic and cathodic reaction rates must be equal, and a change in the EOC
indicates a change in the redox rates. In the bromide system, the EOC starts to decrease
immediately (Figure 7.2b) until it reaches a pseudo steady-state value in stage 2. In
I−(aq) solutions, the EOC remained at a constant value close to the equilibrium potential of
the Ag2O/Ag pair, ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag for most of stage 1, indicating that the concentration of
I−(aq) reaching the Ag substrate was negligible during stage 1.
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The transition from stage 1 to stage 2 also occurred at an earlier time in the
Br−(aq) solution, compared to that observed in the I−(aq) solution. Although EOC
remained relatively constant during stage 2 in both halide solutions, its value was lower
during the reaction with Br−(aq), despite the more positive ( E e ) AgBr / Ag .
The time-dependent behaviour of EOC as a function of electrode rotation rates
shows that rotation not only shortens the durations of stages 1 and 2 (and hence τƒ), but
also increases the rate of change in EOC in stage 1. Faster rotation will increase the
Br−(aq) concentration at the film surface and hence the concentration of Br−(aq) through
the Ag2O film. This would support a faster galvanic coupling reaction rate.
When the chemical reaction is slow, the concentration of X−(aq) at the
oxide/solution interface is close to its concentration in the bulk aqueous phase. Under
these conditions,
[ X − ( m)]t ∝

[ X − ( aq )] 0

(d

)

(7.3)

Ag 2O t

where [ X − ( m )]t is defined as the concentration of X−(aq) at the Ag substrate, and
( d Ag 2O ) t is the thickness of the Ag2O film [7]. Additionally, the initial oxide thickness
( d Ag 2O ) 0 is related to the charge used to grow the initial Ag2O film by equation 4.1.

Thus, if the electrochemical reaction is the dominant reaction path, the total reaction time
will have a 1.5-order dependence on (Q Ag 2O ) 0 :
τƒ ∝

(Q ) ⋅ (Q )
Ag 2 O 0
−

Ag 2 O 0

[ X (aq)]0

(7.4)
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(

The dependence of τƒ on Q Ag 2O

)

0

observed in the bromide reaction was 1.4, closer to 1.5,

while that observed for I− was 1.2, closer to 1.0. These observations are consistent with a
greater contribution from the galvanic coupling reaction pathway to the overall reaction
for the bromide case.

7.4.3

Ag+ Dissolution Path (3)
In the bromide case, we have observed much greater loss of Ag2O from the

electrode compared to the loss seen in NaOH or iodide solutions. This was somewhat
surprising since the reaction conditions (pH, temperature) were identical. We attribute
the increase in silver dissolution in Br−(aq) solutions to the reaction of Ag+(aq) and
Br−(aq) to form AgBr(aq). This will result in a steeper Ag+(aq) concentration gradient in
the oxide/solution interfacial region, thus increasing the Ag+(aq) dissolution rate. The
solubility products of Ag2O, AgBr and AgI are K spAg2O = 3.6 × 10−11, K spAgBr = 5.3 × 10−13
and K spAgI = 8.3 × 10−17, respectively [4]. Reaction of Ag+(aq) from Ag2O to form a
lower solubility product silver halide will decrease the Ag+(aq) concentration in the
aqueous phase via precipitation of AgX. Because the AgI solubility is extremely low,
any AgI formed will tend to precipitate immediately on the adjacent Ag2O film. More
soluble AgBr can diffuse away from film in the aqueous phase. We did not observe any
silver bromide colloidal particles in the aqueous phase because there was not enough
present in the large volume of the electrolyte solutions used in the experiments.
The effect of AgBr loss to the solution on the bromide reaction kinetics can be
seen in the dependence of the total reaction time on the electrode rotation rate. While
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both halide reactions have a τƒ with a linear dependence on ω−1/2, the bromide case shows
a steeper slope of 733, compared to a slope of 504 for the iodide case. Since the diffusion
coefficients of Br−(aq) and I−(aq) in the aqueous phase are nearly the same [4], mass
transport of another species in the interface region must be causing the different
dependences. We attribute the difference to diffusion of AgBr from the interface region.

7.5

Conclusions
The conversion of Ag2O on Ag to AgBr by Br−(aq) anion has been studied and the

results have been interpreted in terms of three different reaction pathways. The results
have also been compared with the previously reported results for the conversion of Ag2O
to AgI by I−(aq). Under stagnant conditions, the bromide reaction was found to be slower
that the iodide reaction. However, experiments performed as a function of electrode
rotation rate determined that the reaction with bromide was faster compared to iodide.
The reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) to AgI occurred mainly by a chemical reaction path and
alternative galvanic coupling and dissolution pathways did not contribute significantly to
the overall reaction of Ag2O. Very different kinetic behaviour was observed for the
reaction with bromide. The smaller Br− anion size permitted faster diffusion of Br−
through the Ag2O film to the Ag substrate. The presence of Br− at the Ag/oxide substrate
enabled the galvanic coupling reaction to occur faster and compete with the chemical
reaction pathway. Also, dissolution of Ag2O which released Ag+(aq) near the
Ag2O/solution interface led to the formation of AgBr(aq) which is more soluble than the
similarly formed AgI. The higher AgBr solubility allows it to diffuse into the bulk
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solution, as opposed to immediate precipitation on the Ag2O/AgBr film and thereby
cause a high loss of Ag. Both the electrochemical results and SEM micrographs of the
Ag/Ag2O surface confirmed that formation of AgBr via the dissolution pathway is more
prevalent in the Br−(aq) system compared to the I−(aq) system.
Overall, the results of this study show that the Ag/Ag2O films are particularly
stable with respect to reaction with I−(aq) compared to other halides. This means that
Ag/Ag2O films can be used in applications where reactive trapping of iodine (and
particularly trace levels of radioactive iodine) are required. The work also shows that
contamination of the system by Br−(aq), and likely Cl−, is undesirable because it could
lead to higher loss rates of an Ag/Ag2O film.
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Chapter 8
Investigating the Galvanic Coupling Reaction Pathway During the Conversion of
Ag2O to AgX

8.1

Introduction
The reaction of X−(aq) with Ag2O (where X−(aq) is I−(aq) or Br−(aq)) on an Ag

substrate to form AgX occurs via one or more of three pathways: (1) chemical reaction
where X−(aq) reacts with Ag2O on the oxide surface, (2) a galvanic coupling of Ag2O
reduction to Ag coupled with the oxidation of Ag with X−(aq) forming AgX on the
surface of the Ag substrate, or (3) dissolution of Ag+(aq) from Ag2O, followed by the
reaction of Ag+(aq) and X−(aq) in the aqueous phase. In Chapter 7 we explored the
reaction kinetics for the bromide system, and compared it with the kinetics of the iodide
system discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. These investigations led us to conclude that the
chemical reaction path (1) is the dominant path for the reaction of I−(aq) with Ag2O, but
contributes less for the reaction with Br−(aq). The slow chemical reaction results in an
increase in the concentration of Br−(aq) to the Ag substrate as well as to the Ag2O
surface, thus, promoting the galvanic coupling reaction (pathway 2) and the dissolution
reaction (pathway 3). In this chapter, the role of the galvanic coupling reaction in the net
conversion of Ag2O to AgX was investigated by performing potentiostatic polarization
and linear polarization measurements at different reaction times.
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8.2

Experimental Details
Silver working electrodes with a surface area of 0.385 cm2 were polished

following procedure described previously (Chapter 2, section 2.1.3). The three-electrode
electrochemical set-up included a silver working electrode, a platinum mesh counter
electrode and a saturated calomel (SCE) reference electrode. All potentials are quoted
against the SCE scale (0.241 V vs. the SHE). Experiments were conducted at room
temperature in 0.01 mol⋅dm−3 NaOH electrolyte solutions. Prior to electrochemical tests,
electrolyte solutions were Ar-sparged for 1 h, and purging was maintained for the
duration of the measurement. Potassium bromide and potassium iodide solutions were
added to the electrochemical cell after Ag2O film growth.

8.2.1

Reaction of Ag2O with X−(aq)
After a cathodic cleaning at −1.1 VSCE, a Ag2O film was grown potentiostatically

by applying a potential of 0.4 VSCE until the total oxidation charge, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , reached
0.050 C. The Ag2O-covered electrode was then transferred to a solution containing
1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 KI or KBr, and the EOC was monitored. At this halide concentration,

( E e ) AgI / Ag and ( E e ) AgBr / Ag were –0.16 VSCE and 0.067 VSCE, respectively.

8.2.2

Potentiostatic Control Measurements
To explore the reaction mechanism further, potentiostatic control experiments

were conducted at different times during the EOC drop. In the first set of experiments, a
potential of 0.22 VSCE, the equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair at pH 12,
was applied immediately after immersing a Ag2O-covered electrode in a solution
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containing 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 X−(aq). This fixed potential was applied for the length of
time required for the EOC to drop from the equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox
pair to the equilibrium potential for the AgX/Ag redox pair. The length of time that the
fixed potential was applied for was determined by kinetic experiments described above
and in Chapters 4−7. Note that this time varied depending on halide type and
concentration (see Figure 8.1). The EOC was monitored after potentiostatic control, until
it decreased to the equilibrium potential of the AgX/Ag redox pair; 0.050 VSCE for
reactions in Br−(aq), or −0.20 VSCE for reactions in I−(aq).
In the second experiment, a Ag2O-covered electrode was exposed to a solution
containing 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3 X−(aq) and the reaction was allowed to proceed at EOC for a
desired reaction time (until the end of stage 1). A fixed potential, equal to the EOC at the
end of stage 1 (0.20 VSCE), was applied for the time required for complete conversion of
Ag2O to AgX to occur. The EOC was then monitored until it decreased to the equilibrium
potential mentioned above.
Silver bromide and silver iodide films were grown potentiostatically on Ag2O-free
Ag electrodes. The AgBr films were grown at 0.20 VSCE (η = 0.15 V) and AgI films at
0.0 VSCE (η = 0.20 V), in both cases the halide concentration was 5 × 10−4 mol·dm−3
X−(aq).

8.2.3

Linear Polarization Resistance Measurements
Linear polarization resistance measurements were acquired approximately every

30 min after exposure of Ag2O-covered Ag electrodes to solutions containing
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1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 KI or KBr. The LPR measurement consisted of a potential scan
± 15 mV vs. the EOC at a scan rate of 0.17 mV⋅s-1.

8.3

Results and Discussion

8.3.1

Open Circuit Behaviour Observed During the Conversion of Ag2O to AgX
A typical example of the time profile of EOC observed during the reaction of Ag2O

with I−(aq) or Br−(aq) is shown in Figure 8.1. In both halide solutions the Ag2O film
undergoes three distinct stages of conversion, as indicated by the EOC behaviour in Figure
8.1, which have been discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. Briefly, in stage 1, the
initial EOC was close to the equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair,

( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , but continually decreased with time. This was followed by stage 2, where
EOC remained nearly constant, until it dropped abruptly to a value closer to the
equilibrium potential for the AgX/Ag redox pair, ( E e ) AgX / Ag , which indicated that the
conversion from Ag2O to AgX was complete. Once the EOC reached ( E e ) AgX / Ag , in the
final stage (stage 3), EOC did not change any further.
As discussed in detail in Chapter 7, the net reaction of Ag2O with Br−(aq) under
stagnant conditions was slower than the reaction with I−(aq). This is reflected in the total
reaction times (τƒ) observed in Figure 8.1. For the same halide concentration and initial
amount of Ag2O, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 , the τƒ for the reaction of Ag2O with Br−(aq) was 6300 s and
with I−(aq) was 2700 s. Replacement of I−(aq) with Br−(aq) lengthened the duration of
stages 1 and 2, and hence a longer total reaction time was observed.
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Figure 8.1 Open circuit potential as a function of reaction time and its dependence on
halide type. For these experiments, (Q Ag 2O ) 0 was constant at 0.050 C and the halide
concentration was 1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3.

8.3.2

Reaction of Ag2O with Br−(aq)

8.3.2.1 Potentiostatic Polarization at ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag
Polarization at 0.22 VSCE of an Ag2O-covered Ag electrode in bromide solutions
resulted in a current that increased steadily, which eventually reached a maximum
magnitude of 0.08 mA⋅cm−2, Figure 8.2a. This current was attributed mainly to the
anodic oxidation of Ag to AgBr at the Ag substrate. In addition, the maximum current
was almost equal in magnitude to the steady-state current observed during the anodic
growth of a AgBr film on a bare Ag electrode, which is also shown in Figure 8.2a for
comparison. The steady-state current in the latter case has been observed to be
independent of potential in the range from ( E e ) AgX / Ag to ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag but dependent on
the X−(aq) concentration [1]. The magnitude of the steady-state current was limited by
the aqueous diffusion of halide ion to the electrode surface [2−4]. The slow and steady
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increase in current during polarization at 0.22 VSCE observed for the Ag2O-covered Ag
electrode (Figure 8.2a) was attributed to an increase in Br−(aq) concentration at the Ag
substrate with time, as Br−(aq) diffused through the Ag2O film. Once the concentration
of Br−(aq) at the Ag substrate equalled that of the bulk aqueous concentration of Br−(aq)
the anodic current reached the same magnitude as the diffusion-limited current observed
during AgBr growth on a bare Ag electrode.
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Figure 8.2 (a) Currents observed during the potentiostatic periods of the partial control
experiments as described in section 8.3.2.1 and 8.3.2.2. The current observed during
anodization at 0.20 VSCE of an oxide-free Ag electrode in 5 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 Br−(aq)
solution is also shown for comparison. Potential profiles recorded during partially
controlled potentiostatic experiments; (b) 0.22 VSCE was applied for 1400 s immediately
after transfer of the Ag2O/Ag electrode to the bromide solution, followed by EOC
measurement; (c) EOC was measured until the end of stage 1, followed by potentiostatic
control at EOC (0.20 VSCE) for 700 s, followed by further measurement at EOC.

The EOC measured following polarization at 0.22 VSCE for 1400 s shows a gradual
decrease from 0.15 to 0.10 VSCE, which was slightly more negative (50-100 mV) than the
EOC typically observed during the reaction of Br−(aq) with Ag2O/Ag (Chapter 7). Since
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the anodic and cathodic reaction rates are the same at EOC and the rates of these half
reactions are a function of overpotential (i.e., the potential difference between EOC and

( E e ) Ag2O / Ag or ( E e ) AgBr / Ag ), the change in EOC reflects the change in the galvanic
coupling reaction. The different EOC behaviour observed with and without polarization
can then be attributed to the different Br−(aq) concentrations present at the Ag substrate.
It took 1500 s for the EOC to drop to the expected value of 0.050 VSCE, i.e.,

( E e ) AgBr / Ag , Figure 8.2b. This time was similar to the total reaction time observed for the
reaction of Br−(aq) with Ag2O/Ag on open circuit. These results indicate that during
polarization at 0.22 VSCE very little, if any, Ag2O had reacted with Br−(aq). At the
applied potential near ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , the anodic reaction of Ag with Br−(aq) to form AgBr
was relatively fast, since the overpotential, η = E App − ( E e ) AgBr / Ag = 0.17 VSCE, was
relatively large. Thus, most of the Br−(aq) at or near the electrode surface was consumed
by the anodic formation of AgBr, leading to suppression of the chemical reaction
(reaction pathway 1). At ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , the cathodic reduction of Ag2O was negligible
which prevented galvanic coupling (reaction pathway 2). The reaction via the dissolution
process (reaction pathway 3) may occur, but since the applied potential was 0.22 VSCE, a
value close to ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , Ag2O would be continuously replenished by the oxidation of
Ag to Ag2O. Consequently, the net conversion of Ag2O to AgBr was suppressed during
polarization at ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag .

8.3.2.2 Potentiostatic Polarization at the End of Stage 1
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The current measured during polarization at the end of stage 1, after 700 s of
exposure of the electrode to Br−(aq) solution, was initially 0.03 mA⋅cm−2 and continued
to increase, approaching the steady-state current observed for the anodic oxidation of Ag
to AgBr on a bare Ag electrode. This result is consistent with the expectation that the Ag
substrate was already exposed to Br−(aq) at a considerable concentration when the
potential was applied, since sufficient time was allowed for the diffusion of Br−(aq).
The EOC behaviour after polarization at the end of stage 1 is shown in Figure 8.2c.
The results show that the potential transition occurred ~1000 s after the fixed potential
was applied. The total time required to complete the reaction of Ag2O with Br−(aq) on
open circuit was 1700 s (700 s before polarization plus 1000 s after). As observed in the
first set of experiments, this total reaction time was similar to the τƒ measured for the
reaction on open circuit without polarization. Therefore, like during the polarization at
0.22 VSCE, the net conversion of Ag2O to AgBr appears to be nearly suppressed during
the polarization at 0.20 VSCE, which was still sufficiently higher than ( E e ) AgBr / Ag . At the
applied potential of 0.20 VSCE, the cathodic reduction of Ag2O to Ag was also possible,
but did not appear to be significant.

8.3.2.3 Linear Polarization Resistance Measurements
The contribution of the galvanic coupling reaction to the overall conversion of
Ag2O to AgBr was further investigated by performing linear polarization measurements
as a function of reaction time. The linear polarization technique determines the currentpotential relationship near the open circuit potential [5−7]. The potential is scanned over
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a narrow range centred on the open circuit potential, in these experiments from −15 to
+15 mVEoc. The polarization resistance can be determined from this curve by:
∆E 
Rp = 

 ∆i  EOC

(8.1)

where Rp is the polarization resistance determined from the slope of the potential (∆E)
versus current density (∆i) curve at the open circuit potential [5−7].
The Butler-Volmer equation (Chapter 2, equation 2.15) describes the measured
current as a function of overpotential for a simple half-reaction (i.e., the forward and
reverse of the same reaction). In the present case, or in a typical corrosion system, we are
looking at two half-reactions, each with kinetics described by a different Butler-Volmer
equation. For our particular system, the cathodic half reaction is given by:
Ag2O + 2 e− + H2O  2 Ag + 2 OH−

(8.2)

and the anodic half reaction is given by:
Ag + X−  AgX + e−

(8.3)

The total reaction is
Ag2O + 2 X− + H2O  2 AgX + 2 OH−

(8.4)

The observed current-potential relationship can be described by the sum of the ButlerVolmer relationships for the two half-reactions which is given by the Wagner-Traud
equation [5−7]
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Note that ba and bc are the anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes. This form appears
somewhat simpler than the sum of two Butler-Volmer equations because each half

(8.5)
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reaction is polarized far enough from its equilibrium potential that the reverse reactions
are negligible and the corresponding terms in the Butler-Volmer equation can be
dropped.
If the system is polarized away from EOC in either the anodic or cathodic direction
a current will result, which has contributions from both the anodic and cathodic reactions.
When the potential is polarized over a small range (∆E), the current-potential relationship
is linear (as it is in the individual Butler-Volmer expressions), because
ex ≅ 1 + x as x→ 0

(8.6)

therefore for small ∆E
 2.3∆E   2.3∆E 
 − 1 +
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b
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∆E 
The slope of the plot of inet versus E is given by 
 which is RP (previously defined in
 ∆i 

equation 8.1). Using equation 8.1, 8.5 and 8.7 a new equation called the Stern-Geary
equation can be defined:

b a bc
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) 

(8.8)

The Stern-Geary equation relates the slope of the linear current-potential region to the
Tafel slopes and corrosion current [8].
Linear polarization measurements are used extensively to determine changes in
the corrosion rate [9]. However, caution needs to be taken when performing these
measurements, as a number of conditions must be met in order for the results to be valid
[6,8−10]. Our system violates a number of these implicit assumptions. Firstly, the
surface conditions are constantly changing while the LPR measurements are being made
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since the conversion of Ag2O to AgX is occurring. A drift in the EOC during the LPR
measurement can introduce error that cannot be compensated for in the observed currentpotential relationship. Another requirement is that the anodic and cathodic reactions
must be under kinetic control. We are unsure whether the anodic or cathodic reactions
are mass-transfer limited or if the rate-limiting step is mass-transfer limited, therefore we
cannot assume that anodic and cathodic currents are under kinetic control. Finally, LPR
measurements should usually be made at least 25 mV away from the reversible redox
potentials to avoid contributions from the back reactions [8]. This is violated when LPR
measurements are acquired in stage 1 and stage 3 of the conversion process.
Linear polarization measurements were used here only as a qualitative, rather than
quantitative tool, in order to detect changes at the Ag/Ag2O and Ag2O/solution interface
during the conversion reaction. Unfortunately, corrosion rates that are specific to our
system cannot be determined using this technique, however, information that is
complimentary to the potentiostatic polarization results was acquired.
The LPR results recorded during the reaction of Ag2O with Br−(aq) are presented
in Figure 8.3. Since the EOC gradually decreases from a value close to ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag to

( E e ) AgBr / Ag , LPR scans collected at the start of the conversion reaction are at potentials
close to 0.22 VSCE and those collected at the end of conversion are centred around
0.067 VSCE . Stages 1 through 3 are labelled on Figure 8.3; however, the gradual
decrease in EOC made differentiating between the three stages difficult, and therefore
these should be taken as approximations only.
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Figure 8.3 Anodic and cathodic currents measured during polarization over the potential
range EOC ± 15 mV during the conversion of Ag2O to AgBr in 1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 Br−(aq)
solutions.

Initially, the cathodic current showed no hysteresis during the forward and reverse
potential scans (first two LPR scans), however the anodic current showed a distinct
capacitive loop. We have attributed the capacitive loop to a pseudo-capacitance resulting
from Br−(aq) adsorption onto the Ag surface on the positive-going scan and Br−(aq)
desorption on the negative-going scan. The observed pseudo-capacitance may have
contributions from the adsorption/desorption of OH−(aq) and from Ag+(aq)
adsorption/desorption, however, we believe that the contributions from these processes
are small.
While Br−(aq) was desorbing from the Ag surface as the potential was scanned in
the negative direction, the oxidation of Ag to AgBr continued to occur, but at a lower
rate. At stage 1, the electrochemical process responsible for the cathodic current was
reduction of Ag2O to Ag and OH−(aq), and no capacitive behaviour was observed. The
Ag2O film thinned as it was converted to AgBr and the current behaviour of Br−(aq)
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adsorption and desorption became the dominant feature of the voltammogram. As the
EOC decreased with time, the linear polarization measurement yielded smaller anodic and
cathodic currents. A shift in the EOC to more negative potentials resulted in a decrease in
the overpotential for the oxidation of Ag to AgBr. Therefore, we would expect a
corresponding decrease in the rate (anodic current) of AgBr formation, since the rate of
an electrochemical reaction is related to the overpotential. The adsorption/desorption of
Br−(aq) will also be potential dependent. Therefore, the slight decrease in the anodic
branch of the LPR scan indicates a change in the rate of adsorption/desorption.
Additional experiments would be required to establish the relationship between the
potential and the adsorption/desorption process.
As the EOC shifted to more negative potentials, the overpotential for the reduction
of Ag2O to Ag increased, however, as mentioned above, a decrease in the cathodic
current was observed. Since the conversion of Ag2O to AgBr occurred throughout the
LPR measurements, the amount of Ag2O available to for the cathodic reaction decreased
and a smaller cathodic current was observed.

8.3.3

Reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq)

8.3.3.1 Potentiostatic Polarization at ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag
The current observed during polarization at 0.22 VSCE applied immediately after
transferring the electrode to a solution containing I−(aq) is shown in Figure 8.4a. The
current quickly reached a steady-state value of 0.08 mA⋅cm−2. This steady-state current
was equal in magnitude to the diffusion-limited current recorded during the
electrochemical growth of AgI on bare Ag, which is shown in Figure 8.4a. We have
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attributed this current to the anodic growth of AgI at the Ag2O/solution interface, and not
at the Ag/Ag2O interface as observed in Br−(aq) solutions. Since the porous Ag2O film
was relatively conducting (with a resistance of 416 Ω⋅cm2 (Chapter 3), the anodic
oxidation of Ag with X−(aq) is possible at the Ag2O/solution interface if the potential at
that interface exceeds the ( E e ) AgX / Ag (i.e., an overpotential is required to drive the
electrochemical reaction). When a sufficiently large overpotential exists at the
Ag2O/surface, a Ag(I) cation can be injected into the oxide lattice by the oxidation of Ag
at the Ag/Ag2O interface, it can then migrate to the Ag2O/solution interface and react
with X−(aq) to form AgX. The exact cation transport mechanism is not known, and could
include cation vacancy transport, interstitial migration and/or transport through grain
boundaries. In the bromide case, the overpotential is not sufficiently large for this
process to occur, due to the small difference between ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag and ( E e ) AgBr / Ag . The
anodic oxidation of Ag by Br−(aq), thus, requires the diffusion of Br−(aq) to the Ag
substrate (see schematic in Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.4 (a) Currents observed during the potentiostatic periods of the partial control
experiments as described in section 8.3.2.1 and 8.3.2.2. The current observed during
anodization at 0.00 VSCE of an oxide-free Ag electrode in 5 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 I−(aq)
solution is also shown for comparison. Potential profiles recorded during partially
controlled potentiostatic experiments; (b) 0.22 VSCE was applied for 600 s immediately
after transfer of the Ag2O/Ag electrode to the iodide solution, followed by EOC
measurement; (c) EOC was measured until the end of stage 1, followed by potentiostatic
control at EOC (0.20 VSCE) for 300 s, followed by further measurement at EOC.

The anodic reaction of Ag with I−(aq) is known to quickly become diffusion
limited at relatively small overpotentials (Figure 3.4, Chapter 3, section 3.3.3). The large,
constant anodic current during the potentiostatic polarization at 0.22 VSCE is thus
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attributed to the anodic formation of AgI on Ag2O, which depends on the concentration
of I−(aq) at the Ag2O/solution interface and is also diffusion-limited.

Ag
(Ee)Ag2O/Ag

Ag2O

Solution
Electrode
Potential

(Ee)AgBr/Ag
ηAnodic

(Ee)AgI/Ag

Ag + I−  AgI + e−
Figure 8.5 Schematic of the Ag/Ag2O/solution interface in X−(aq) solutions.

The EOC dropped to ( E e ) AgI / Ag after 1100 s, as shown in Figure 8.4b. This
reaction time was longer than the τƒ of 600 s observed for the reaction f Ag2O with I−(aq)
on open circuit. The time required for complete conversion may have been longer than
what is observed without polarization at 0.22 VSCE because the anodic growth of AgI on
top of the Ag2O film may have blocked the Ag2O reaction sites or restricted the diffusion
of I−(aq) to the sites. This hypothesis is further supported by the SEM micrographs of
AgI grown potentiostatically on Ag electrodes (shown in Figure 3.8, Chapter 3, section
3.3.6). Images of anodically grown AgI on Ag substrates show that the electrode is
covered by a cohesive AgI film.
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8.3.3.2 Potentiostatic Polarization at the End of Stage 1
When the reaction was allowed to proceed to the end of stage 1, the current
measured during polarization at 0.20 VSCE was negligible (Figure 8.4a). As discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5, the reaction of I−(aq) with Ag2O on open circuit is fast. Thus, the
concentration of I−(aq) at the Ag2O/solution interface will be very small, even during the
later stages of conversion. When a potential is applied at the end of stage 1, only a small
amount of I−(aq) is available at the Ag2O/solution interface to support the anodic
formation of AgI, therefore the anodic current is small. The reduction of Ag2O to Ag
may also occur at this applied potential, which would further reduce the net current.
These observations are consistent with those reported in our previous study where
the reaction was allowed to proceed for a shorter time (until the midpoint of stage 1) [11].
The main difference was the effect of polarization on the reaction time (see below).
Zhang et al. also performed polarization experiments during stage 2. In stage 2, the
chemical conversion of Ag2O to AgI progressed significantly and diffusion of I−(aq) to
the Ag substrate was no longer negligible. When a fixed potential was applied after the
system reached stage 2, the current increased quickly, reaching a maximum magnitude
equal to the diffusion-limited current observed for the anodic oxidation of Ag with I−(aq)
on a Ag2O-free Ag electrode [11].
The EOC behaviour observed after partial potentiostatic control is shown in Figure
8.4c. It took another 600 s for EOC to drop to ( E e ) AgI / Ag , resulting in a total reaction time
on open circuit of 900 s. This reaction time was shorter than the time observed during
polarization at 0.22 VSCE, but still longer than the τƒ of 600 s observed for the reaction of
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I−(aq) on Ag2O/Ag on open circuit. The anodically grown AgI may have blocked some
of the available Ag2O reaction sites or restricted the diffusion of I−(aq) to them, resulting
in a longer τƒ. This effect will be much smaller when the polarization is applied at a later
stage.

8.3.3.3 Linear Polarization Resistance Measurements
The LPR results recorded during the reaction of Ag2O with I−(aq) are presented in
Figure 8.6. Like the LPR measurements acquired in Br−(aq) solutions, scans collected
during stage 1 are centred close to 0.20 VSCE, those acquired as the reaction approached
completion are located at lower potentials, and finally those acquired after conversion
was complete overlap at about −0.16 VSCE.
The early capacitive loop observed in the first three LPR scans shown in Figure
8.6 are consistent with the anodic formation of AgI on Ag2O, which was also observed
during potentiostatic polarization at 0.22 VSCE. When the potential was scanned in the
positive direction, I−(aq) (or OH−(aq)) at the Ag2O surface reacted with Ag(I) that
originated from the oxidation of Ag at the Ag/Ag2O interface. Cyclic voltammetric
results presented in Chapter 3 have shown that the Ag(I) transport through Ag2O and
AgX films is a relatively fast process, as low resistance values were measured during film
reduction. The CV also shows an anodic current that was attributed to OH−(aq)
adsorption in addition to the I−(aq) diffusion-limited steady-state current for the oxidation
of Ag to AgI when the potential was scanned above 0.0 VSCE. This is consistent with the
claim that the capacitive loop is due to a pseudo-capacitance related to the adsorption of
I−(aq) and OH−(aq) species on the Ag2O film.
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Unlike in the Br−(aq) case, the cathodic current shows a slight hysteresis after
short reaction times. It is believed that two processes are responsible for the observed
current behaviour, these are the reduction of Ag2O to Ag and OH−(aq) and the desorption
of I−(aq).
In the bromide case the capacitive loop became more prominent with time, but for
iodide, the influence of the capacitive behaviour was more significant at stage 1 and
diminished with time. Since the chemical reaction of Ag2O with iodide is fast, most of
the available I−(aq) is consumed by this reaction. As a result, the concentration of I−(aq)
at the Ag/Ag2O interface is much less than the bulk I−(aq) concentration, until the Ag2O
film is completely converted to AgI. This explains the significant decrease in magnitude
of the anodic and cathodic currents at stage 2. As the Ag2O film thins by conversion to
AgI, the adsorption and desorption of I−(aq) on Ag2O becomes less prominent in the LPR
voltammograms. At this point in the reaction a significant amount of Ag2O has
converted to AgI, and the adsorption and desorption behaviour of I−(aq) on Ag/Ag2O/AgI
shows different behaviour from that observed on Ag2O-only. However, if we compare
the shape and magnitude of the anodic and cathodic currents to those observed at stage 3,
we see that they are very similar. This result, in addition to the partial potentiostatic
control experiments, suggests that at stage 2 the Ag2O film shows signs of porosity and
that a small amount of I−(aq) penetrates through the film, reaching the Ag substrate.
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Figure 8.6 Anodic and cathodic currents measured during polarization over the potential
range EOC ± 15 mV during the conversion of Ag2O to AgI in 1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 I−(aq)
solutions.

In some instances (though not in the experiment of Figure 8.6) LPR
measurements were acquired during the potential transition (Figure 8.7). Scanning in
both the positive and negative direction resulted in an anodic current, which was
attributed to oxidation of Ag to AgI. This is a consequence of the rapid changes in the
kinetics of the cathodic reaction during the potential transition. This result demonstrates
how a change in the surface conditions during an individual LPR measurement can affect
what is actually being measured and the validity of the measurement.
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Figure 8.7 Current measured during polarization over the potential range EOC ± 15 mV
during the conversion of Ag2O to AgI in 1 × 10−4 mol⋅dm−3 I−(aq) solutions near the
potential transition.

8.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, the galvanic coupling reaction (pathway 3) was probed at different

times during the conversion of Ag2O to AgX. This was accomplished by performing
potentiostatic polarization (constant potential) and linear polarization resistance (scanning
potential) measurements during the conversion reaction. The current measured during
potentiostatic polarization immediately after exposure to Br−(aq) increased gradually,
until it reached a value equal in magnitude to the current measured during AgBr growth
on Ag electrodes. We attributed this current to the growth of a AgBr film at the Ag/Ag2O
interface. The anodic formation of AgBr depleted the concentration of Br−(aq) near the
electrode surface, which resulted in a suppression of the chemical conversion of Ag2O to
AgBr. A similar result was observed during polarization at the end of stage 1, except the
current was near the steady-state current observed during AgBr growth at the start of the
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potentiostatic polarization measurement. This suggested that the concentration of
bromide at the Ag/Ag2O is nearly equal to the bulk concentration.
Linear polarization measurements were made throughout the duration of the
conversion reaction, however, the results are interpreted in a qualitative manner and used
as supporting evidence to the potentiostatic polarization results. In the bromide reaction,
the measured anodic currents showed a distinct capacitive loop that was attributed to a
pseudo-capacitance resulting from Br−(aq) adsorption onto the Ag surface on the
positive-going scan and Br−(aq) desorption on the negative-going scan. Initially, the
cathodic current showed no capacitive behaviour and was attributed to the reduction of
Ag2O to Ag. However, as the Ag2O film thinned as it converted to AgBr, the pseudocapacitance became the dominant feature of the voltammogram.
In the iodide case, the current measured during potentiostatic polarization at

( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag was identical to the current measured during AgI formation on Ag substrates.
Since the difference between ( E e ) Ag 2O / Ag and ( E e ) AgI / Ag is large, the potential at the
Ag2O/solution interface is large enough to drive the electrochemical formation of AgI on
the Ag2O surface. A negligible current was measured at the end of stage 1. At this time,
I−(aq) available at the electrode surface will be consumed by the fast chemical reaction
between Ag2O and I−(aq).
The contribution from the pseudo-capacitance due to I−(aq) adsorption and
desorption diminished with time. This is consistent with the potentiostatic polarization
results, and was likely due to the fast chemical conversion of Ag2O to AgI. The EOC
behaviour, potentiostatic control, and LPR results suggest that little or no I−(aq) diffused
through the Ag2O film to the Ag surface, likely due to the fast chemical reaction of Ag2O
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and I−(aq). Therefore, the galvanic coupling reaction should not contribute significantly
in the net reaction of Ag2O to AgI. This was not the case in the bromide reaction;
however additional experiments would be required in order to determine meaningful
corrosion rates.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Future Work

9.1

Summary
This thesis examined the mechanism and kinetics of surface reactions involving

the conversion of an aqueous halide on silver oxide surfaces. Under the experimental
conditions used to investigate the interfacial reaction kinetics, the aqueous-solid
conversion of reaction Ag2O with X−(aq) to form AgX on a conducting Ag substrate can
occur via one of three main reaction pathways. The first pathway is a chemical reaction
(no charge transfer) that occurs at the oxide/solution interface. Conversion can also
proceed via a galvanic coupling pathway where the reduction of Ag2O to Ag is coupled
to the oxidation of Ag to AgX. Lastly, conversion can proceed via a dissolution pathway,
where Ag+(aq) released from Ag2O dissolution reacts with X−(aq) in solution. The AgX
that forms in the solution phase can either precipitate on the Ag substrate or remain in
solution.
From studies of the electrochemical and morphological properties of silver oxide
and silver halide films formed on Ag electrodes under various conditions we have
determined that the type of film formed depends on the solution conditions and the
magnitude of the applied potential.
The conversion of Ag2O films on Ag substrates to AgI in aqueous iodide
solutions was followed at the open circuit potential (EOC) and cathodic stripping
voltammetry measurements were made at different reaction times. The conversion
reaction was initiated by placing a Ag2O-covered Ag electrode into a solution containing
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I−(aq). The EOC showed three distinct stages of conversion. In stage 1, the initial EOC
starts close to the equilibrium potential for the Ag2O/Ag redox pair, ( E e ) Ag2O / Ag , and
decreased slowly with time. In stage 2, the EOC reached and remained at a nearly
constant value. In stage 3, the EOC abruptly drops and quickly reached a steady value
close to the equilibrium potential for the AgI/Ag redox pair, ( E e ) AgI / Ag and the change in
stage 3 indicated that the conversion from Ag2O to AgI was complete.
Cathodic current reduction of Ag2O and AgI to Ag provided a measure of the
amount of Ag2O converted. The conversion reaction was nearly 100% efficient. From
the total reaction times as a function of iodide concentration and initial Ag2O inventory,
the reaction rate was found to be first order in iodide concentration and first order in
oxide surface area. Based on the kinetic analysis, we determined that the reaction of
Ag2O with I−(aq) forming AgI occurred mainly by a chemical reaction path.
The influence of electrolyte composition on (i) composition and morphology of
the Ag2O film and (ii) the kinetics of the conversion was also investigated. The reaction
rate constant in phosphate solutions was approximately two times larger than the value
measured in an NaOH solution. This difference was attributed to the differences in the
initial surface area or surface structure of the Ag2O films grown in the presence and
absence of phosphate. While µ−XRD analysis results suggest the incorporation of
phosphate into the Ag2O matrix occurs during the anodic Ag2O film growth in phosphate
solutions, this does not seem to have any impact on the mechanism or kinetics of the
conversion reaction.
The effect of mass transfer on the reaction kinetics was investigated and the
reaction time was found to be inversely proportional to the square root of the electrode
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rotation rate. These results enabled us to determine a surface chemical reaction rate.
This surface reaction rate constant was approximately one to two orders of magnitude
larger than the reaction rate constant obtained under stagnant conditions indicating that
the conversion reaction is mass-transfer limited under stagnant conditions.
Neutron reflectometry was performed in situ during the conversion of Ag2O to
AgI to investigate the mechanism of the conversion reaction. The neutron reflectometry
results show that the Ag2O/AgI interface can be modelled as a layered structure with the
conversion occurring layer-by-layer. To confirm that this layered model accurately
represents the Ag/Ag2O/AgI interfaces, the neutron reflectometry data should be reanalyzed in a way that will allow some variance in the scattering length density values.
The reaction of Br−(aq) with Ag2O on Ag was also studied. The chemical
reaction pathway in this system is slower than the iodide system. This results in a buildup of Br−(aq) at the Ag/Ag2O interface and enables the galvanic coupling reaction to
occur at a faster and competes with the chemical reaction pathway. Also, dissolution of
Ag2O and release of Ag+(aq) leads to the formation of AgBr(aq) which is more soluble
than AgI. The higher AgBr solubility allows it to diffuse in the bulk solution instead of
immediately precipitating on the Ag2O/AgBr film. Both the electrochemical results and
SEM images of the Ag/Ag2O surface confirmed that formation of AgBr via the
dissolution pathway is more prevalent in the Br−(aq) system than in the I−(aq) system.

9.2

Future Work
We believe that a more complete understanding of the galvanic coupling reaction

pathway can be achieved by completing a few additional experiments. The cyclic
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voltammetry results presented in Chapter 3 showed that the polarization resistance
measured during Ag2O or AgX reduction was significantly lower when phosphate was
present in the electrolyte solution. These lower resistance values are attributed to solidstate diffusion in the oxide or halide lattice. However, the polarization resistance values
measured during Ag2O and AgX reduction in NaOH were close to the solution resistance.
By performing further linear polarization resistance and potentiostatic polarization
measurements in the presence of phosphate, we can minimize the influence of the
solution resistance and this may provide us with a better understanding of the factors that
affect the galvanic coupling reaction.
Another researcher in our group has performed potentiostatic polarization
measurements at the end of stage 2 of the Ag2O/I−(aq) conversion reaction, and the
results were quite different from those discussed in Chapter 8. Our results suggested that
galvanic coupling was most likely to occur during stage 2. Additional experiments that
probe the galvanic coupling reaction at the beginning and middle of stage 2 would help to
confirm this. Additionally, SEM images of the surface may provide qualitative
information (i.e., film layering, crystal sizes/shapes) that may support or enhance the
understanding of the potentiostatic polarization and linear polarization resistance results.
Some of these experiments have been performed and the results, when analyzed, will be
published later.
A few simple experiments could also be completed to investigate the extent of the
dissolution observed during the conversion of Ag2O to AgBr. A number of techniques
could be used including; rotating ring disc experiments and electron probe beam
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diffraction. The measurements should be performed in situ so that the charged species
that is migrating away from the electrode surface can be identified.
More extensive computer modelling of the open circuit potential profile as a
function of iodide concentration, initial amount of Ag2O, and electrode rotation rate could
be useful. This could inform us further on how the dominant conversion pathway
changes with respect to the chemical/electrochemical environment. This would be
important for applications where silver surfaces/particles are used for radioiodine
trapping.
A long term goal of this work is to use the knowledge gained from the
silver/silver oxide and silver/silver halide system and apply it to other metal oxide/metal
halide or metal oxide/metal sulphide systems. Smith et al. have applied some of the
principles of the kinetic model described in Chapter 4 to the copper oxide/copper
sulphide system, but did not complete a detailed kinetic analysis of the system.
Extension of the silver work to include an investigation of the conversion of silver oxide
to silver sulphide may help to identify how changes in the potential difference between
the equilibrium potentials of the AgX/Ag and Ag2S/Ag redox pairs affects the rates of
reaction and the role of solvent properties and surface morphology more generally for
surface conversion reactions.
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